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I, IKTHODUCTION 
A. The Purpose of Fomiulating a Price Policy for Canadian Agriculture 
One of the two objectives of this thesis is to examine the desirability 
of formulating a price policy for Canadian agriculture. The question may 
quite properly be askedx "Why bother to formiilate a policy? The danand 
for and the supply of the food and feed stuffs which Canadian fanners 
produce will determine their price." Well and good, so they will; but 
it is also proper to ask» "Can we formulate a price policy which will 
do the job any better than would the unaided forces of supply and demand, 
better in the sense of making a more efficient use of resources and of 
stabilizing the incomes of individual producers?" The scope of this 
thesis is, then, in the first place, the provision of an answer to this 
basic question. In those areas wherein we find controls to be more 
efficient than the unfettered forces of supply and demand, we propose 
to examine the suitability of certain techniques as a means of attaining 
the desired ends. 
The primaiy purpose in attempting to formulate a price policy for 
Canadian agriculture is, then, to devise an economic fjramework within which 
people engaged in farming in Canada can better contribute to their own 
welfare and to the welfare of other citizens in the Dcaninion. Free 
market prices have not operated in the past in such a way as to maximize 
real output per unit of input. The allocatlve function of prices has been 
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impaired liy fluctmtions which have resulted in a high degree of uncertain­
ty to the primary prodiicer. Farm income has been extremely variable, 
resulting in alternate feast and famine for farm people through no fault 
of their own. We are concerned with devising means of smoothing out 
these peaks and troughs and of giving producers a more accurate indication 
of how much of what products they may produce with greatest advantage to 
thoaselves and to the economy as a whole* .Any effort to make the best 
possible use of Canada's rich resources and to improve the standard of 
living of her citizens, both rural and urban, needs small excuse. 
B. The f^rame of Reference 
Although it may appear to be self evident, it seems worth repeating 
that there is nothing sacred in either free enterprise or government 
control per se. Which one, or what combination of the two, will best 
accomplish the ends which we have in view? Certainly either when employed 
in greater or lesser degree is capable of abuse and flrau^t with danger. 
Policies tending either to the "right" or to the "left" should not be 
judged in a vacuum and by these political labels. Rather they should 
be assessed in terms of their own merits as determined their effects, 
measured Insofar as possible in concrete and objective terms. 
It Is a part of the function of government to establish the frame­
work within which private enterprise can function to best advantage. 
The establishment of such controls does not necessarily involve "govern­
ment enterprises" being set up; governmental controls may successftdly 
complement an essentially free enterprise economy. We are not, therefore. 
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concerned hecre with the contentloiis problem of making an exact demarcation 
between the botmdarles of private and government enterprise. V!e are 
interested rather in discovering a framework of controls for agriculture 
which will permit that Industry to make a maximum contribution to the 
general welfare. Such a contribution should so far as is possible be 
evaluated terms of objective criteria - the size and stability of real 
income, in the first instance, and the best use of resources in the second 
instance. 
It is no longer enoTjgh to assume that individual enterprise combined 
with the enforcement of certain minimum "rules of the game" will result 
in the largest possible real Income and the best distribution of that 
Income among members of the political economy. It is a commonplace today 
that the lag between physical and social sciences is a dangerous one. 
^One field in which the efforts to lessen this lag offer a fair 
chance of success is the quantitative and causal analysis of 
economic processes and policies. The practical importance of 
eoonomlc policy is obvloufii already at the present level of 
technology decent standards of living could probably be assured 
to this nation and to a considerable part of mankind if the 
economic problems of industrial unemployment and of agricxiltural 
depressions were solved. 
Not only is it ijnperative that we narrow the gap between "progress" 
in the physical and the social sciences but it is time to take cognizance 
of the fact that measures of economic control either for better or for 
worse are already being attempted on a fairly extensive scale. During 
the war, celling and floor prices, either at wholesale or retail levels, 
have been in effect for all major farm products In Canada. The y/lnnlpeg 
^he Covles Coamisslon for Research in Economics, Report for 19A5, 
p. 1. 
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Grain EKchasge has been closed since September) 1943» and a government 
agency, the Canadian Wheat Board, has assmed sole control over the market^ 
Ing of all commercial grains other than rye. Many of these controls are 
being continued into the postwar period as the performance of agriculture 
under control has exceeded Its best efforts prior to the imposition of 
such control. This is not to say that this superior performance is to 
be attributed to the controls within which the industry now operates; 
nevertheless the controls deserve a share and are apt to receive a large 
part of the credit. 
C. Canada's Commitment on Farm Product Price Stq[>ports 
The goyenanent has pledged Itself to establish such prices for 
agricultural products as will "ensure adequate and stable retiims for 
agriculture by promoting orderly adjustment fjK>m war to peace conditions 
and • • • Ito] endeavour to secure a fair relationship between the 
returns from agriculture and those ftom other occupations."^ Canada 
has been a participant in the mw dormant international wheat agreement 
and has concluded long term forward contracts for some of her major 
export foodstuffs. Such an ambitious program deserves analysis and 
appraisal. 
Itost assessments of the problems of agriculture in Canada during 
the thirties were Ijraraed in terms of a shrinking market for staple 
eaqjorts, of the effects of the tariff upon the primary producer and of 
^An Act for the Support of the Prices of Agricultural Products 
during the Transition firom iitar to Peace. B George VI. Chapter 29. 
Aoguat 15, 1944* P* 180. 
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an imperfectly oompetltive price structure in the industrial sector of 
the economy. Within agriculture, emphasis was placed upon the desirability 
of retiring marginal lands from production or their diversion to less 
Intensive uses. Readjustments in the use of land were effected by the 
movement of settlers from the drier parts of the short-grass plains to 
new holdings in the park belt or on the podzols. Important technical 
improvements were made in the breeding of drought and disease resistant 
strains of cereals and grasses, in better cultural practices for dry­
land agriculture, in the provision of feed and water for livestock and 
in the adoption of improved types of machinery. 
These are all important problons and significant achievements. 
Perhaps too much emphasis has been placed upon the desirability of 
diversification in the "Balllser Triangle" and insufficient recognition 
accorded to the high comparative advantage of wheat on these soils. 
Although the marked dependence of the economic well being of Canadian 
agriculture upon the export market is well known, its reliance upon a 
high level of employment in the rest of the economy has not received a 
similar degree of acceptance. Direct assistance to farmers during the 
depression largely took the form of direct relief, although the goveim-
ment also attoapted, with some success, to stabilize wheat prices through 
acquiring stocks of wheat and futures in periods of low prices and dis­
posing of them when donand improved. 
The imperative necessity of reorganizing the Canadian economy to 
meet the demands occasioned by World War II helped materially in achieving 
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a better distribution of the norking force in moving people out of 
agriculture and into industry. The productive capacity of Canadian 
agriculture has been greatly increased. Efforts are being made to 
secure freer international trade relationships, to raise the levels 
of nutrition everywhere, and to permit producers to specialize in the 
output of tiiose commodities in which they have the highest comparative 
advantage. Finally Canadians desire to Improve their own standards 
of living and to prevent the economic wastes attendant upon involuntary 
uneniployment. 
It is to the specific problem of making the best use of agricultural 
resources and of stabilizing farm income that this thesis addresses 
itself. The implications of such a problem are, however, so far-reaching 
as to make it l-nperative to employ as a flrame of reference the whole of 
the price policy affecting agriculture. 
Fortunately Canada has not, as yet, committed herself by legislation 
to specific price objectives. Her position in this respect is in marked 
contrast with that of the United States. Congress has pledged the 
government to the support of the prices of farm products at a level of 
not less than ninety per cent of parity for a minijBUiB period of two 
calendar years after the official declaration of the cessation of 
hostilities. There is still room for a good deal of flexibility, in 
the methods by which, and at the level at which, the prices of farm prod­
ucts are to be supported in Canada. Although Canada's economic and social 
problems differ in many important respects f>:om those of the United 
States, it behooves her to study carefully the American experiment with 
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parity prices and the proposals of Merlcan economists. 
Although no official formal proposals have been made as to the 
means which will be used "to secure a fair relationship between the 
returns from agrictilture and those from other occupations" the govem-
ment appears to be placing considerable wnphasis upon long term export 
sales contracts for staple agricultural products. So far these contracts 
have all been with the United Kingdom. These agreements typically 
specil^ a minimum qviantity which is to be delivered at a minimum price 
with the actual price to be determined by later negotiation. This 
technique was used during the war for bacon, beef, cheese, processed 
milk and eggs. It has now been extended to wheat. The intrinsic merits 
of these forward sales contracts together with their relation to other 
possible means of stabilizing farm income are worthy of examination. 
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II. REVIEW OF LH'mTURE 
The attack on the economic problems of agriculture by American econ­
omist a has in general followed two broad lines: 
(a) An analysis of the relationship of agriculture to the 
rest of the economy* Such analyses, typically, have 
reference to population, nutrition, characteristics of 
the demand for food, relative income levels, and the 
function of prices in contributing to a resolution of 
the problems presented* Or. T* W* Schultz has addressed 
hliDself specifically to tliis approach during the war 
years. A summary of some of his contributions are 
accordingly Included here and a critical analysis attempted* 
(b) An analysis of the specific techniques Involved in 
achieving broad policies designed to facilitate the 
adjustment of agriculture* These includes a storage 
program for grains, subsidies, crop insurance, forward 
prices, surplus disposal plans, prodiiction control and 
marketing quotas. An examination of certain of these 
specific techniques is postponed to the last four chapters 
of this thesis which deal with their application to the 
Canadian econoioy* 
A. A Diagnosis and Proposal by T* W. Schults 
Although the concept of parity prices for agriculture had been 
originated in the early twenties^ and Incorporated into farm legislation 
In the United States during the thirties, economists did not apparently 
become aware of the shortcoolngs of this approach to the problem of 
maJ.ntaln3.ng farm Income until the decade of the forties. Schultz in 
a paper delivered to the American Economic Association in December 194^0 
^ee J. D. Blaok. Parity, Parity, Parity. The Harvard Committee 
on Research in the Social Sciences. Cambridge, Uass.t The Haxvard 
University Press* 1942* p. 45* 
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undertook to aet up criteria for ascertaining the economic effects 
of the action programs and administrative machinery vested in the 
United States Department of Agriculture.^ The thesis of his paper is 
that action programs must be analyzed in terms of tvo major effects 
which they may be expected to have, namely: that upon the allocation 
of resources; and that upon the distribution of income* 
Programs undertaken with a view to improving the use of resources 
often increased the disparity of incomes of farm families without 
appreciably raising those which were already low. Similarly farm programs 
which are designed to Increase farm incomes may, because payments are 
tied to resource use, also increase the disparities inherent in the 
distribution of incomes to farm people. Schultx concludes that even 
ftiLl employment will not solve the problem of income allocation. 
Although analytically the resotuwe and income problems must be 
kept separate if both are to be solves, yet there is widespread acceptance 
of a 8yBt«H of income distribution whereby each individual "earns" what 
he receives as payment for the resources which he has at his command, 
be these resources labour, capital or managerial ability. The acceptance 
of this value Judgment makes the "optijnum" distribution of both income 
and resources difficult to achieve. 
Schulta, following Professor Knight, insists that the economic 
system distributes Income among resource owners in a completely amoral 
way.^ In an enterprise economy the distribution of income is the result 
^T. W. Schults. Economic Effects of Agricultural Programs. Amer. 
Soon. Review. 311 1941* 
^F. H. flight. Risk, Uncertainty and Profit. Kew Xorkx Harper and 
Brothers. 1935. p. 178. 
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of the distribution of payments for the use of resources. The 
distribution of income will therefore depend upon the distribution of 
the ownership of resources which include personal capacities as well 
as other factors of production. If perfect competition is assumed the 
price of a factor will be equal to the value of Its marginal product. 
Under such conditions resources are distributed In such a way as to best 
satisfy the wishes of consumers as expressed by the vote of their dollars 
in the market place. Itowever an income problem may still exist if 
society is not prepared to accept the income distribution resulting 
a given distribution of resources. Johnson has defined this Income 
problen as:^ "the divergence between the actual distribution of personal 
Incomes resiilting fVom resource prices and the existing ownership of 
resources, and that fulfilling adequate democratic social welfare 
criteria." £ven though we are able to make the best use of our 
agricultural resources there would still be many farm families who do 
not possess sufficient resources to yield them a standard of living 
which society would regard as satlsfactoi^. 
Schults in his paper also points out that one of the siurplus farm 
crops Is population and that urban ccamunities reap the advantage of 
the capital invested In the rearing and training of the young people 
who leave the farms and find employment in cities. Some supplementary 
payment might well be made to these families to compensate them for the 
Investment which they are making in the population of the nation. 
^D. Gale Johnson. The Theory of Foiirard Prices for Agricultural 
Frodoots. An Tixqpuhllshed thesis submitted to the graduate faculty of 
Iowa State College for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 19A5* p< 101. 
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Uanjr, If not most, of the ideas which Schultz was later to develop 
in greater detail, are included in this first appraisal of the problem. 
The techniques of AAA; crop production control, farm commodity loans 
and storage, soil and parity payments, are seen as devices applicable 
to the directing of resources rather than to the supplementing of farm 
income, for which latter purpose they were primarily intended. The 
administrative technique of loans and storage opens the way for 
effective guidance and control of agricultural production on a level 
at which govemiaental action may successftilly complonent the essentially 
£ree enterprise economy of American agriculture. Loan rates and storage 
stocks would be determined by pTOduction, marketing and consumption crit­
eria ulille other methods would be relied upon to supplement inadequate 
farm incomes. Although not elaborated upon, forward prices are explicitly 
recommended; in order to guide production effectively, it is necessary to 
announce the loan rate well in advance. 
Schultz's second major contribution to the general thesis of 
'Quality for agriculture" is embodied in his book "Redirecting Farm 
Policy".^ This work, intended for a wider audleiKJe, amplifies many of 
the suggestions made in his original paper. The condition and performance 
of agriculture is here seen as a part of the whole economy, in the welfare 
of which, every citizen has a vital interest. This interest is threefold: 
the use of agricultural resources, the standard of living of farm families, 
and the distribution of the food supply. In other words, society wants 
a maximum of the right kinds of food and fibres; an acceptable standard 
^T. If. Schultz. Redirecting Fani Policy. New York* MacmiUan Co. 
1943. 
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of living for the people In agrisulturei as judged ly aoeh objective 
eriterla aa nutrition^ edueation, clothing, housing and health; and 
finally, the ziation as a whole Is concerned with the way In which her 
food output is dlstrilnited among the people of Anerioa and of the world. 
The analysis again centers around the xise of prices, of prices 
used aa means to an end, as directives serving to allocate resources, 
rather than as goals aimed at achieving some desired but undefined 
income distribution. Such an analysis discredits the role assumed by 
prices under the parity scheme where prices are tied to some more or 
less remote historical period in the hope that a "fair" distribution 
of income will result. Sohults is of the opinion that a central agency, 
such as the United States Department of Agricultuire, eqxiipped with the 
technical persoimel and necessary funds. Is in a much better position to 
accurately anticipate the probable future demand for farm products than 
are millions of individual fazners. To leave such forecasts to those 
beat able to handle them will result in a much closer adjustment of 
stqpply to demand. 
If central agency is best able to anticipate prospective supply 
and demand, then the annouacement of forward prices for one production 
period in advance will reduce price risk and thereby enhance the prod­
uctivity of agricultural resources. First, factors will be more nearly 
allocated in such a way as to satisfy consumer demand. Secondly, each 
farmer may then devote his resources to the production of the coimaodity 
for which he is best equipped and conccmtrate his attentions on farming 
rather than on outgueasing the market. A third avenue of gain will be 
I 
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that of pooling uncertainties« a part of which vill eanoel out leaving 
less for the agency to bear than had previously been borne by the 
aggregate of farmers. 
An additional device suggested as being useful for evening out 
fluctuations in supplies induced by vagaries in the weather is the 
building up of stockpiles of durables or processed perishables. This 
concept of an ever-normal granary is, of course, not new, but the 
suggestion of tying it to a forward price scheiBe beuied upon supply and 
demand offers new uses to which a combination of the two techniques 
might be put. A second more novel suggestion is that of "equalisation 
funds" for each of the "various clusters of farm eoomodlties". The 
essence of this scheme may perhaps best be Judged by a direct quotation.^ 
Bhen the demand exceeded ezpeetations, the fund would be 
replenished; and when the demand fell below eoipeoted levels, 
the fund would be drawn upon. Conversely, for unexpected 
changes in simply. More specifically, when the demand for 
a product increased unexpectedly and the price rose higher 
than the forward price, an assessment would be made on each 
unit of the product sold to equate the difference between the 
forward price and the price at which the product is most 
efficiently distributed through the marketing and retail 
channels. The revenue thus obtained would go into the equal­
isation fund. When the opposite situation arose, namely, 
when the dmtand receded unexpectedly and prices dropped below 
the forwaird priee, the product would be sold at a price lower than 
the forward priee, and the difference would be taken Arom the 
equalliation fund and paid to farmers in order to give them the 
announced forward price. 
A third technique suggested Schnlts is that of directing a 
part of acctanilated surpluses of product into other than market chaasnels. 
Schnlts, op. cit., p. 55*56. The scheme envisaged here seems in 
some respects to resaBble that proposed by the Anstralian government 
for wheat. This plan would, for an initikl period of five years, guarantee 
the farmer the equivalent of 80 cents American for his wheat packed in 
3 bushel bags and loaded at ths nearest railway terminal. Wheat for 
u 
The nerlts of this technique rest upon the contribution which it might 
make to general welfare in terms of better diets. 
The positive proposals put forward by Schults as a partial solution 
to the income problem are the following: 
(a) Income payments should not be tied to the use of 
productive factors but to the human agent, the 
farm family. 
(b) Supplementary income should, if possible, be granted 
in kind in the form of such public services as housing, 
food, medical services or education rather than as cash. 
(c) Supplementary payment* should usually be made on eqtial 
terms to all families irrespective of their income status. 
In a paper read to the Canadian Political Science Association 
at Montreal in May, 1944*^ Schultz presented a preview of many of 
the ideas oabodled in a study which he was at that time preparing for 
the Oramittee fbr Economic Developnent.*^ This earlier paper deals 
dfflBestlc conanmption would be supplied at 80 cents per bushel. IJhen 
the pooling agmcy was able to sell wheat for export at a net price 
exceeding 80 cents per bushel, 40^ of the difference would go directly 
back to the grower and 60f> would go into a stabilisation fund. This 
stabilization fund would be used to maintain the guaranteed price at 
80 cents at suoh times as the world price falls below this level. 
Acreage control also appears to constitute an integral part of the plan. 
The similarity between this plan and that suggested Schults 
lies in the accumulation of a ftmd ftem surpluses realised when world 
prices exceed the guaranteed minimum, irtilch surplus is used to make up 
deficits when prices fall below the guaranteed minimum. The most 
apparent dissimilarity is to be found in the fixing of a forward price 
for as long as five years without regard to the supply and demand 
conditions for wheat. It is also apparently intended that the schone 
should be tied in with an International commodity agreement for wheat. 
Tbe practice of produotion control will be dealt with In a later section 
of this thesis. The administration of ecoj plan to levy an assessment 
on each unit of the product sold is subject to some Important diffictilties. 
See below. Chapter VI. 
W. Sehttlts. Two Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in 
Agriculture. Can. Jour, of Econ« and Pol. Sol. 10: 298-311. 1944. 
2t. W. Schulta. Agriculture in an Unstable Econtnty. New York: McQraw* 
Hill. 1945. 
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with the general position in which agriculture finds itself as a part of 
the wider economy. The principal determinants of this position are rates 
of population growth, rates of technological improvement, and the low 
income elasticity of the demand for food.^ 
The fertility rates in agriculture are sufficiently high as to 
permit the farm population to more than replace itself. Surplus farm 
population will be compelled, therefore, to move out into the non-agrl-
cultural sectors of the economy if the earnings of labour In agriculture 
are to be comparable to those of labour in non«>farm Jobs* Economic incentives 
must for this reason be such as will facilitate such movement and the prin­
cipal of these incentives is the availability of jobs In industry* Whenever 
jobs have been available, farm youth has moved to the city and when Jobs 
clear statement of the need fbr faollltating the movement of pop­
ulation out of agriculture and into the industrial sectors of the economy 
is included In a book by Professor Allan G. B* Fisher, The Clash of Progress 
and Security, London, Macmlllnn, 1935* Here is to be found those premises 
and conelusions around which Professor Schults's analysis, as found in his 
Agriculture in an Unstable Eoonony, is built, vis.: (a) Higher fertility 
rates in agrloulture (b) Bapidly Improving technology in agriculture 
(c) Low iTOome elasticity of the draand for food. This anal^is is sand­
wiched into the following paragraph ly Fisher (op. cit. p. J^s 
This population trend has been observed in so many countries with 
the widest variety of econoodjc etrueture that it is difficult to 
believe that it can anywhere be adequately explained by reference 
to purely local conditions or local policy* Clearly the only satls-
factozy test for determining the optimum number of farmers in any 
country or In the world as a whole is their ability to supply the 
food and raw materials iidiich the ccanunlty needs. If anything happens 
to increase the efficiency of their production, the optimim number 
of farmers will diminish* After a certain rather low standard of 
Income has been passed, the dmand for food is not greatly stimulated 
by any fall in price irtiich increased efficiency makes possible. 
People prefer rather to spend the money they save through getting 
food more cheaply on other things, on clothes, housing and other 
needs, familiar and unfamiliar, because happily, as Adam Smith 
pointed out long ago, the capaci'^ of the human stmiaeh is limited. 
There can be little doubt that improvements in agriculture have in 
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v«r« not available surplus population has backed up on the fanos. A 
high level of employment Is then one of the prime requisites of the 
necessary movement of labour out of agriculture. The failure of the 
surplus labour In agriculture to transfer elsewhere results In a low 
rate of return to this factor of production. 
There are two factors, in addition to higher fertility rates, 
which tend to induce a surplus of labour. The first of these is 
technological improvements which both tend to replace labour with 
capital equipment and to increase the output of all the productive 
factors. The adoption of power machinery, fertilizer and new strain 
of orops and livestock has greatly increased gross output and output 
per man. Secondly, as the income of our society increases the demand 
for food increases less than in proportionj In economists* terminology, 
the inccsie elasticity of the demand for food is less than tmity. The 
fact made these changes in expenditun possible. The resources 
of science, advances in chemistry]^ botany, biology, bacteriology, 
have, during recent years, been directed on a quite ui^jrecedented 
scale towards the Improvement of farm methods throughout the 
world; there have been marked changes in the use of fertilisers, 
improvTOients Iti the quality of livestock, in seed selection end in 
scientific soil study, as well as in the applleatlon to farming of 
machinery and other Improved implements. An accurate quantitative 
statement is difficult, or perhaps impossible, but the guess may 
safely be haaarded that during this generation the significance of 
new iuventions affecting agriculture has been greater than the 
significance of any other set of new inventions. The inevitable 
consequence is that the world can now get all the food it needs 
with a relatively diminished expenditure of human effort, and some 
of the resources thus set free can be applied with advantage to the 
production of other things. 
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ooabined effect of these three faotors, a higher fertility rate In 
agrleultuz^y rapid advances In agrleulttiral technology and a low Income 
elasticity of the demand for food, places a burden upon our economic 
systcHD In moving excess population out of agriculture. 
In his "Agriculture In an Unstable Economy", Schults explicitly 
separates the problem of securing "adequate" returns to agriculture In 
the long run and during periodic recurrences of tmslness cycles. In 
dealing with the secular problem he continues to emphasise primarily those 
factors which will tend to bring about comparable returns to agriculture 
through the operation of competitive forces and secondarily the adoption 
of direct measures designed to improve the welfare of the people on faxns. 
imong the fozner, major emphasis is placed upon flscalnnonetary policies 
designed to maintain a high level of employment in the econony thus mwiptng 
jobs available to people who wish to leave the farms. 
The second avenue of approach, that of contributing to the welfare 
of faxn people, envisages public Investment in farm people, particularly 
the young. Such inves-Uients, it is believed, will Incirease the product^ 
ivlty of farm people and add to their mobility. Schults maintains that 
investment in farm youth will enhance their willingness and ability to 
seek and hold jobs outside of agriculture. Stich investment might be 
made In the form of aids to education, the provision of medical services, 
better nntrltion and housing. The solution to secular maladjustment in 
the returns to agriculture should not be sou^t through increased pa^nents 
for faxn products for two reasonst 
(a) Such payments tend to be regressive, i.e., families with 
higher Incomes receive more than those with lower incomes. 
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(b) PajTsents tl«d to resotiroes tend to distort the use of such 
resources and thereby cause the product to be less than it 
otherwise might have been*^ 
Turning now to the second prohlea, that of cushioning the effect 
of uneDploymnt, upon the agricultural sector of the eoononyi Schults 
recognises a different problem and aooordingl7 prescribes a different 
approach towards allerlatlon and control. The welfare of agriculture 
Is quite properly regarded as intimately linked with that of the economy 
as a whole* A high leyel of «nployment is essential in the non-farm 
SMtors of the econoBqr if labour is to transfer out of agriculture at a 
rate sufficiently rspid as to maintain the returns in agriculture at a 
level comparable to those receivable elsewhere* 
Boweverf if the devices used to maintain a high rate of employBient 
in the econoBiy ss a whole prove inadequate, then agriculture will, because 
of her crtreme vulnerability^, be loDediately affected. Shifting resources 
^For another analysis which reaches essentially the same cozicluslon 
see T. lynn Smith and Balph W. Boberts, Sources and Distribution of the 
Farm Population In fielation to Farm Benefit Psyments. Jour, of Farm 
Boon, 23s 607-618. 19a. 
As essential elements in a national policy for agriculture ... 
Cthe aiithonO submit three propositions t 
1, The distribution of all federal benefit payments to the states 
should be in proportion to the sices of their farm population. 
2, These federal contributions should not be paid directly to the 
faxm operator but should be channelised into the support of essential 
services now financed by local taxation. 
3* The principi^e of equalisation should be adopted on a federal 
soale so that areas benefiting Arom rural-urban migration would 
eontribate a portion of their share in the provision of such 
services as modem schools and public health facilities. 
^Vulnerable beoanse total agricultural output Is relatively insensitive 
to general changes in the price level. Rather than curtalMiig output and 
taking advantage of whatever inelasticity that there may be in the donand 
for foods, farmers tend to maintain output and, perforce, accept a lower 
price per unit for their products as demand declines. 
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ont of agriculture is not the answer to cyclical unefflployment since it 
is assumed l)y definition that the decline in donand is of a tempoiraxy 
nature. What is required is a means of maintaining cash iscome to 
farmers during the depression phase of the cycle. 
Schulta heM proposes a system of compensatory payments designed 
to stabilize farm income^ to be counter-cyclical in its effects and not 
to cause a disturbance in the consumption and production of farm products* 
Essentially the scheme is to pay to farmers the difference, or some pre­
determined portion of the difference, between the market price and a 
floor price for their products* Such a floor price would be the market 
price prevailing at such time as some selected index of non-farm activity 
declined below a stated minilmiDa. This selected index might be industrial 
payrolls, per cent of the labour force unwnployed, or some other measure 
of the level of business activity* These payments would be made on all 
agricultural products and, Schults claims, would not interfere with the 
distribution of the product through normal trade channels whether these 
were domestic or vxpovt. Payments would be discontinued at such time as 
the falling unemployment index again reached sero, as defined, or the 
price of the comsodity regained the pre-depression level* 
As the pathfinder, lAio, although not the first to find,^ was the 
first to iUuBinate the target area, Schults*8 analysis and proposals 
form a background against which many later appraisals blend closely* 
Apart from the elaboration of such techniques as forward prices, storage 
^ee 0* H* W* Sprague* The Recovery Problem in the United States* 
imerisan Scoaomie Beview* 28tl. 1938* and 
Allan G. B. Fisher, op. cit., p* ^  and passim. 
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programs and surplus disposal schemes, one other approach stands out 
because of Its direct attack upon the problem* Before passing on to 
an examination of the techniques suggested as means to stabilize farm 
income it is wortii while to outline this direct approach. 
B. The Norton-Working Proposal 
Norton and Working of the University of Uliiiois have suggested that 
If it is desired to maintain the net income of farmers that this should be 
attempted bgr making direct payments to farmers based upon their net income 
or net sales rather than through subsidies or compensatory payments.^ Re­
duced to its simplest texms, the Norton-Working proposal bolls down to the 
maintenance of some given ratio between net farm sales on a per capita beuils 
and net national income on a per capita basis. The determination of this 
all Important ratio would be left to Congress, not to the executive branch 
of the government. 
Spelled out, the formula would be as followst 
net farm sales 
farm population 
total population 
which, using data for 1939» for the United States would bet 
30,8 million people . 
«7n.7 MlUn.. 
130.4 Billion people 
If BOW the desired ratio was set at It would be necessary to raise 
^Xi. J. Norton and £• J. Working. A Proposal for Supporting Farm 
Zncome, and Siq)porting Farm Income. Illinois Farm Economics, Decmber 
1945 a^ January 1946, p. 309» and April and Kay 1946, p. 345. 
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each Individual farmer's net sales by s 1*08, or 8 per cent. 
.a 
Net sales are defined as gross sales less purchases of feed and livestock. 
The authors of this scheme of "production payments", as they 
choose to call them, regard its chief merit as retaining the system of 
market prices to allocate resources and distribute incomes among indiv-> 
iduals. 
This brief review of the major trends of thought among American 
economists as to desirable goals and means to be sought in fuarthering 
the welfare of people in agriculture and in the economy as a whole is 
not intended to be exhaustive* i&ach of the best that has been written 
is in terms of specific techniques.^ A number of overall analyses of 
the problem together with specific proposals are to be found in the prize* 
wizining essays of a recent contest sponsored by the American Farm £con-
2 
omics Association. 
Our purpose in the following chapters of this thesis will be, first, 
to appraise the appropriateness of the program suggested as a means of 
securing "adequate and more stable income f^om flarming," Secondly, we 
G. S. Shepherd* 
(a) Agricultural Price Control. Ames, lowax Iowa State College 
Press. 1945* 
(b) Changing Emphasis in Agricultural Price Control Pxvgrams. 
Journal of Farm Seonomics. 26* 476*502. 1944* 
(c) Bases for Controlling Agriotiltural Prices. Journal of Farm 
Economics. 24.1 743-760. 1942* 
(d) Agricultural Prices After the fiw. fbrtime Farm and Food 
Policy Pamphlet Mo. 11. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State Collie Press. 194-5* 
D. Gale Johnson. The Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural 
Products. A PJi. D. thesis submitted to Iowa State College, 194.5• 
D. Gale Johnson. The Contribution of Price Policy to the Income and 
fiesource Problems in Agriculture. Journal of Farm Economics. 26t631-'664. 
1944. 
^A Price Policy for Agriculture, Consistent with Economic Progress, 
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will be conearned with an analysis of Canadian conditions in an effort 
to determine the extent to which the techniques suggested by American 
writers are appropriate. Finally, it is hoped that it may be possible 
to wrolTe a positive program designed to stabilise faxners* income and 
at least partially protect agriculture from recurrent cyclical fluctuations 
in demand without prejudicing the chances of the Canadian economy to 
provide a higher standard of living for all its citizens. 
That Will ProBote Adequate and Uore Stable Income from Farming. Journal 
of Farm Eoononica* 27< 743*895. 1945. 
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111. AN MALISIS OF SOKE SPECIFIC FROPOSM^ 
TO STABILIZE FAM INCOUE 
In the preceding chapter we have outlined two suggested methods 
of stabilising and supplsmentlng fans income. These two schemes ere 
now selected for a more detailed analysis since they represent funda­
mentally different approaches and also since we are concerned with the 
administrative probl^ns likely to be encountered in Implementing such 
plana, 
A. A General Comparison of the Sehults and Korton-Working Plans 
The proposals put forward tgr Sehults and by Norton and Working 
haTe at least one Important charaeteristie in comaon. In both plans 
care is tak«n not to interfere with the funetion of the price mechanism 
in distributing farm products. Both would make payments directly to 
farmers and pensit the prices of foods and fibres to seek their own 
level in the market place. This characteristic is not only highly 
deslrablei it is essential if farm products are to be distributed accord­
ing to consumsr preferences. No goTemment agency, however efficient 
or well organised; can hope to keep market prices at an equilibrium 
level by means of price fixing. An agency entrusted with sueh a task 
in our doDOcratlc society is all too apt to find itself subject to 
irrestifale politisal pressure. The experiences of the Americans in 
administering the Federal Farm Board, the Goamodity Credit Corporation 
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and the parity price technique point all too clearly toward this oon-
clusion. 
The most readily apparent difference between the two plans is that 
Schultz proposes to tie payments to farmers to prices whereas Norton 
and Working would divorce pajnaents from prices. It is true that imder 
tile latter plan the level of the prices of farm products relatively to 
the prices of all other products and services would be one of the principal 
determinants both of the slse of the aggregate payment to farmers and of 
the distribution of payments among individual farmers. But this is 
because prices^ along with volume of net salesi are the determinants of 
the value of net sales and not because income payments are tied direcUy 
to prices* 
The immediate goal of the Illinois plan is to guarantee to farmers 
as a group an income fjn>m "net sales" which would cause either the 
aggregate of farmers* receipts Arom net sales or net farm income^ to 
bear a pre-determlned ratio to net national income produced. Schults, 
on the other hand, would guarantee farmers a floor price in terms of a 
fixed percentage of some average "pre-depression" price and then also 
let the products find their own level on a competitive market* The two 
plans might be paraphrased by saying that Korton and Working are attempt­
ing to achieve a variant of inccme parity; SchultB is attempting to 
cushion a decline in farm income by establishing a general floor undw 
the prices of farm products* 
lEKcluding income to persons on farms Arom non-farm sources. 
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What oan b« said of the rolatl-v* nerits of th« two plana? Sino* 
thcgr are daaigned to aocompllsh the aame boroad objeotlve are they 
roughly equivalent and will either (or neither{) do the Job? It would 
be well to enquire at the outaet as to the objective whleh the authors 
of each plan had in mind when they prescribed these particular means 
to the attainment of that objeetive. That is, what is the Job to be 
done? 
Schults declares his primary objective to be a reduction in the 
instability of farm income caiuied by business fluctuations.^ He proposes 
a program which is Intended to dampen cyclical fluctuations in the economy 
as a whole, to permit production and trade in agricultural ocwaodities 
to operate under competitive market determinants, and to stabilise farm 
income sufficiently as to remove the incentive for produetion control 
and price stqpports. It will be recalled that Schnlts would maintain the 
prices of farm pTOducts to farmers during depression at either their 
pre-depression level or at "such proportion of the latter as public 
policy deems appropriate."^ 
Iforton and Working regard their proposal as essentially a parity 
income plan which will "guarantee farmers the approximate share of the 
national Income they get in normal times.They too claim for their 
proposal the advantage of permitting the price system to direct production 
W. Schnlts. Agriculture in an Unstable Economy* New lorkt 
HcGraw-Hill. 1945. p. 222. 
Schnlts, op. cit., p. 225. 
J. Norton and E. J. Working, op. cit., p. 313* 
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and eonaumptlon of farm coBmoditlaa aeeordlng to oonaiuier praferenoa, 
and of being counter<>o7olioal in ita effect upon the aeonoiqjr. The authors 
of this plan would maintain total cash fara incona at a level fixed 
relatively to that of the net national income of the economy as a 
whole. 
In examining these two alternative proposals, we propose to proceed 
firom the general to the specific; that is, to appraise them in terms of 
their overall desirability and than to examine in detail the implioatlons 
of each. 
What about the broad objective which each would serve? Should 
farmers be assured that their net per capita sales or net per capita 
farm income will always bear a fixed relation to net national income on 
a per capita basls?^ The validity of this argument is examined below 
in terms of guaranteeing a fixed proportion of net income to any given 
^his fixed relationship of farmers* income receipts to net national 
income may be established at aqy predetermined level. In Canada propon­
ents of "a fair share of the national income for agriculture" usually 
mean a proportionate share. That las 
net farm income x total copulation 2 
net national incone farm population 
If 28*5 per cent of the Canadian population lives on farms (census 
estimate for 1941) then net farm income should be 28,5% of net national 
income according to this eriterlon. (For a criticism of the content of 
this type of estimate from a statistical point of view see E. C. Hope, 
Agriculture's Share of the National Income, Canadian Journal of Boon, and 
Fol. Sci., 9<584-393# 1943> and G. L. Burton, Agrieulttire's Share of the 
Batlonal Income, A Cooment, Canadian Jovomal of Econ. and Fol. Sci., 
10<206-207, 1944*} Norton and Working, while adopting this approach 
in principle for the American econoaqr, do not suggest a proportionate 
afanre of the national Income for farmers. They also relegate net farm 
Incinie to second choice in favor of "net sales". They suggest the use 
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producer group under a slogan such as "a fair share of the national 
income to agriculture."^ The best ansirer to this suggestion would 
seem to be in these terms: "Vhy should the people engaged in agri-
oulttare, as distinet ftrom those in any other industry* be offered a 
proportionate share of the national Income?" The govenaent having 
adopted such a plan for agriculture night find itself ctsnpelled to 
carry through and grant the same concession to other industries - to 
fishing J to logging, to trapping, to mining and possibly even to 
secondary industry. 
Once society has determined the specific share of the total product 
which each group shall receive, it has gone a long way tonard removing 
the effectiveness of the price system in allocating resources among 
industries. This we should not do, at least until we have determined 
upon some other way of perfozuing this allocative function. It may be 
that agriculture COJOZU» should and could receive this guarantee. True, 
the degree to which the econony would then be compartmentalised would 
be much less than if the principle were generally applied. The oriti*> 
eiSB that the movement of resources between agriculture and the rest 
of the economy would be impeded, however, still applies. It would not 
be wise to obstruct with economic incentives, irtiich pull in the opposite 
of the following ratio t 
art fOT X - (say) .a 
net national income farm population 
Th«y would then leave the detemination of the desired ratio to Congress. 
In a Congress in which the senior member "overrepresents" the Interests 
of agriculture and in irtiich the inllnenee of agricultural pressure groups 
is quite perceptible, the adoption of sueh a plan should certainly not 
dismay American farmers. Other taxpayers might be less happy. 
%ee below p. 65. 
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direotion, the moTement of people out of agrioultore and into other 
indufltries; this trend represents a desirable adjustment to basic econ­
omic forces. To block the adjustment is to make a less than optljnum 
use of our resources, vhich, in turn, will diminish total net product. 
The operation of the Norton<-Working proposal is not necessarily 
limited to depressions. The determination of when it vould and would 
xiot operate vould depend in large measure upon the level at which 
Congress saw fit to fix the income ratio upon which the scheme depends. 
Were it placed at .3 farmers would have received payments in all but 
the most prosperous war years; were it fixed at .4 it would have 
increased farm income only in 1931» 1932 and 1940. The plan has the 
advantage that once the decision has been made to determine incomes of 
producers by government fiat rather than in the market place, the 
responsibility for this determination is placed squarely upon the rep­
resentatives of the people where it belongs. 
Schultz* proposal does not lend itself to the maintenance of ii»ome 
parity in an undesirably rigid form as readily as does that of Norton 
and Working. It will be admitted, I believe, that the latter schme 
cotild be handled in such a way as to provide a cushion for overall farm 
income during a depression and yet be inoperative when farm prices 
strengthened. If used as a counter-cyclical measure in this way a new 
ratio might be selected each time unnnplojnnent began to rise and farm 
prices to fall. This practice would permit a new ratio to be selected 
at the beglming of each depression, which would reflect the competitive 
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position of agrieulturo in the eoonooqr prior to the depression. Fam 
pressure groups on the other hand night be only too likely to argue that 
"agriculture's fair share of the national income" should be closer to unity.^ 
Such a viewpoint if held by a politically powerful group might well result 
in raids on the public treasury which would end in the discrediting and 
ultimate rejection of the plan. 
Since Schults' plan would operate without reference to income parity, 
it should stand a better chance of escaping this particular pitfall. In 
the writer's opinion the freesing of prices at a given level during a de­
pression does not lend itself to the same degree of abuse as the maintenance 
of some form of income parity. If labour is to be more or less continuously 
moved out of agriculture there will probably need to be some differential in 
the rates of return to people in agriculture and to those in other industries. 
To establish some variant of an income parity goal for agriculture might well 
tend toward the elimination of such a differential. The divergence between 
market prices and guaranteed prices is, on the other hand, readily apparent 
and onee a minijraa level of emfCLoyBent has been attained public pressure 
may suffice to secure the removal of compensatory payaeots. The superficial 
plausibility of specious arguments for inc(»ne parity at levels ever more 
favourable to agriculture, on the other hand, could make an income parity 
plan a dangerofis expedient. 
^hat is, the per capita net income of persons engaged in agriculture 
and in non-agrlcnltnral eaployment should be equal. This would be true, 
however, only if net fam inccme included income to persons on farms tram 
non-fazn sources. The present series in both Canada and the United States 
of net fazm income estimates does not do this. This practice magnifies 
the error introduced in comparing net farm income with income accming to 
persons in other sectors of the economy by not only failing to credit farm 
people with outside Income but in attributizxg this income to non«farm persons. 
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Also, the intervals between future depreesions vlll, presTinably, 
be sufficiently long as to permit prices to become adjusted to supply 
6md demand conditions and therefore not encourage distorted resource 
allocation during depressions. Sehults is well aware that eoonomic 
progreaa may, during a period of depression, move away from the point 
where it was when wnployBient fell and that production patterns should 
change accordingly* He is inclined to discount this disadvantage though 
on the basis that shifts in demand during depressions are apt to be 
teaporary since depressions "breed distortioxiB and economic maladjustment". 
Should we be unfortunate enough in the future to encounter periods of 
unemployment companble in length to that of the thirties, this objection 
to the firm In agriculture being confronted with rigid, non-economic 
price ratios would seem valid. 
He may SUB up this overall eonparison between the two plans in this 
way. Schnlts' plan tends to leave somewhat less to the discretion of 
the government than that of Norton-Working. This is tantamount to saying 
that the rules of the game might be worked out ahead of time for Schultz' 
plan— i.e., a definition of pre-depression price accepted; the critical 
or sero point on an index of employment determined and agreeiMnt reached 
on the percentage of the pre-depression price to be paid in the event 
that both employment and farm prices are below the sero point and B5% 
of the pare-depression price respectively. If these critical values 
were once satisfactorily determined, the plan might be expected to operate 
Indefinitely as a second line of defence for farmers against depression, 
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especially if the first llne« fiscal-monetary measures applied to the 
econraoy as a whole, do not shift back too much of the burden. The Schultz 
plan might therefore gain something in its capacity to resist possible 
pressure Arom farmers' organisations once agreement had been reached 
on three pointsi 
1* The volume of unemployment which would be required 
before the plan should be put into operation. 
2. The length of the pre-depression period which should 
be used to secure an average pre-depression price. 
3. The percentage of the pre-depression price irtiich would 
be guaranteed to the producer. 
igreraent could probably be reached on the first point by examining 
the degree of frlctional unemployment existing when the eoonooQr is opex>-
ating at a fairly high capacity and fixing the critical point on the 
eiqpiloyment index below, but ziot too far below, this level. 
In determining the length of the pre-depression period which should 
be averaged to secure a bextchmark for prices, farmers will be concerned 
that this should not be so long as to include years from a previotia 
depression. It is possible, however, that if the price level of farm 
products continues to be subject to sharp ups and downs that the selection 
of a short period may lead to the establisfament of a base which would 
prove too high. Should the imerican econoioy now fall victim to a sharp 
deflation, and an effort be made to maintain prices to farmers at 85$ 
of the price prevailing during the war and post-war inflation, these 
prices would simply be out of line. The greater the decrease in prices 
in other sectors of the econosgr the further out of line would these 
guaranteed prloea for farm products be. 
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The detonainatlon of the percentage of the pre^depresslon price 
which ivill be guaranteed may prore far more difficult of solution. 
SchultB tentatively suggests 85^* Without knowledge of the erfcent to 
which other prices may fall, the advance guarantee of a high percentage 
of a pre-depression price could result in the placing of faxvters in a 
very preferred position in the eyent of a shaxp fall in the prices of 
non-agricultural products and services. It might be argued that the 
prices of industrial products and the wages of organized labour are 
relatively inflexible^ that employment, rather than price, declines 
will occur* This is certainly truei In a large sector of the economy, 
and where it is true, the maintenance of incomes in agriculture will 
help to maintain employment in the Industrial sector. 
The detexuination of the essential parameters of the Norton-Working 
proposal might, on the other hand, prove highly controversial. This 
plan deals directly with income guaxwitees for a large industiy and 
legislators, particularly those who represent predominantly rural 
constituencies, tend to have very definite ideas concerning the distri­
bution of incomes. They are apt to have a difficult time reconciling 
themselves to the fact that agricultun is relatively, at least, a 
declining industry and that, theirefore, incentives should be provided 
for the movement of people off farms and into non-farm sectors of the 
eeonuEiy* ^egleoting this faster they may prove all too prone to contend 
that peoi^e in agriculture should have per capita net incranes equal to 
those in the non-farm sectors of the eccnonqr*^ 
^It should be remembttred that the Income of people in different 
indnstties, working under widely differing conditions, bvgring different 
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B. The Application of th« SchtaltB Flan in Dstall 
Wa have previously noted, as a commendable feature, that the Schultz 
plan does not lend support to those who maintain that each industry should. 
In a rigid sense, receive "a fair share of the national inoorne**. Judged 
in the most favourable light this i^lan would support prices received by 
farmers during a period of depressed demand, maintaining agricultural 
production at or near its normal output and keeping the farm economy 
operating at a steady level. While the Morton-Working plan would guar­
antee to famers a fixed per capita share of a falling total national 
income during a depression, the Schults plan would guarantee them a 
fixed gross IncOie if we assuae the total output of agricultural products 
to be relatively constant. If the index of prices received by farmers 
declines by 15 per cent while the ixMiex of prices paid faners for 
goods and services used in production also falls by 15 per cent, total 
net farm income will decline to a level 15 per cent below total net 
Income for the pre-depression base period.^ If the index of prices paid 
"baskets" of consumers' goods can be compared only in money terns. Any 
comparison in real terms is futile. This conslderatlcn seems to preclude 
any possibility of valuing income in kind to farmers at retail rather 
than farm prices. To value such goods at what the farmer can sell then 
for represents an alternative to using them himself and makes sense if 
an effort is being made to compare money incomes. To attempt to value 
these goods at retail prices, because these foods are at least as good 
as the urban dweller buys Srosa a store, is to attempt a comparison in 
real terms which is Impossible in any case. 
^Asstiming the weights used in constructizig the indexes of prices 
received and prices paid are equal to current year quantities sold and 
purchased respectively. With the fixed weight aggregative type of 
indexes iised this will not be exactly but only approximately true. 
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deellnes more than 15 per cent, aggregate net farm Ineome will be more 
than 85 per cent of net Income for the base period. 
The following specific points are Intended to point up the contrast 
between the probable effects of the Schults and NortonoWorklng plans: 
1. The effect o^ crop failure on thfl dlstrlbutton of payments 
Since under the Norton-Working plan the paj^ment made to any Individual 
farmer Is a fixed percentage (for aqy given year) of tliat farmer's net 
sales (or net Income} this proposal would benefit producers In proportion 
to the market value of those products. The farmer who had a good crop 
In a depo^sslon year would benefit accordingly; the less forttmate operator 
who experienced crop failure would receive nothing. Since the Schultz 
plan guarantees a olnlBum price It too would favour the man who has a 
good crop just as would a free market. From this point of view there seems 
to be little difference In the two plans; both would need to be staple-
•oited with a crop Insurance progiram, 
2, Thit ragfaaalve than tha tferton.WBi.HBg plan 
The prices of farm products vary relatively to each other. Under 
the iSorton-Working plan if the ratio of per capita net sales to per capita 
net Income is lower than the specified mlnimuBy pajnnents will be made, 
All fazvers selling farm products will qualify irrespective of what the 
relative price of their product may be; in fact, the higher its prloe» 
the more the producer will receive; to him that hath shall be given, 
Under the Schults plan no payment will be made unless the price of the 
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product is below the floor price. On this count we find the Sohults 
plan superior. 
As applied to an econooy where agricultural products enter in vary­
ing degree into international trade this disadvantage of the Illinois 
plan might be important* If in Canada, for instance, low export prices 
for wheat pulled farm income down to the point where payments went into 
effect, daiiry farmers, hog raisers, beef producers and Aruit growers, 
among others, would receive payments even though prices for their product 
were noxnal or hi^er. And, ironically, the higher these prices the 
greater share of the total income payments which they would receive. 
It might be suggested that this disadvantage could be overcome hy 
regionaliaing the application of the plan, perhaps on a type of farming 
basis. It is not x«adily apparent as to just how the administrator or 
the legislature should determine when payments would be made or how 
large th^ should be on this basis. One of the great difficulties with 
the Horton-Working plan is that it is designed to stabilise the relative 
proportion of the national income going to agriculture and it is not 
concerned with the equally important problem of how best this income may 
be distributed within agriculture. The Schulta proposal on the other 
hand is specifically designed to raise those prices which are abnormally 
low during a period of cyclical unemployment. 
3. Dunlication of payments on inter^farm sales 
Could duplication of payments on inter-farm sales be avoided under 
the Schulta plan? Sehults proposes to make up the difference between 
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hla guaranteed floor prices and market prices bgr means of a compensatory 
payment made directly to the farmer. The method of payments must be 
such as to eliminate duplication, that is, payment must not be made on 
the same product more than once. This raises the question of how inter* 
farm sales are to be handled. 
We shall see that income payments under the Norton-Working plan 
would have to be handled on a net basis to eliminate diq)lloation. Under 
this latter plan, if a farmer purchased feed or livestock fkvm another 
farmer the value of thie purchase would have to be deducted from the 
value of those products which he sold iriien he sulmiitted a claim for an 
ineome payment based on the value of these net sales. One method of 
cheeking on these deductions would be to require any farmer selling to 
another farmer to sectxre a signed invoice from the pxirehaser giving the 
quantity and description of the product sold. The vendor would then 
Bubiit this statement In support of his claim for a government Ineome 
payment on these inter-farm sales. When the farmer who purchased this 
feed or livestock sulnitted a claim for a government ineome payment he 
would be deterred from falling to report his purchases by the knowledge 
that the government agency would possess his signed atatwnent of purchase 
turned In the first farmer in support of his claim for a compensatory 
payment. 
This would appear to be a fairly effective method of checking 
diq)lleation so far as inter-flarm sales are concerned. Where farmers 
purchased feed or livestock through commercial channels, however, these 
n 
ooiMrelal «g«neiM would not be Interested In securing a certificate 
of sale trom the purchaser since they would not require this docoaent 
as they are not entitled to a oompensatory pajraent in ai^ case. The 
faraeri knowing that there would be no check on hiaself, would be tempted 
not to deduct this purchase when claiaing compensatory payments. 
This loophole would have to be plugged. The most obvious way to 
close it would be to require cooamcial dealers to report all sales to 
individuals. The adoption of such a practice as this would not prove 
too palatable to dealers who, in Canada at least, are inclined to believe 
that they already have too many goverment forms to complete* Actually 
there might not be too much additional work involved for commercial 
dealers since they are now required to subnit similar Information in 
their income tax returns and also to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
althouc^ without the names of their custosers. The three returns might 
well be combined into one which would rMult in mre accurate Information 
and involve no more work at least. 
This method of handling pajnaents on inter^faxm sales would seem to 
be equally applicable to the Scholts plan. The average compensatory 
payment adjusted for grade, location and season would be determined by 
the adninistntive agency. This payment would be made whenever a farmer 
submitted a claim iriiich was supported by a sales certificate signed I7 
the purchaser and fiR»a irtiich the value of all feed, seed and livestock 
purchased firom other farmers had been deducted. This system would 
eliminate dnplioation and not obstruct inteir-farm sales There would be 
^This point may not be clear as regards intei^'farm sales of feeder 
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ooxislderable work involved in establishing grade, location and seasonal 
differentials but this task should not constitute a major objection to 
the plan* The possibility of combining the administration of any such 
scheme as that proposed by Schults with the checking of farm Income tax 
returns should be carefully investigated. 
In Canada, grains, hogs, beef cattle, and milk handled by processors 
or distributors pass through "bottleneck" commercial marketing channels 
where sales certificates could be easily issued. Farm products sold 
directly by the farmer into the hands of the retailer or immediate con» 
suaer would present more difficulty. There would be no check on the 
cattle. Let us suppose the following prices per hundred lbs. to prevail 
for specified grades of cattle in a particular area. For convenience 
we will distinguish only two grades and label them "feeder" and "finished". 
The prodoeer of feeder cattle sells at the market price of |7 either 
to a cattle feeder or to a packer. Re secures a certificate of sale, 
signed by the purchaser, stating the weight and grade of these cattle. 
Upon subnission of this certifiMte to the pricing agency he receives a 
eonpensatory payment of per cwt. If a feeder buys these cattle he 
fattens and sells them for $9 a cwt. The feeder thereupon submits a 
olalB to the agency for a compensatory payment of $3 per cwt., but only 
on the wei^t which he has added. This latter provision will prevent 
the feeder tram bidding eattle away firom the packer beeause of the 
advantage conferred upon him by the system of compensatory payments. 
Such an advantage would indeed obtain if the feeder were permitted to 
elalB a oompensatory payment on the total weight of the finished cattle 
iriiich he Mils. If, under these cireunstances, the feeder is able to 
bid cattle away from the packer the forward price of finished eattle has 
been set too high relatively to the forward price of feeder cattle. This 
solution to the problra of inter-farm sales neeessitates all feeder 
eattle being weii^ed at the time they are sold. 
Market price 
Forward price 
17 
$10 19 112 
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producer-dlatributor of milk* fraudulent olaimB for payments ooiild be 
made by fanners and local butchers acting in collusion. However, sub-
sidles have been paid to producer-distributors of milk during the war 
without obvious peculation. Appropriate penalties for niisappropriation 
of public funds, together with spot checks« would probably make this 
syatem work fairly effectively. 
A, PlBer1m1nnt1on between nrodaeers 
Hhen we examine the Norton-Working plan we shall find it to be 
open to the serious oriticisa of favouring straight feeders, i.e., 
feeders who buy all their feed, over those farmers who produce the 
grain which they feed. In other words, it results in two livestock-
feed ratios* one for specialized feeders and one for combined gredn and 
livestock producers. The former livestock-feed ratio is the higher 
in axqr year in which income payments are made and this discrimination 
amoxig prodxioers results in an uneconomic distortion of resource use. 
Is the SchultB plan subject to this same objection? 
UnfortTinately, it is. The specialised feeder urtio bvQrs all his grain 
and resells it in the form of hogs will collect his coapensatozy pajrment 
on hogs if their price is below the floor price. The isan who produces 
Ms own barley on the other hand could sell this barley directly and 
coUeet a compensatozy payment if the price of barley is below the floor. 
Feed therefore costs him more than it does the specialised feeder by the 
amount of the compensatozy payment, thereby decreasing his barley-hog z>atlo. 
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This sort of situation has existed in tlie Prairie Provinces since 
the pradtioe of making an equalization payawit on coarse grains vas 
instituted in 1943* Those farmers who produce and sell their barley 
and oats collect 15 and 10 cents per bushel respectiYely, If they 
feed these grains they are in effect paying ceiling price pliis equal­
isation fee. On the other hand, if they are feeders only, they can buy 
their grain at ceiling prices .^his places the straight feeder in a 
preferred position and has led to a lot of dissatisfaction, which, 
among other reasons, caused a sharp drop in hog prodwtion. It may 
be interesting to note here that under the Canadian admioistrative 
procedure each producer has a permit delivery book in irtiich all sales 
into ooBOBerclal channels are entered* If he purchases grain, these 
purchases are also entered and he must reftind the equalisation payment 
for each bushel purchased to the point where he has bought as many 
bushels as he has sold in that year* Beyond this point he may buy at 
celling prices* This system has been administered by the Canadian 
Vheat Board irtileh is now a state monopoly administering the grain trade* 
It might be suggested that this syatwn could be corrected in such 
m way as not to favour the straight feeder by permitting the feeder 
who raises grain to sell it and repurchase grain to feed at the market 
prloe* This would place the feeder-producer on the same basis as the 
stral^t feeder* It would be tmeeonomie to the extent that it would 
^he 25 cents per bushel rebate on wheat used for feed has placed 
producer-feeders of wheat in a disadvantaged position similar to that 
of farmers raising and feeding coarse grains. 
a 
inTTolre hauling grain to and troa the farm together with handling costs. 
This retght not be too high a price to pay but another difficulty presents 
itself. Some farmers Troiild buy grain for feeding, or hnve their neighbors 
buy it for them, and then resell it. 
One vray in idiloh this difficulty could be overcome would be to 
artificially colour grain before pemjltting it to leave the elevator 
for the fam. If this idea found favour it aiig-ht be feasible for the 
Wheat Board to have n few crews with outfits who would call at the farm, 
weigh and colotir the grain to be used for feed end forward a statement 
to the Wheat Bosjrd to permit the farmer to receive his Incoine payment. 
It occurs to the writer though that farmers would Ijmoediately have their 
seed grain coloured and collect a payment on it. This would be undesir«> 
able since it wotild place a further premium upon the use of home grovm 
seed and discourage the bt^ying of registered or certified seed of better 
quality. * 
A second way to avoid this discrimination against the farmer who 
raises and feeds his own grain as compared with the specialised feeder, 
would be the elimination of compensatory payments on feed grains. It 
nay be that a forward price for livestock and livestock products together 
with the partial stabilisation of feed supplies through the use of a 
storage program would sufficiently stabilise the price of coarse grains. 
During periods of depression the price of an ttverage>weather crop of 
coarse grains could be sr^ported through livestock price supports. This 
suggestion is only thrown in at this point since the problem of price 
supports will have to be considered for all farm products at the seme 
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time If distortion of resource use is to be avoided. In a later section 
of this thesis dealing with positive proposals for an agricultural price 
policj in Canada we will return to this point. 
Apart ftom the difficulty involved in distinguishing feed grain left 
in the farmers' hands, and upon which a payment has been made, from other 
grain, the making of compensatory payments offers no further major diffi­
culties. The making of such payments upon factors does not constitute 
an objection to the Schulta plan. If a farmer produces the grain which 
he feeds rather than selling it, there does not seem to be any valid 
reason why he should not receive a payment on both the grain and the 
livestock product. It is not suggested that any payment should be made 
on hay and pasture although the lack of such payment would favour the 
production of grain dtiring periods in which ccvipensatory payments were 
being made on the latter product. This might cause some distortion of 
resource use in that land which would otherwise bo devoted to grass would 
be seeded to grain when compensatory payments were expected on grains. 
C. The i^lication of the Norton-Working Flan in Detail 
Let us turn now to an examination of the way in iriilch the Norton-
fforking proposal might be expected to work out in practice. It will be 
recalled that each farmer would receive a percentage payment on his net 
farm income (or net sales) designed to bring total net farm income, 
including paymentOf up to a predetermined iratio of net farm income to 
net national income* If it is necessary to raise total net farm income 
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liy say 10 per cent to achieve this predetermined ratio, then each fanner 
will be paid 10 per cent of his net ineome for the year* 
The foUoving points seem worthy of attention and are, as far as 
possible, parallel with those raised in connection with the Schults pleint 
1. s££ssl a£ SS&& fftUWS? && distribution sL Payments 
Let us suppose that for a particular year the Norton-Working plan 
calls for a payment of 10 per cent to be made on all net sales. We 
shall also make the assuaption, Texy likely to be fulfilled in practice, 
that net incooe on some farms has been depressed by an unplanned reduction 
la output resulting from crop failure. Those farmers suffering £rom a 
reduotion in output will receive a payment of, say, 10 per cent while 
other more fortunate producers with normal output will also receive 10 
per cent of tiielr net income. The sise of the payment in the second 
case will exceed that in the first, thus reinforcing by government pay­
ment the good fortune of those alreao^y favoured by the distribution of 
rainfall. A system of crop insurance witii benefit paymwats included in 
net farm income would partially overense this defect. However, crop 
instiranoe has so far bean applied only to grains in the United States 
and has not yet been attempted in Canada for any crop. 
2 .  H a  ssSai jariAUw t i f l f j a s g a f t  p a y n r n t p  
Ito have noted that the prises of farm products normally vary relatively 
to each other. If the Norton-Vtorking plan were applied to Canada, a 
decliiae in the price of livestock products, or a crop failure, might 
lover the ratio of total net farm income (or net sale*) to net national 
income to a level below that specified as a minimum. All prodxicers vould 
now receive a governaent payment representing a fixed percentage of their 
net income. The producers of a product whose price had not declined would, 
moreover, receive a higher relative payment than those producing a product 
whose price had suffered a sharp drop.^ 
The extent of this variation of fara product prices relatively to 
each other is indicated in the following table: 
Table 1 
Price Relatives of Certain Farm Products 
In Canada in 1932 and 1937 
(1928 « 100) 
1912 1937 
Wheaj^ 
Oats^ 
a 100 
4B 89 
Barley^ U 86 
Flaacseed^ 
Steers' 
43 91 
50 64 
Hogs^ a 85 
Cheese^ 
Buttgr® 
67 
53 70 
61 65 
^No. 1 Northern basis in store Fort Hfilliam 
2No. 2 C. W. basis in store Fort William 
3Mo. 1 feed basis in store Fort William 
^No. 1 C. W. basis in store Fort William 
|Good butcher steers up to 1050 lbs. at Toronto 
1^1 bacon hogs, live weight at Toronto 
^Vholesale Jobbing No. 1 Western, Montreal 
^Wholesale jobbing No. 1 PasteuriMd, Montreal 
^Wholesale A large, Montreal 
similar point is made by Helen C. Farnsworth in her discussion of 
the fieport of the Ad Boo Committee of th« American ficonomic Association on 
Agricultural Price Suppoirts, American Economic Review, 36 f 828, 1936. 
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Tha average prices of all farm produets in 1932 had fallen to roughly 
the same proportion of their respective average prices in 1928. From the 
standpoint of relative variation in prices the Morton-Working plan would 
have had a fairly equitable incidence. This was not true, however, in 
1937 when the prices of grains were much stronger relatively to the prices 
of livestock and livestock products. It is this sort of situation which 
would cause payments under the Norton-Working plan to be inequitable. 
It nay be argued that if the prices of livestock products decline 
there is good reason why the Mlative returns to livestock producers 
should also fall in order to encourage a shift in the use of resources. 
This contention is valid, especially if the reduced livestock prices 
represent a more or less pemanent change in conditions of demand and 
8iq|^)ly, which was, of course, not true in 1937« The question remains, 
however, as to whether it is desirable to increase not only the net 
Incuae of livestock producers but also those of farmers producing other 
produets, the price of which has not declined. Taxpayers might legit-
Imately object to the making of transfer payments to those already 
receiving "nozmal" prices for their product. 
3. Si8 iflgjaietiaidBa Ifea J3lM 
The administration of such a plan is worth sose consideration. 
Bow is net income, or net sales if this variant is uaed, to be deter­
mined for the individual farmer? If net income is selected as a base 
for payment, income tax returns might be used for the purpose of deter-
nlslng the Individual's net income from hia own farming operations. This 
would necessitate all coj!ifflex«lal farmers filizig a return but such a 
practice sight well prove to be an advantage in that it would discourage 
evasion of income taxes through not fjling a return during periods of 
prosperity. 
If the plan were based on a gross sale basis this method would 
still be applicable. Here, however, we seem to encounter a fundamental 
difficulty in the plan itself. Farmers could easily pad gross sales 
making sales to each other. This would probably occur even as among 
members of the same family operating a single fana. Each son might 
"rent" a parcel of land ftrom the father. One or more sons would handle 
the livestock enterprises and "purchase" their grain f^om other members 
of the family while all submitted claims for ijacome payments. In the 
opinion of the writer this rather open Invitation to Inflate sales 
constitutes a very serious objection to the granting of payments on the 
basis of gross sales. 
4. The favours the farmer with a high ratio pf sales tp net income 
The making of payments on the basis of net or gross sales would 
favour the operator whose ratio of zwt or gross sales to net income is 
highest.^ Consider two farmers A and B> 
Operator Ket Sales Set Income Net Income plus Payment 
galffP 
A 
B 
12000 
4X)00 
1000 
1000 
1200 
L400 
^his criticism is also levelled at the fiorton>Working plan by Helen 
Famsworth, op. cit., p. 829. 
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Farms differ widely among themselves In the ratio of net sales to net 
income* Extreme examples are to be found in a cattle ranch producing 
feeder steers, using little labour or materials, and a tobacco farm 
using large quantities of labour and fertilizer. This objection applies 
a fortiori to payment on the basis of gross sales, 
5. Payments on a gross sales basis would create a two price system 
The making of payments on the basis of gross sales would result 
in a two price system for farm products sold among farms. Let us 
siq)pose, as Shepherd suggests,^ that certification by local committees 
might prove an effective means of distinguishing legitimate from non-
legitimate inter-farm sales. Firasumably a bona fide sale of grain or 
feeder cattle bjr one farmer to another would be considered legitimate 
whereas a transfer designed solely to increase income payment receipts 
would not be. Farmer A selling oats to Farmer B would collect 10^ 
ad valorem on the sale from the government. But Farmer B can afford 
to pay Farmer A up to 110$ of the market price (price of oats prevailing 
among non-farmer tradeirs), neglecting costs of transportation and handling, 
since he (Farmer B) can sell the oats again and in turn collect 10$ 
ad valorem fXt>m the government. It would seem then that paym«its on a 
gross sales basis would result in a two price system for farm products-
one for farmers eligible for payment, and one for non-farmers, with the 
price in the farmer market somewhat less than 110$ of the market price. 
^6. S. Shepherd. A Rational System of Agricultural Price and Income 
Controls. Jovonial of Farm Economics. 28t 771. 1946. 
The maintenance of thla tvo prloe oysten would only require that 
looal eommittees would have to prerent famers btqrlng grain f^rom com-
meroial channels • If a famer both prodtuses and feeds grain himself, it 
would aoon occur to his that he should sell what he raises himself, there-
l3j coUeotlng the ad valorem payment on gross sales, and buy what he 
feeds j^ram a commercial concern. This would cost him about 10^ less 
(in our example) than if he bought Arom another farmer. The local com­
mittee would have to see that that quantity of grain which he bought 
should be deducted Arom what he sold before computing the income payment. 
This would be in effect the substitution of net for gross sales as a 
method of making payment. The degree of supervision which this would 
entail would make the duties of a local coanltteeaan anything but enviable. 
The priaeipal reasons prompting Dr. Shepherd to suggest gross sales 
as a basis for payment appear to have been threefold i first, the dif­
ficult involved in determining the individual farmer*s net income; 
secondly, his belief that payments on this basis would more closely 
ai^irozimate previous market conditions; and thirdly, the loss which a 
cattle feeder mi^t sustain if the price of cattle dropped while he was 
holding them. It is admitted that a feeder who, after purchasing cattle, 
finds the market has declined will lose not only the amount by which his 
invmntorsr has depreciated, bat also by the relatively lower Income pay­
ment on this inventoiy when he dispoaes of it. On the other hand, if 
the market had strengthened be would have gained, not only by the amount 
of appreciation in his inventory, but also by the difference in income 
9^ 
pcgnneat on thia Inventorj*^ 
A strong case night be made for "protecting" farmers against wind­
fall gains if ve are going to protect them against windfall losses. The 
Norton-Hbrking proposal does not attempt to protect farmers against loss 
incurred through the purchase of other capital at Inflated prices. Why 
then should losses on feeding operations be singled out? It niay be that 
the best means of promoting stability in the feeding Industry will be 
offered through forward prices for feed and livestock or a forward price 
for feed and a forward livestock*feed ratio. This proposal will be 
eonmined later. Possible losses to livestock feeders does not seem a 
sufficiently cogent reason to invite the difficulties associated with 
making payments on the basis of gross sales. 
6. Payments fi& SSlk galas J2£ income favour 
feeder 
The T»flV^ng of payments on the basis of net sales or net fans income 
would favour the feeder who buys his grain as compared with the feeder 
who produces all or a part of the grain which he feeds. The cost of 
feed grain to the specialised feeder is the market price; the cost to 
the produoer>feeder is the market price plus 8 or 10 per cent or whatever 
the rate of the income payment is. This same objection holds in the making 
of coapensatory payments under the Schults plan as we have seen. 
^We have assumed for simplicity that changes in the price of 
cattle do not affect the total income payment to be distributed among 
all farmers. 
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7. The definition of net farm Income 
In examining the Norton-Working plan it would be well to define 
carefully what is included in net farm income if payments are to be made 
on this basis* So far as the writer is aware, Norton and Working have 
not defined net income. The following points suggest th^selves: 
a. Inventory changes. What method is to be used iii handling Inventory 
changes of farm products on farms? The inclusion of inventory changes 
in the calculation of net farm income would probably have more effect 
in encouraging farmers to hold durable products for an anticipated 
price increase than the omission of these changes in Inventory. 
Suppose that in acoy given year it is fairly certain that an income 
payment will be made to farmers. If no account is taken of inventory 
changes, products must be sold in that year in order to secure a payment 
on them. This will encourage the fanner to sell since if he holds them 
over he may have reason to think that other farmers will hold over 
enough produce to sale in the next year as to cause no payment to be 
made. Offsetting this effect may be an anticipated Increase in price 
during the next year. However, this increased price will also lessen 
the chance of an Income payment being made and farmers are not apt to 
overlook this possibility. Neglecting inventory changes is therefore 
apt to discourage farm storage when prices are low ixnless other measures 
are taken to offset this effect. 
If changes in Inventory are taken into account, payments will 
automatically be made on production for that year irrespective of the 
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anotmt sold or carried over* This would leave the fanner in the same 
position as in the absence of the plan in deciding how much product to 
carry over. If he believes that the rise in price of grain will exceed 
carzying charges he will carry the grain over until the next year^ since 
carrying it over will have no effect upon the goveroment payment which 
he will receive. 
b* Income in kind. The decision as to whether to include income 
in kind and imputed house rent is fairly clear. They should not be 
included in the calculation of net income to the individual farmer although 
they will be included in the ccdculation of overall net farm income. A 
fans family with a comfortable house and productive garden should not 
receive a higher government payment than a family without these good 
things of life for that reason. The family is already being rewarded 
in the form of a higher real income for their industxy and foresi^t 
in producing these goods. This parity income plan might, however, dis­
courage some farm families £rom consuming all the coomercial products 
produced on the farm which they ordinarily would do siine the alternative 
price for these products would be redsed. f^m an administrative point 
of view it would be undesirable to attempt payments on income in kind 
consumed in the farm home since it is almost impossible to check these 
and indeed few farmers know with any accuracy the quantities which they 
do use. 
c. from non-farm sources. The net fara iixscnie data which 
Korton and Working suggest should be used in calculating the ratio of 
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Mt agrloultural to net national Inoom* on an overall baals do not 
Include InooBe to persons on farms Arom non-farm sorirces. Such income 
is included in net national income which results in effect in crediting 
it to non-farm persons when a ratio is formed. So long as the proportion 
of income accruing to persons on fams Aron non-farm sources does not 
change and policjr makers do sot believe that the per capita ratio of 
fara to non-farm income should equal unity, this method of calculation 
••7 not lead to abuse* However, the percentage of their net income 
which people on farms derive Arom non-fam sources may, with increasing 
nnmbers of part tiiae farms, be increasing. This factor sbo\ild be taken 
into consideration. 
Moreover, non-farm taxpayers may well wonder liiy they should 
eontrlbate towards the subsidisation of an individual because his 
income fjrom faming has declined while he is deriving iriiat they regard 
as an adequate income from non-farm sources. The Norton-Working 
proposal Bight well result in Just such subsidization. This difficulty 
could of course be overcome if it nas decided to use the plan. Ilhile 
it may prove a dlffic^jlt statistical problem to estimte the income of 
persons on farms from non-farm sources, such a difficulty would not be 
sufficient to warrant the rejection of an otherwise satisfactory plan. 
D. SuoMury 
Both the Schults and Nortoa-WorlFlng plans wchiblt defects as any 
proposal as ambitious as either of these is almost certain to do. The 
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«rit«r l8 apprebeuslTe of the ultimate effects of guaranteeing the 
•eabers of amy industry a per capita income bearing a fixed minimum 
ratio to the per capita income of persons engaged in all other industries. 
The acceptance and adoption of this principle hy other politically poiver-
ful groups would hamstring the price system and allocate income by 
political decision* There is a limit to the ability of the tax struetiu'e 
to raise and transfer income. The evasion of tax and the degree of 
•bBttxteeiSB aasociated with the high rates of income tax which were in 
effect in Canada during the war are indicative of these limitations. 
The Schults plan is intended to be iised as a means of maintaining 
floor prices to farmers during periods of unemployment and accompanying 
recession in demand. Unoh of its success would depend upon whether it 
used for this purpose or as a means of permanently Increasing 
agricultural prices without regard to the level of employment. Its 
author has endeavoured to assure its use as a means of maintaining farm 
income during depressions only by suggesting that an index of employment 
be used as the thermostat which controls the starting and stopping of 
the plan. 
Both plans are designed primarily to contribute towairds stability 
of income on comBeroial farms over the business cycle. They would 
contribute little to raising the level of income on part time and sub-
sistexKe farms which comprise nearly a third of the total number of 
farms in Canada. Other measures would be needed to contribute to a 
solution of the problems confronting the people depending upon these 
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farma for a living. Both plans embody machinery designed to supplement 
farm income during periods in whnch market prices are inadequate* Both 
wottld accomplish this making payments which are regressive in their 
distribution; those farmers with the higher incomes will receive the 
larger payments. 
The Norton-Working plan would not contribute to a better allocation 
of resources within agriculture through the reduction of price uncertainty. 
The Schults plan proposes the use of minimum floor prices which would, 
however, be meaningful only when market prices were lower than 85 per 
cent of the average price prevailing during the pre-depression period. 
Schultz also proposes to attack the uncertainty problem during periods 
of relatively high employment through the use of forward prices, although 
he has not shown how these forward prices and mininua price flooirs shall 
be integrated. Finally^both plans require to be supplemented by a storage 
program to even out fluctuating supplies of coarse grains from year to 
year and a crop insurance program to smooth out the receipts of individual 
farmers resulting from fluetuations in output. 
Fron the point of view of administrative simplicity the Schultz 
plan has some marked advantages. Practically all farm products marketed 
in Canada pass through a bottleneck of processing or retail handling. 
The making of compensatory payments on the basis of the records collected 
at such points would offer little difficulty. If the Norton-Working plan 
were adopted»with net sales as the basis of payments, the administrative 
difficulties would be comparable. The relevant problems iri both cases 
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are the avoidance of duplication in pa^rments and discrimination in favour 
of specialized feeders as against feeders growing their own feed* If pay­
ments under the Illinois plan were made on the basis of net farm Income, 
the adminlstratlTe difficulties would be much more formidable. 
Schulte' plan represents a compromise with an earlier position in which 
he maintained that prices should be used as a means of allocating resources 
and distributing goods; resort should be had to other means to raise income 
levels of farm families.^ Such other means are apparently still to be used 
but are appropriate to a long run solution; compensatory payments are suggest­
ed as a device suitable in the short run to cushioning the impact of cyclically 
low inrices for farm products upon the farm family and the farm business. 
In conclusion either plan might lead to abuses if tlie parameters are 
detemined in such a way as to favour agriculture at the expeiue of other 
industries. When compared, the writer believes that the Norton-Working pro­
posal, as a variant of the parity income plan, lends itself more readily to 
such misuse. Moreover, the Schultz proposal is more readily Integrable with 
other measures designed to stabilise output and to reduce price uncertainty. 
It also offers some advantages ftem the point of view of administrative 
simplicity. 
W. Schults. Redirecting Farm Folisy, p. 65: 
The piriee mechanism of farm products is not an appropriate means 
for supplementing the incomes of farm families. To maziipulate 
fazD prises in order to attain certain income goals leads to waste 
and iMses on the production side. This means that tying farm prices 
to income parity is not an appropriate solution for low farm family 
ineomea, nor does a batter allocation of farm resources always improve 
the distribution of farm family inctsnes* The task of improving the 
incraae of farm families must be approached as a separate and addition­
al probl«B to that of managing production. The ways and means of 
accomplishing this task must be designed specifically for the pur­
pose of supplementing incomes. 
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IT. THE VALIDITY OF CANADIAN AGKICULTUHE'S CLAIM TO "PARIIY" 
The texn "parity" as applied to the prices of farm products and to 
farm income in Canada does not have the specific legal definition which 
it carries in the United States. This is simply because no legislation 
eabodylng such a definition has been passed. The term when applied to 
price carries a connotation of fairnessy and of Justice. Farmers, their 
organisations and their representatlTes in parlianent havCf upon occasion, 
asked for parity prices. The Dominion Minister of Agriculture, Ur. J. G. 
Gardiner, has of late been known to state that the "parity price" for 
wheat is $1*40 per bushel. It is not unlikely that each person irtio 
uses the tern attaches a somewhat different meaning to it; each Is 
affirming the right of the farmer to a "square deal". In this chapter 
we shall concern ourselves with the validity of this expressed claim 
for parity for Canadian Agriculture. 
A. The Tulnerability of the Agricultural Industry to Fluctuations in Demand 
^ the SMBi-cmipetltlve enterprise econony of Canada, the agricultural 
Indnstry has found itself extremely Tulnerable to recurrent booms and 
dqsressions. The more easily recognised of the factors responsible for 
this vulnerability are fairly readily identified. 
In the first place, agriculture does not curtail its output when all 
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farm product prices decline*^ Were faraiers to restrict output as prices 
fall they would be in a position to take advantage of whatever inelasticity 
there may be in the deinand for farm products in order to increase their 
gross income.^ 
For data 8tq}porting this statement as applied to the Merican economy 
see H. Barger and H. H. Landsberg. American Apiculture, 1899*1939 x A 
Study of Output, finployment and Productivity. National Bureau of Economic 
Research. 194^. 
Although an index of the volume of agricultural output in Canada is 
long overdue it has yet to be constructed. The Agricultural Branch of 
the Bureau of Statistics has now developed an index of prices received by 
farmers, but only back to 1935* Since the data required for an output 
index is roughly identical to that required for a price index, the con­
struction of the foxner will now be greatly facilitated. 
A rough index of output, may, however, be constructed from the 
statistical data available. If the gross value of agricultural production 
(cash income plus income in kind, exclusive of house rent, plus inventoiT^ 
changes) is deflated by the index of wholesale prices of farm products 
and these deflated values converted to relatives with 1935-39 s 100, we 
seciire the following rough index of the output of farm products in Canada: 
Index of Agricultural Output in Canada 
(1935-39 s 100) 
1929 - 93 1936 - 98 1943 - 158.1 
1930 - 92 1937 - 81 19U - 181.2 
1931 - 97 1938 - 111.8* 1945 - 160.7 
1932 - 102 1939 - 139.^ 
1933 - 95 194.0 - U3.9 *Oata on gross value of 
1934 - 96 19a - 141.6 production have been re­
1935 - 94 1942 - 194.8 vised back to 1938. 
The combined effect of both higher piriees and favourable weather has 
greatly expanded production during the war years. Prices to farmers 
have increased more than the index of wholesale prices of farm products 
would indicate as wholesale prices do not include: (a) subsidies which 
were paid on dairy products and canning crops, (b) participation certificate 
payments for wheat or equalization payments on coarse grains. The a1x>ve 
index of output is, therefore, too high for the war years since a downward 
biassed of prices received tigr farmers is used as a deflator. 
^he theory of the firm would indicate that, as the price of a farm 
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Secondly, there are marked rigidities in the prices of most goods 
which fazTners biqr. Since msuay firms in the industrial sector of the 
economy decrease output and attempt to maintain their prices when demand 
slackens, the prices of many cooimodlties used in agricultural production 
do not decline to the sane extent as prices received. The prices of 
machioeryf repairs, fuel, twine, fertilizer and consumers* dinrable 
goods are fairly rigid. Farmers must also meet such fixed costs as 
taxes and interest which vary little with the general price level. 
The net result is that the terms of exchange turn against agriculture 
product declines, output will be restricted in order to equate marginal 
costs to marginal revenue. If marginal revenue or prices fall to a 
point where it is not possible to cover average variable costs the 
farm will be abandoned in order to minimise losses. That this does 
not happen in practice is well known. The reasons are several: 
(a) Average variable costs per unit of output eannot be determined 
in advance of seeding as output is highly dependent upon, then, unknown 
weather conditions. The farmer is willing to gamble upon high yields 
in any given year reducing his average variable costs to the point where 
they will equal, or be less than, price. Since average marginal costs 
depend upon average variable costs and the latter depend upon output, 
the farmer does not know what his marginal costs will be, and is, 
therefore, not in a position to attempt to equate them to price. 
(b) The farm is not only a firm but a home. To abandon the farm 
is to abandon the home since, as a rule, there are no alternative ways 
in i^ich the operator and his family can sell their labour while still 
living on the farm. 
(c) Falling prices for farm products usually reduce total fixed 
costs through a marked reduction in the opportunity cost of the operator *s 
labour, since falling food prices are typically accompanied by unemploy­
ment in induslary, particularly in the case of unskilled labour. Such 
a reduction in the "cost" of a service sxqpplled by the operator is 
small comfort to him since it reduces his receipts Jxxst as surely as a 
fall in output or product price. However, it does reduce the opportunity 
to move to other enqployment and partly exio.ains why output tends to be 
Inelastic. 
(d) It may well be that the marginal cost curve for the firm, if 
it were known, is rising sharply in the relevant range, in which case 
only slight contractions of output would be required to equate marginal 
cost to price. 
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and in favour of the rest of the eoonoBQr when depressions In business 
BOtlvity oeour.^ Not only are fluettiations In the price of foodstuffs 
reflected In farmers' gross cash income, but they are again reflected, 
and amplified, in net cash income for two reasonsi 
(1) The prices of those comnodities and services irtiich farmers 
buy vary in the same direction but to a much lesser extent 
than the retail prices of foodstuffs. 
(2) Pxvoessors* margins are also subject to less instability 
than the retail price of foodstuffs thus magnifying the 
r^atlve variations in the prices of farm products. 
For these reasons net farm incomes are subject to a high degree of 
fluctuation with recurrent booms and depressions. 
^he author hiu constructed an index of prices received by Sask­
atchewan farmers for the period 1931-45 using a price base of l935-'39 m 100 
and average annual marketings for the period 1935-44 ss weights. The 
index of prices paid is that of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics for 
Veston Canada and includes cMimodltles and services used by farmers 
and farm living costs. Taxes and interest rates are included but wage 
rates ere eaceluded. (See Price Index Numbers of Commodities and Services 
Used by Farmers. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. August 17, 1944*} 
Indeoc of Prices 
Received 
Index of Prices 
Paid 
Hatlo of Prices Re­
ceived to Prices 
am^USLsJLSfi ma 
58.5 
53.8 
60.9 
77.9 
85.3 
1931 59.9 
1932 52.8 
1933 57.8 
1934 76.4 
1935 83.3 
102.4 
98.2 
94.9 
98.1 
97.7 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
94.0 
136.1 
107.1 
79.6 
85.8 
98.6 
103.3 
101.6 
98.7 
104.7 
95.3 
131.8 
105.4 
80,6 
81.9 
19a 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
93.0 
110.3 
135.3 
158.3 
160.1 
107.0 
115.4 
118.7 
121.3 
121.0 
86.9 
95.6 
114.0 
130.5 
132.3 
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Although total agricultural output for the Dosinlon Is relatively 
•table y the output of particTilar oropa and of particular geographic 
areas la aubjeot to vide fluotuatlona.^ The effects upon gross income 
of alaultaneoufl troughs in the tine serlea of output and prices need 
no emphasis. Canadian farmers, at leasti well remember the cumulatiye 
effects of drought and depression upon their income* Standards of liv 
Ing slip to desperately Ion levels during these periods and many farm 
families are forced to accept relief. 
The human suffering which results fj?om those periodic economic 
oataatrophes, known euphenistioally as business cycles, is by no means 
confined to agriculture. One of the prime functions of professional 
econMttists should be to advise governments as to effective ways and means 
of reducing these fluotuationB and of cushioning the impact of those 
effects which it is not possible to eliminate. All citixens of a pol­
itical community have a right to expect their governments to do everything 
^These wide fluctuations nay be indicated by variation in the 
Canadian irtieat crop in the decade firom 1928 to 1937. ilheat production 
varied Arom a low of 180 million bushels in the latter year to a high of 
567 million bushels in the former. The range of variation for the 
provinoe of Saskatchevauif the largest wheat producing province, is even 
greater, ranging Arom 36 to 321 million bushels for these two years. 
For smaller areas, suoh as municipalities, the range would be still 
higher and for individual farms output would range tvixa near sero to, 
say, 30*40 bushels per acre. The s^eetlon of the decade 1928-37, w^e 
suitable for purposes of illustration, is not typical since it includes 
both the highest and lowest crops on record. 
%ee G. Brit&ell, The Wheat Sconopy. Toronto University of Toronto 
Press. 1939* This gives a desasriptlon of the straits to which many 
farm families in Saskatchewan were reduced during the thirties. 
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pofsible to protect and improve their eoUeetlTe standard of living. 
Farm people share this expectation with other eitiaens and, in addition, 
may legitimately demand that the impact of depression shall not impinge 
more heavily upon their industry because of their lesser ability to 
invtect themselves* It is in these general terms that the concept of 
paril^ has significance. 
B. The Validity of Income Parity 
While the economic validity of parity prices and parity income as 
legally defined in United States farm legislation is open to criticism, 
the validity of this broader meaning of "parity" as a social objective is 
worthy of closer examination. We have already seen that one factor which 
serves to intenslQr the impact of "business cycles^ upon agriculture is 
^The term "parity" is here used to designate a jMt return to those 
factors of production in agrioultio'e which is equivalent to tlielr marginal 
prodnBtivitles in en econongr in which a reasonable degree of free competition, 
Including mobility of factors and laiowledge of alternative opportuxiitlee 
on the part of factor owners, exists. The lack of such a "reasonable" 
degree of cos^etitlon results in agrlcultore's lot during depression being 
worse than it would be if such a degree of competition existed; the 
significance and implications of the concept of parity as legally 
bodied in the legislation of the United States will be examined later. 
^The Parity Price goal as originally defined in the Agricultural 
Adjustment: Act of 1933 ms the objective of re-establishing "prices to 
farmers at a level that will give agricultiiral eonmodities a purchaslzig 
power with respect to articles that fazners buy, equivalent to the 
purchasing power of agricultural commodities in the base period." The 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193^ defines parity iixsome as follows: 
Parity as applied to ixtcome, shall be the per capita saet income 
of individuals on farms £rom farming operations that bears to the 
p^ capita net income of individuals not on farms the same 
relation as prevailed durinig the period £rom August 1909 to 
July 19U. 
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the rigidity of the stmwture of industrial prieea relatively to that of 
fans prlees. Since a part, at least, of this rigidity of industrial 
prices is attributable either to the Inability or reluctance of the 
gOTemment to enforce conditions approaching "pure" competltionf fanners 
have some claim to compensation. 
Closely related to this valid claim is another stressed by Professor 
SchultB,^ AgricxLLtural output is not curtailed during periods of 
depression and all consumers are thereby enabled to secure their food 
and fibre irequirements much sore cheaply than would be the case if 
agrlctilture, Tollowing the lead of industry, shrunk its output as prices 
fell. Since this maintenance of output is desirable, farmers rather than 
being encouraged to emulate Industry in contracting output, should be 
encouraged and compensated for keeping up production when prices fall. 
A second argument which carries some wei^t, particularly in the 
Canadian economy, is that the producers of industrial products enjoy 
tariff proteetlon and hence are enabled to charge higher prices in the 
2 domestic market. Farmers, on the other hand, sell their export products 
on the world market and Canadian tariff barriers are, therefore, incapable 
of increasing the prlees which th^ may charge. This is not, of course, 
equivalent to saying that Canadian farmers are firee traders. Apparently 
they, like anyone else, prefer higher prices for what they have to sell 
W. Sehults. Agriculture in an Unstable Ecoxrany. p. 220. 
2 All consumers in Canada, not only farmers, pay considerably more 
for durable consuBers' goods than they would have to pay if they were 
firee to Import them without the necessity of lifting then over a sub­
stantial tariff wall. 
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and lower prices for those goods irtiioh they biiy. The tariffs on butter, 
Aruit, tobacco and the outright prohibition of either margarine imports 
or domestic production are cases in point.^ 
Thirdly, Canadian farmers responded vigorously to the call for 
increased food prodxiotlon during the war and reconstruction period. It 
may not be morally Justifiable then, once the extraordinary demand for 
food has abated, to siinply say to them, "Ke no longer need this volume of 
foodstuffs as the now lower prices indicate. Adjust your firms to these 
2 lower prices, curtail your output and carry on as best you can." 
^he degree of viciousness of Canada's tariff structure is, in the 
opinion of the writer and to the extent of his knowledge, exceeded only 
that of the United States. Uost of those Canadian farmers who favour 
£ree trade probably do so because lower tariffs would benefit them econ-
oaieally. Ilhere tariffs offer advantages to farm groups a high tariff 
say be expected; the rate on "manufactured" tobacco, for eocample, is 
^ per pound. 
There is need for some tmblassed research into the cost structures 
of protected industries in order to throw li^t on the following problems 
among others: 
(1) Could these protected firms compete, without benefit of tariff 
protection, with firms in the United States and elsewhere producing 
comparable goods? 
(2) If the costs of Canadian firms are higher than those of Aaerlcan 
firms are these higher costs to be attributed to the smaller markets 
open to the Canadian firms? A reciprocal lowering of tariffs by both the 
United States and Canada might remove the basis of this argtaaent. For 
an analysis, based upon available secondary data, of the difference in price 
between the prices of light passenger oars in Canada and the United 
States, see 0. J. UcDlamid, Commercial Policy in the Canadian Economy. 
Cambridge, ilass.: Harvard University Press. 1946. pp. 360«370. Tariffs 
on farm machinery and tractors entering Canada have been removed. 
^he opinion of the Chainaan of the Agricultural Prices Support 
Board, Ur. J. G» Taggart, on this point may be of interests 
Ll^ the fanner etxpanded his facilities and Incurred increased 
operating costs to produce a product in response to the deaand 
of the country, it is the duty of the covintry to protect hiio in 
the process of any necessary liquidation. 
J. G. Taggart. Stabilisation of Prices of Farm Products. Agricultural 
Institute Review. It23. 1945. 
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A fourth Yalid claim to consideration arlaes out of the fact that 
people in agriculture have a higher fertility rate than people in the 
non-farm sector of the national community. It is they, as pointed out 
in the next chapter of this thesis, who are raising, training and educating 
the young people who are moving into urban employment, Since this is a 
direct transfer of capital out of agriculture, it is not unreasonable 
that the recipients of this resource bear a part of the cost of producixig 
it. The cogency of this argument has been recognised by the government 
of Canada in Implementing a program of family allowances, the cost of 
which is met by the taxpayers as a group. 
Sir. A. G. tiart suggests that, even though farmers are not able to 
advanoe logical grounds upon which they should receive a larger share of 
the national iaoome, yet nevertheless, if they do feel that they have a 
vary strong moral claim, there may be good reason for intervention. 
1 
In every field of social ethics we find ourselves obliged to make 
8(»ia conoMslons to the moral views of influential groups on the 
ground that a sense of injustice is an evil, however much we might 
debate the foundation of it. 
Although we must take cognisance of the existence of any moral views 
which are held by a large and in£lttential seetion of the community, this 
recognition does not absolve us Arom the duty of examlQlng the basis of 
these clalas and the effeets which granting them would have upon other 
groiq>s and npon the eeonomy as a whole. Should the moral clcdm be Invalid, 
the effeets of the concessions demanded inconsistent with the welfare 
^A. G. Hart. Observations of Participants on Basic Elements of an 
lateniatlonal Food Policy. "Food for the World". The Harris Foundation 
Leetures. Chloagot The University of Chicago Press. 1949. p. 338. 
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of other groups and irlth eeonomlo progress,^ this analysis should be 
brought to the attention of the public and an effort made to secure a 
modification of the claims of the particular group in question. A case 
in point is the claim of American farmers for paritgr prices, as legally 
defined^ and the efforts vdiich Anerlean economists and administrators 
have made to analyze and modify these claims. 
Uany of those people receiving very lev incomes are to be found 
in agriciilture. Fmr would deqy that such low income receivers are 
entitled to help in improving their lot. It should also be remembeired, 
however, that low income receivers in agriculture are no more entitled 
to help than those in any other part of the economy. This suggests that 
means should be sought to improve the incomes of low income receivers 
In any particular industry. 
C. The Non-Validity of Income Parity 
The most prominent invalid claim which is put forward in Canada, 
respecting parity of income, is that farmers are entitled to a share of 
the national income which bears the same relation to the total national 
income as the number of persons on farms bears to the total population. 
This claim is usually expressed some such slogan as "a fair share of 
the national income for agricultore." There is certainly no eeonomlo 
^"Eoononio progress" is here defined as the continuous enlargement 
of a non-fluctuating national Income anchor of the leisure time of 
resource owners, consistent with the desires of consumers. That is, 
the maximisation over tlae of a non-fluctuating stream of those goods, 
services and leisure preferred by constmwrs. 
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reason why aiiy group should reeelTe a proportionate share of the national 
income. To guarantee a proportionate share to any group is to block 
economic progress. If farmers are to receive a proportionate sharei why 
not shottnakers, boilermakers, bartenders and schoolteachers? To state 
the proposition in these terms is to underline its absurdity.^ 
If a proportionate share of the national income Is guaranteed to 
axuy particular group the total net output of any such a group must 
exchange for a fixed percentage of the total net output of the rest of 
the economy.^ It is admitted that this would not mean that az^ given 
VohBSon has criticized the parity income concept in these words. 
One of the worst of the pseudo-statistical myths perpetrated upon 
the American public has been that of agricultural income parity. 
The belief that any period can be used to measure the fair share 
of the national income idiich should go to agriculture or any other 
sector of the econoaqr is contrary to all experience and it has no 
8iq>port in •conoBic analysis. Changes in degree of relative 
unemployment, tastes, technology and differences in mobility are 
all factors that influence the part of the national Income that 
ax^ group recelveB. The fact that this jjarticular nyth has been 
embodied in legislation makes it even more deleterious. Even 
worse yet is the consideration that it has led to steps that do 
sot in any way correct the underlying conditions which may result 
in agriculture being depressed. 
0. Gale Johnson. The Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural Products, 
p. 199. 
^On the assumption that the group in question receives its proportion­
ate share of the national income through sales of its product. If the 
demand for the prodtuts which it produces is inelastic, this income goal 
might be attained by restriction of output. If the demand is elastic 
goTemment pxtrchase and destruction or dumping abroad, or, if possible, 
division of the market into parts with varying inelasticities of demand 
and the pzoctice of price discrimination might accomplish the objective. 
firm in an industry would reoatve a fixed return for its output unless there 
were only one fim in the industry. In this latter case the output of this 
firm, no matter how small, would still exchange for the same quantity of 
other goods. If this proportionate share of the xuitlonal income were guar* 
anteed through the price of the product, the price per unit as output decreased 
would become increasingly higher,^ What the proposal would amount to If taken 
literally and seriously would be to guarantee a fixed Income to each industry. 
Sfaoemakeire would receive the same total revenue from the sale of one million 
pair of shoes as they would IVon the sale of two Billion pair. The govern-
ffient would have to act as the purchasing agent in order to secure this price 
for producers, or alternatively pemlt shoes to sell at the market price 
and pay consumers the dlfferexkee. 
The great objection to the concept of a "fair", or proportionate, 
share of the national Income to each group would be the obstruction which 
it would place In the way of the price systea In allocating resources. ¥/e 
live in a dyBamlCf not a static economiy. Over time our tastes change, 
techxwlogy changes and weather varies. If, as total Income to society 
Increases, we wish as soncumers, to spend a smaller percentage of our 
money incoae on food and more on other goods, there must be a shift of 
resources out of agriculture and into these other industries. The guar­
anteeing of a fixed proportion of the national income to people engaged 
In agriculture would block such a shift In resources. 
^The deuBd curve for the particular fim would become a rectangular 
hyperbola. I.e., pocq me, and marginal revenue after the first unit would 
become aero. The firm would Install one "unit" of productive equipment 
in an effort to minimise Its total costs and still produce some product. 
^Assualng the national income to remain constant In the short run. 
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D. The Non-Validity of Price Parity 
If there is any single point upon vhioh American economists are in 
agreement, it is that parity prices, as defined by law in the United 
States, are inadequate, outmoded and uneconomic. We propose only to 
recapitulate here the bare outline of the arguments against a parity 
price stiructure* So far Canada has escaped this particular plan to hobble 
herself economically; it can only be hoped that the results of the Amer­
ican experiment will prove sufficiently clear as to enable her to profit 
f^m her neighbour's trials. 
Parity prices represent an effort to use prices as ends or goals 
rather than as means. In a price economy prices constitute the signposts 
by which enterprises determine how much of what commodities consumers 
want and are willing and able to pay for. The proponents of parity prices 
support parity either for the effect which these prices will have upon 
producers' income or for the effect which they think parity prices will 
have. If they were asked to determine the quantities of the various 
farm products which they believed Merlcan farmers should produce and 
then requested to estimate the relative prices which would be necessary 
to call forth these prodixsts, it is a fairly safe guess that the result­
ing price structiare would differ greatly firom the parity price structure. 
This then, in essence, is the fallacy of parity prices. 
Parity is baaed upon the price structxire of some period in the past 
during which its proponents either believed the purchasing power of faxm 
products was a fair one, ftrom the farmers' point of view, or, v&s more fav­
ourable than for axiy other period available. Policy makers have found it ex­
pedient to raise the level of parity prices by selecting different ba^e periods 
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for various commodities. The object in so selecting these prices has 
been for their income effects and not for their role as determinants of 
an equilibrium output. The result has been a haphazard structure of 
prices, vhose ahortcranings are becoming Increasingly evident. 
Parity prices if attained are not in conformity with underlying 
supply and dmand conditions. They are not equilibrium prices; they en­
courage the production of too much of some and not enough of other commod­
ities. Although they may have represented equilibrium prices during the 
period in which they prevailed^, there is small probability of their ever 
doing so again. This is because human tastes have altered, population has 
increased, the technology of production has Improved, and at different rates 
for dlffeirent coffimodlties, and the supply of available resources has changed— 
in short, demand and si;pply are completely different frcm what they were in 
the base period. The present parity price of horses and mules is an extreme, 
but a forceful, example of a price goal which makes no sense l^om an econ­
omic viewpoint. 
Other reasons may be cited for the inadequacy of parity prices.^ Given 
the one above, no others are necessary; parity prices derived f^om a histor­
ical base and therefore detexmined without reference to the job for which 
they are intended are uaworkable. They represent a step backwards; Canadian 
policy makers have avoided thea despite all too frequent lip service. The 
availability of other and more suitable means of maintaining ainiatm levels 
of farm income may preclude resort to the parity price device. 
^isce they are average prices for the base period, the parity price 
structure probably never actually existed at all. 
2See the Report of the Coamlttee of the American Farm Economics Associ­
ation on Parity Concepts. Outline of a Price Policy for American Agriculture 
for the Postwar Period. Jour, of fkrm Econ. 281 391. 1946. 
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V. POPOLATION AND ACaiCULTURE IN THE CANADIAN BCONOMy 
Any price policy, whether free market or controlled, is going to 
exert an Important influence upon the allocation of resources, both 
human and non-human, within industries and among industries. The writer 
is particularly concerned with the effects of any proposed price policy 
upon the allocation of resources between agriculture and the rest of the 
economy and also within agriculture. 
Since labour, including that of the operator and his family and 
hired labour, earns a larger share of the net return in agriculture 
than any other factor and since it is with the welfare of the human 
factor that the greater part of all human activity is concerned, the 
distribution of the population among and between industries is of the 
greatest lmportai»e. One of the necessary conditions for equilibrium 
and for the maximization of total product in the economic system is 
the equation of all marginal value productivities in alternative uses. 
If, moreover, we are prepared to assume that all individuals have know­
ledge of various alternatives and are free to move and still no move­
ment occtirs, then the social product must be presumed at a maximum. 
Any economic policy which hinders the movement of resources toward 
uses which will enhance their marginal value product must be classed as 
uneconomic in the sense that such a hindrance is obstructing the attain­
ment of a larger net product. Is this a factor which must be watched 
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in fDnulating a prlc* policy for Canadian agrioultureT Is ther« a 
moymmt of paopla off tha farms and into citias and if so doas this 
•OTtaant raprasant a battar distribution of the population in th« sensa 
of inoraaaing ths national inoome of Canada? 
A. Oiffarantlal Bataa of Growth of Orban and Rural Population 
Throughout tha period ainoa Confadaration tha growth of population 
In Canada has bean charaeterixad bgr an increasing peroentage of the 
population rasiding in oitlas, town* and Tillagas, This trend is 
indieatad bgr the following tables 
Tabla 2 
Pareantaga Distribution of Rural and Urban Population * 
Canada, Iqr Census Zears, 1871-19^1 
Urban ^  Sural ^  
i%) i%) 
1871 19.6 80.4 
1881 25.6 74-4 
1891 31.8 68.2 
1901 62.5 
1911 54.6 
1921 49.5 50.5 
1931 53.7 
19a 5A.3 45.8 
*8oii>eat Canada Taar Book, Soadnion Buraau of Statisties. King's 
Printer, Ottawa. 194>U« p.121. 
^'Tha population residing in citias, towns and incorporated villages 
has been daflaad as "urban*! that ovtsida of such localltias, as "rural". 
Tha classifieation is, therefore, based upon proTlnoial statute deter-
wining tha neaasaaxy eonditiona for incorporation and is not, for this 
reason, unifora throughout the Dominion. The data include the Yukon and 
Rorthwest Tarrltoriae. 
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The degree of urbanization hy province varies greatly. In 1941, Prince 
Edward Island had the highest percentage of rural dwellers (74.), followed 
by Mew Brunswick (€9), Saskatchewan (67), Alberta (61), Manitoba (56), Nova 
Scotia {5A)t British Columbia (46), Ontario (38) and Quebec (37). 
The normal movwent of rural people to cities and towns was retarded 
during the depression years. Certainly this retardation is not to be 
attributed to an improvement in the earnings of those in agriculture rel­
atively to those employed in non-farm jobs. It is to be explained rather 
by a return of the unemployed to the farm. Although net returns to people 
in agriculture improved greatly toward the end of the decade^ the off-fara 
Unfortunately no continuous series of estimates of net fazv income 
in Canada for azqr considerable period of time exists. National income 
estimates are being revised and the new series has been published back 
to 1938 only. Relatives of net farm Income have been constructed for the 
period 1926*194>5 by combining two series and using the year 1938 as a base. 
The first series, for the period 1926-38, is taken from Appendix 4., Report 
of the Royal Comnission on Dominion-Provincial Relations, Ottawa, 1939, and 
the continuation of this series as published in National Income 1937-i^ 
which was prepared for the Dominion-Provincial Conference of 19^41. 
The above estimates of net fam income take no account of inventory 
chaage and include rent paid to non-farm and other farm landlords. 
Estimates of net fam income £rom 1938-4'5 are fromz National Accounts, 
Income and Expenditure 1938-^5, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, 19^6. 
They include inventory changes and govemaent payments and exclude net rent 
paid either to farm or non-farm landlords. They are therefore defined as 
net income of fam operators frxm their own farming operations. 
Relatives of Net liarm Income, Canada, 1926-1945 
(1938 • 100) 
1926 173 1931 53 1936 93 19a 148 
1927 166 1932 34 1937 100 1942 258 
1928 194 1933 a 1938 100 1943 236 
1929 164 1934 62 1939 116 1944 293 
1930 95 1935 69 1940 126 1945 250 
The failure of the eetljamte of net farm Income for 1937 to take Inventory 
chaoges into account results in a marked overestimate as livestock and 
grain inventories were seriously depleted in the Prairie Provinces as a 
result of the disastrous dsrought that year* 
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movement of people increased as Jobs again became available in the non-faxm 
sector of the eoonosQr* The data in Table 3 indicates the same general trend 
as that in Table 2 but is useful in that a separation between farm and non-
farm rural population is made and also that an estimate of urban and farm 
population as of 1944 is atto&pted. 
Table 3 
Distribution of the Population of Canada 
by Type of Community, 1911-1944- * 
Urban flam Rural Non-farm Canada 
No.(000) % No.(000) % No.(000) % No.(000) % 
1911 4,107 57.0 2,663 37.0 422 6.0 7,192 100 
1921 5,150 58.7 3,U3 35.8 482 5.5 8,775 100 
1931 6,384 61.6 3,444 33.2 535 5.2 10,363 100 
1941 7,185 62.5 3,679 32.0 626 5.5 11,490 100 
1944 7,751 65.0 3,553 30.0 623 5.0 11,927 100 
eSourcet Canada Year Book 19^^* p* 122* Population is as of 
Jime 1 for all years except 1944> which Is as of March 31* It will be 
noted that there Is a serious discrepancy between Table 3 and Table 2. 
This is attributable to the different definitions of "urban" and "rural" 
employed* Table 2 Is based upon legal definition* The estimates in 
Table 3» ss explained in a letter by Its author N. Keyflts, "]*epresent 
the number of persons in counties which were predominantly rural, pre-
draainantly urban, etc. This tabulation of whole counties was of use 
In finding out the movement of population f^m rural to urban places in 
1941»44- compared with earlier movement." Both tables are presented here 
since both represent the trend of relative and absolute growth of the 
urban population and since the first permits a provincial comparison and 
the second an estimate for an intercensal year, 1944* The census estimate 
of "farm population" as of June 1941 is 3*279,000 or 28,5^ of the total 
population as compared with 3»679»000 or 32.0 of the total as given 
above. 
One rather signlfleant fact Is pointed up by this table. This 
is that the percentage decrease In the farm population and the percent­
age increase in the urban population vere greater during three years of 
World War II than for the decade of the thirties and nearly as large as 
for the decade of the twenties* There will have been some movement back 
to the fame as war production was curtailed and service personnel demob-
ilizedf but it seems unlikely that the general picture will have been 
altered significantly• This war time movement off farms, amounting to 
285,OCX) from 1941-44, has exceeded the natural increase of 159,000 dur-
ixig this period. The metropolitan areas of Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, 
Halifax, Hamilton, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton have enjoyed 
the greatest increases In population. Kathan Keyfits of the Social 
Analysis Biranch of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, draws this conclusion!^ 
For the first time in the history of Canada the total population 
of farm counties seems to be falling. This nay arise pertly 
firom declines in rural fertility rates, which no longer balance 
out-migration* The general dlrMtlon of movement In the decade 
1931-41 fam to metropolitan places, but it took place 
nuoh less consistently. The movement from 1941-44 showed an 
acceleration of the trend from farm to large city which W6LS 
proceeding at an average rate throughout the period 1931-41 • 
The trend in the rural-tirban movement of population has of course 
resulted in pronounced differences in the rates of growth of the various 
provizices during the decade of the thirties. The deceleration in the 
growth of the Prairie Provinces has been most marked* From 1911-21 the 
population of these three provinces increased by 47.3^; from 1921-31 
Canada Tear Book 1945* p* 122. 
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bf 20,3^; and Aram 1931-^ 2,9f>. fVom 19A1-44 all three provinces 
lost population,^ and Saakatohewan, the most predominantly agricultural 
of the three,* has again lost most heavily. The traditional role of the 
Prairie Provinces as an outlet for surplus population f^om other parts 
of Canada, Europe and the United States has been reversed and these prov­
inces are now exporting population. 
B. GalJifully Occupied In Agrloolture and Other Occupations 
Data on the numbers of people gainfully occupied^ in agrlctilture 
Indicate essentially the same trend as the foregoing information on 
relative numbers of people living In urban and irural areas. 
Table 
Niimbers Gainfully Occupied In Canada 1901-1941; 
Agriculture and All Other Occupations ^  
Agriculture All other Total Gainfully 
Occupations Occupied 
1901 716,860 1,065,972 1,782,823 
1911 933,735 1,789,899 2,723,634 
1921 l,oa,544 2,131,625 3,173,169 
1931 1,131,845 2,795,385 3,927,230 
19a 1,083,816 3,U2,135 4,195,951 
•Source I Canada Zear Book 1943*44* P* 1066. The data for 1941 does 
not include persons on active service. If males on active service who were 
gainfully employed In agrleulture prior to enlistment are Included, the 
moiber gainfully employed in agriculture is increased to 1,104*579. 
^Sata secured hy correspondence with the Dcminion Bureau of Statistics 
indicates a loss of 25,000; 86,000; and 15»000 people for Manitoba, Saskat­
chewan and Alberta respectively dvlng the period from June 1941 to March 
194;., 
^As judged by percentage of males gainfully occupied in agriculture. 
In 1941f 67.5^ of the gainfully occupied males in Saskatchewan were en­
gaged In agriculture as compared with 56.1$ in Alberta and 42.1^ in Man­
itoba. G«naga Tear Book 1943*44* P* 1049. 
3a "gainful occupation" is defined in the census as one "by which 
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The peroentage dlstribation of the gainfully occupied brings oizt 
the change in relative numbers employed in agriculture and other occup­
ations more clearly, 
TaULe 5 
Percentage Distribution of the Gainfully Occupied in Canada 1901*1941; 
Agriculture and All Other Occupations *• 
Agriculture All Other Occupations 
1901 40.2 59.8 
1911 34.3 65.7 
1921 32.8 67.2 
1931 28.8 71.2 
19a 25.8 74.2 
Source! Calculated f^om Table 4* 
It is apparMit that the absolute number gainfully occupied in agri­
culture has remained relatively constant since 1921 while the percentage 
of the gainfully occupied in agriculture has declined 7 per cent during 
this period. I^om the standpoint of the proportion of the total working 
force engaged, therefore, agriculture is a declining industxy, or in 
other terms, the total labour input in agriculture has remained constant 
during the past twenty years while that in all other occupations has 
increased by a third. 
the person w)u> pursues It earns money or in which he assists in the 
production of marketable goods". Children of working age, that is, 
14. years of age or over, assisting parents with farm work, or in other 
family enterprises, in a "no pay" capacity were reported as having a 
gainful occupation; but daughters helping in the domestic work of the 
home without pay were not included* 
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C. Movement of Population Within .Agrloulture 
Although OTMrall numbers engaged in the agricultural industry for 
the Dominion have remained fairly stable since 1941 this stability in 
the whole should not be allowed to obscure Important changes in compon­
ent parts. Between 1921 and 1941 the number of persons employed in 
agriculture in the ISaritimes declined. A small decrease in Ontario vas 
a little more than balanced by an increase in Quebeo while gains in the 
Prairie Provinces offset losses in the Uaritimes. These shifts are 
sunmiarlzed in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Kombers of Persons Gainfully Bnployed in Agriculture, 
Canada and Pirovinces, Census Tears, 1921*1941 
(Thousands) 
Province 1921 1931 1941 
Prince Edward Island 18.5 18.4 16.7 
Hova Scotia 49.2 44.0 37.6 
Hew Brunswick 47.0 46.3 a.8 
Quebeo 221.0 230.5 255.1 
Ontario 295.1 305.3 270.3 
Manitoba 86.9 93.4 92.3 
Saskatchewan 174.5 204.5 187.4 
Alberta 114.2 U5.7 141.2 
British Columbia 35.1 43.6 a.6 
Canada 1,041.5 1,131.8 1,083.8 
aSourcet Census data. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, reprinted 
in Agriculture, Beference Book for Dradnion-Frovineial Conference on 
Reeonstruction, processed, Ottawa. 1945> 
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0. SelatlTe Rates of Increase of ImproTed Acreage and Numbers of Fanis 
Nhlle the number of people gainfully occupied in agrloulture in 
Canada has remained relatively constant over the past tvo decades, the 
Improved acreage in farms has increased from 70,8 to 92.4, million acres. 
Relatively t^iis represents an increase of ^ ,5 per cent for the Dominion 
as a whole althou^ the improved farm acreage in the Prairie Provinces 
Inereaaed by 46 per cent during this period. The area of improved farm 
land in Central Canada (Ontario and Quebec) remained virtually constant 
while that of the Baritimes actually declined. British Columbia has 
shown a large relative increase during the two decades although the total 
is still less than one million acres and only slightly greater than that 
of Kova Scotia. 
Table 7 
Total Improved Farm Acreage, 
Canada and Provinces, Census Tears 1911-1941 
(Million acres) 
ED B 
Province 1921 1931 19a 
Prinoe Edvard Island 
Ifova Seotia 
lew Brunswick 
Qnsbee 
Ontario 
Maidtoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
0.8 
1.0 
1.4 
9.1 
13.2 
8.1 
25.0 
U.8 
0.5 
0.8 
0.8 
1.3 
9.0 
13.3 
8.5 
33.5 
17.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.8 
1.2 
9.8 
13.4 
9.8 
35.6 
20.1 
0.9 
Canada 70.8 85.7 92.4 
*Soureex Census data STnamarixed in Agriculture, Reference Book for 
Ooninion Provincial Conference on Reconstmotion, processed, Ottawa. 1945. 
p. 98. 
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Th« gTMtcr part of the InorMis* In total improved fara acreage 
is to be found in larger improved acreage per farm rather than in anjr 
great inoreaae in the number of farms. Table 8 indicates a very snail 
growth in total farm numbers since 1921. 
Average improved acreage per farm has increased by about one-
fourth since 1921 with tha largest increases both absolutely and relatively 
occurring in the Prairie Provinces, 
The general conclusion pointed up these overall statistics on 
the agricultural industry in Canada seems fairly clear. The number of 
people engaged in the industry has r«Bained relatively constant since 
1921 although losses have occurred in the KaritiiBes and Ontario while 
Quebec and partlexilarly the Prairie Provinces have gained. The im­
proved acreage in farms over this period has increased by nearly a 
third for the country as a whole while improved acreage in the Prairie 
Provinces has increased by nearly one half. Similarly the nimber of 
farms in the Doainiony has, perhaps, increased by 3 per cent in the 
twenty year period with increases in the Prairies and Quebec offsetting 
declines in the Itazdtimes and Ontario. The total number of farms in­
creased little during the decade of the thirties and, had it not been 
for the addition of 19,000 new farms in Quebec, fam numbers would have 
sL^jped back to the 1921 level. 
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Table 8 
Kvuaber of Farms, 
Canada and Provinces, Census Years 1921*1941 ^  
(Thousands) 
Number of farm 
Provinces 1921 1931 1941 operators re­
porting 1941 as 
a closer approx. 
to number of farms 
Prince Edward Island 13.7 12,9 12.2 11.4 
Nova Scotia 47.5 39.5 33.0 31.7 
New firunswick 36.7 34.0 31.9 30.7 
Quebec 137.6 135.9 154.7 Ul.l 
Ontario 198.0 192.1 178.2 165.7 
Manitoba 53.3 54.2 58.0 54.1 
Saskatchewan 119.5 136.5 138.6 121.1 
Alberta 82.9 97.4 99.7 90.8 
British Colianbia 22.0 26.1 26.4 25.7 
Canada 711.3 728.4 732.6 672.2 
aSoureet Census data suaBBarised in Agriculture, Reference Book for 
Dominion Provincial Conference on Reconstruotion, 1945, p» 99> and Fre> 
liminary Census Bulletin No. 72, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, October 15, 
1943. 
farm, for census purposes, is all the land located in one muni­
cipality which is directly famed by one person conducting agri> 
cultural operations, either by his own labour or with the assist­
ance of Dembers of his household or of hired employees. It may 
consist of a single tract of land, or of a number of separate tracts 
held under different tenures. In order to be reported as a farm, 
such land must be of one acre or more in extent and have produced 
Hduring the calendar year preceding the censuiQ agricultural products 
to the value of $50 or more, or be under crops or employed for 
pasture Obs that yea^ 
Census "estimates" of numbers of fanas are biassed upwards owing to the 
practice of treating parts of the same farm located in different census 
enumeration districts as separate farms. In taking the 1941 census a 
partial concession to reality was made in that parts of farms Ivlng 
within the same municipality were re-combined into single farms. To 
the extent that the parts are located in different municipalities, 
duplication still exists* If the 1941 estimate of numbers of fame is 
biassed upward less than those of 1931 and 1921 the increase in the actual 
number of favam will be greater than indicated in Table 8. 
The extent of the upward bias in the 1941 census estimate of numbers 
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£• Fertility Rates In the Urban and Rural Sectors of the Esonony 
Although the statistics on Canada's population are not organized 
in such a way as to permit a comparison of net reproduction rates^ for 
the farm (or ruaal) population as compared with the non»fann (or urban) 
population^» the available data indicate a differential in favour of 
the foxmer. The following table showing the mean standardized (i.e., 
standardized for age of mother) nqmber of children ever bom to 
married women ocoiqpation-type class of husband leaves little doubt 
as to the relative fertility of farm and non-farm people. 
of farms may be approiSlmated by a comparison with the number of farm 
operators. There were approximately 672,000 operators reporting in 19iVl 
and this is probably much closer to the actual number of farms than the 
732,000 listed as such. The 1941 census estimate of fazm numbers would 
therefore be biassed upward by about 9 per cent. 
This bias does not render these data on farm numbers useless for 
the purpose of indicating the trend in the number of faxns over a period 
of time. Such biassed data should certainly not be used for the pur­
pose of calculating an average cash income per farm as was done in the 
Reference Book on Agriculture for the Dominion Provincial Conference 1945* 
pp. 97-98. The dispersion in such an average makes it meaningless enough 
without this added bias. 
^he net reproduction rate is an estimate of the average number of 
girls that would be produced by a group of newly-bom girls if the fertil­
ity and mortality rates of the period observed were to continue unchanged 
throughout their lifetime. A net reproduction rate of l.Sj for instance, 
means that the population will ultimately grow by 50 per cent every gen­
eration, while one of 0.75 means an eventu^ fall of 25 per cent every 
generation. 
Enid Charles, census research specialist, in the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics, suBmarises the difficulties in the way of obtain­
ing these data for Canada, as follows: 
(a) There are no life tables either by occupation or for rural 
versus urban. 
(b) Births fey place of residence have hitherto only been tabulated 
for cities and towns of 5»000 and over, and for remaining parts 
of counties. 
Private correspondence of July 5$ 19<46* 
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TabI* 9 
FtrtUity by Oooupation-Type Claas 
Mean standardised nuaber of children ever bom 
to married vcmen by ocoupation-type olass of husband 
Mean 
Oooupation-type class Naaber of Standardised 
I. Professional 10 2.02 
u. Clerical 4 2.21 
III. Trade and Finance 10 2.39 
ly. Public Service 4 2.82 
Y. Personal Service 8 2.84 
VI. Transport and CoBWinnlcation 16 2.98 
fll. Uanufacturing and Uechanical 32 3.11 
YIII. Construction 8 3.35 
n. Labourers (not in primary 
occupations) 1 3.98 
z. Primary occupations 7 4.54 
Fanners 4.29 
'^txroe: Occupational Differences in Fertility, Canada, 1941* 
Bulletin No. ¥3, Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Ottawa. 1945. p. 6. 
In addition to this msrked difference in fertility aiaong occupational 
groups there is also considerable Tariation as among prorlnces within any 
occupational group. This inter^prorincial differential for p^inaxy oc-
oupations is given in Table 10. The gsinfldly occupied in agriculture 
constitute about 84 per cent of the gainfully oectq;>ied in all prlioary 
occupations. The high fertility rate of Quebec is found to be associated 
with high proportions of Arench-speakingf of Boaan Catholics, and with 
relatively less advanced education. 
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Tabl« 10 
Fartlllt/ in Primary Oooupatlons by Province, 1941- ^ 
Maan 
ProTlnces Standardlsad 
Quabae 
Vav Brunsviok 
Manitoba 
Saakatohewan 
Albarta 
Nova Scotia 
Ontario 
British Colxutbia 
5.45 
4.77 
4.25 
4.19 
3.92 
3.88 
3.25 
3.17 
*Sotiroat BuUatin No. F3» Dominion Buraaa of Statistics, 1945. p. 15> 
Tha data aKoluda populations in eitias of ovar 100,000 population. 
Thus with approximataly constant numbers gainfully occupied in 
agriculture and with higher fertility rates prevailing among farm people, 
it is esaantial that young fan people be permitted to leave the farms 
and find amploymant elsewhere. This nacessairy movement represents a 
shifting of labour into oeo\)^tlons where its marginal net product la 
higher. This continual readjustaent therefore tends to increase the 
national prodiiot and to increase the real incomes of both farm and non-
farm people. During periods of economic stagnation, stKsh as obtained 
during most of the decade of the thirties, this movement temporarily 
alowad down and even, for a time, reversed itself. Once higher levels 
of MBploysant returned the dam was removed and the outflow from agri­
culture tended to make up for opportunities missed. This has certainly 
been true during tha high level of employment associated with World War II 
when nearly as many people left the fan during a span of three years as 
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had during the preceding decade.^ 
The differential fertility ratea between farm and urban population 
together with subsequent transfers of the excess population out of agri­
culture constitute strong arguments in favour of tLe receaitl;;' anucted 
p 
Canadian Fanzil^r Allowances iUst. Schultz has stressed the fact that 
such transfers represent a transfer of inveatoent without angr compensat­
ing payment* 
3 
This question constantly arises i How naxch should be invested 
in the hvBoan agent and who should bear the cost? When we real­
ize that inangr people migrate firom the comiunity in iriiich they 
are reared to another eonmunity, it is clear that both coaununities 
are affected. The comiunity that receives is interested in the 
quality of the hman agent, preferring to add to its numbers 
individuals who are of good health, who have had at least a mini-
man education, and idio have a social outlook consistent with 
dmnocratic values. The cosmmity from which a person has migrated 
loses the investment it has made in the human agent, and the 
greater the investment the larger the loss. 
It neaxffi, in substance, that the persons who migrate, each of 
whom has been a cost to the farm family and to the community 
in which he was reared, put in their appearance as a valuable 
resource tree of charge in another cooaunity which has borne none 
of the cost of rearing th^i. This is not very different in principle 
than, for example, if one community were to manufacture a car that 
cost $1,CXX) or more and then sent it to another comtmnity as a 
f^e gift. 
Canada Year Book 1945, p. 122. The latest data available indicate 
that the "back to the land* movement of war veterans may be comparatively 
light. Despite the generous provisions of the Veterans Land Act, financial 
assistame in establishing full time fanning enterprises had been approved 
for less than 4»500 applicants up to May 31» 1946. (Correspondence, De­
partment of Vetwans* Affairs, June 21, 194o*} Host of these veterans 
are being established on farms porchased by T.L.A. and are not new farms. 
Maqy veterans will of course return to their own or partots farm without 
govemnent assistance. Intercensal estimates compiled ly the Dominion 
Oepartmeat of Labour ii:dieate that there were 1,050,000 males gainfully 
occupied in agriculture in Canada in Ootober 1945 as compared with 1,210,000 
at April 1939» and a low of 950,000 at June 1943. (Correspondence with 
fir. Oswald fall. Research and Statistics Branch, Dept. of Labour, Ottawa, 
June 15, 1946.) 
^Family Allowances Act, B George VI, Ch^ter 40, August 15, 1944* 
3T.W.Sohult8. Redirecting Farm Policy, p. 69. 
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Since there Is a negative cosrelation between fertility rates and 
family inoomef this system of family allovanoes in a country with a 
progressive tax structure tends to equalise the distribution of income. 
Since a higher percentage of Income received in the lower income brackets 
is spent for food the $250 million distributed Rwrni^ny under this measure 
should materially increase the effective demand for foodstuffs in Canada* 
This differential in fertility rates in favour of the farm population 
and the farm-urban migration is not characteristic of Canada alone. In 
the United States in 1930 the fertility of the urban areas was only 86 
per cent of that required to maintain a constant urban population ndiile 
the fertility of the native whites on farms was 1^ per cent of that nec­
essary to maintain the level of the population. Nevertheless, the rural-
farm population of the United States decreased from 31.4, millions in 1920 
to 30.2 millions in 1940.^ The population of the cities is increasing 
while that of the farms is decreasing since the surplus population of 
the latter is moving to the urban areas. Iforeovsr the war has drawn 
another 4- million people out of ^ erican agriculture thus reducing the 
farm population of the United States to about 26 million. 
F. Proapeotive Population Changes in Canada 
and Their Sffeet Upon Agriculture 
There is no need to deal with overall population changes in detail 
In this thesis but the general trend of population growth does bear 
^Hational Resonrees Co&Blttee. The FKblems of a Changing Population. 
Washington, 1938. pp. 127-136. 
^Joint release, U. S. Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Agricultural 
Eooatmlo0, May 2, 19A6. 
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laportant iaplioatlons for agrloultur*. Th* growth oharMtaristios of 
th* Canadian population hava oausad It to ba olaaalfied as ona of 
"Inolpiant daollna"*^ FartUlty rataa ara both ralatlvaly low and ara 
atUl daollnlng. Tha natural inoraaaa axoaada aortallty largely baoausa 
of tha ralatlvaly high mabar of woaan in tha 15-50 age group. As tha 
population agaa, i.a.« tha ralativa nwbars in tha higher age braokata 
Ineraaaa, tha total population will larel off and maj ultlnately dacllna, 
provided thara la no Incraaaa in laadgration or fartUity ratea. 
Tha rata of ineraaae of the Canadian population has oonslatantly 
daoraaaad sinsa tha haavy influx of OTar 1.6 million iBmlgranta during 
tha first daeada of thla century. Tahla 11 givaa tha ooBparativa oanaus 
data for population ineraasea alnea Confaderation. 
Table 11 
Tha Population of Canada for Canana Xaara 
and tha Daeannlal Ratas of Ineraaaa 1871*1941 * 
mmmmaaiBmmmmmmmmHmmmmmamMmaiKmmaammmaxBBsmtBassasxswassssassssssaaBasee 
Paroantaga ln» 
laar Population Ineraaaa for eraase for 
praeading daeada praeading decade 
1871 3,689,257 
1881 4,324,810 635,553 17.2 
1891 4,833,239 508,429 11.8 
1901 5,371,315 538,076 11.1 
1911 7,206,643 1,835,328 34.2 
1921 8,787,949 1,581,306 21.9 
1931 10,376,786 1,588,837 18.1 
1941 11,506,655 1,129,869 10.9 
•Sooreat Data firca Canada lear Book 1943*44, P* 79. 
5 
Frank W. lotastaln. Population - tha Long Viaw. Pbod for tha 
World. Tha Barria Foundation Laeturaa. Chicago t Tha U^varalty of 
Chicago Praaa. pp. 36-57. 1945. Tha aacond typa, as olaaslfiad by 
Metaatain, la ona of transitional growth and la characterised by high 
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During the first part of the period from 1911 to 1921 immigrant 
arrivals reached an all time high but fell off rapidly during World 
War I. Canadian casualties overseas« the influenaa epidemic in Canada, 
British innlgrants returning to the United kingdom and emigration to 
the United States, all contributed to a reduction in the population 
increase during this second decade* Again during the twenties the exodus 
of emigrants, mainly to the United States, all but cancelled the arrivals 
of neweoBers.^ The virtual cessation of iamigration during the thirties, 
together with a decline In the birth rate accos^taqylng widespread un­
employment, reduced the decennial increase to the lowest for any Inter-
censal period since Confederation. At the present time liamlgration 
has been virtually halted and, although birth rates have been stimulated 
by the high level of employment which has accompanied the war and 
imedlate poet>war years, the rate of natural increase is definitely 
birth and death rates but since the mortality rate is declining more 
rapidly than the birth rate, the total population is still growing rap-
Idly. However, the decline of the birth rate is alao well established 
ultimately assuring a stationary population, although much farther in 
the future than under type one. Exas^es are the U.S.S.R., Eastern 
Europe, Japan and Turic^r* 
The third type in one of high growth potential which has high 
birth and death rates and in irtiich fertility rates show no sign of 
declining. Ab the siaread of modem medicine and the availability of 
aufflcient food reduces the death rate, the population will girow rapidly. 
Kotesteln estimates this type to Inclute nearly half the peoples of the 
world, ••g., Egypt, Central Africa, the Near East, Asia (exclusive of 
the Soviet Onion and Japan), the islands of the Pacific and Caribbean 
and Btieh of Central and South America. This factor complicates efforts 
to raise the standard of living of these people. 
^baigratlon totalled 1.5 BiUionj emigration 1.2 million, Canada 
lear Book 1945, p* 92. 
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declining. Despite the rather considerable variations among provinces 
the gross reproduetion rates^ since 1921 indicate this trend* 
Table 12 
(iross Reproduction Rates, Canada, Quebec and British Colunbia 
for Selected lears 1921-i^ ^  
Year Canada Quebec British Columbia 
1921-22 2.003 2.686 1.351 
1928-29 1.683 2.121 1.185 
1930-32 1.631 2.023 1.124 
1938-39 1.336 1.586 1.029 
1940-42 1.416 1.664 1.161 
%ouroet Cbross and Net Reproduction Rates, Canada and Provinces, 
1920-42. Ooffiinion Bureau of Statistics. Ottawa. 1942. 
The province of Quebec consistently has the highest gross reproduction 
rate of axqr province in Canada vhile British Coltanbia has the lowest. It 
seens worthy of note thou^ that the reproduction rate for Quebec is fall­
ing faster than that for ax^ other province. The dispersion in the prov­
incial fertility rates has been decreasing during the past twenty years. 
Although fertility rates for British Columbia are the lowest of all the 
provisoes (the net reproduotion rate fluctuates about unity), the relative 
%e gross rejsrodiiotion rate is defined as the average number of girl 
children that would be bom to each wcunan wbo lived to rMch the age of 
50 years, if the fertility rates of the given year continued unchanged. 
If the rate were unity women in the "reproductive period of life" would 
be having Just enough children to replace themselves. However, the total 
population might still be increasing if birth rates exceeded death rates. 
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rate of population grovth la highest because of in-mlgration from other 
parts of the Dominion. 
6. The Outlook for the Future 
Estimates of the future population of Canada indicate that by 1971 
the population vill not exceed 14.«6 million people and that It will reach 
a maxlnum of about 15 million bgr the end of the century.^ This estimate 
Is based upon certain assumptions, chief of which are the continuance of 
secular trends In fertility and mortality rates and the absezKse of migration 
either into or out of the country* The future trend of immigration is 
of course difficult to predict but some Canadian econcmists are inclined 
to quMtion whether any further eoctenslve lomilgration is desirable. This, 
In the opinion of the writer, is a difficult point of view to defend for 
a country which has the second lowest density of population of any country 
in the world, and is located between two such colossi as the Uinlted States 
and the SoTlet Ibiion.^ Certainly the desirability of further Canadian 
^Bnlletln No. F4.. The Future Population of Canada. Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics. Ottawa. 194^. 
%«e V. W. Bladen, Population Problous and Policies, Canada at Peace 
and ffiar, edited fay Chester Martin, Oxford University Press, Toronto, 
1941> P* 108. Also Andrew Stewart, More Farmers for Western Canada, 
Padiphlttt 9* The Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1941. 
^Tba population density of Canada Is 3.32 persons per square mile, 
exclusive of the Yukon and Northwest Territories, as conpared with 
507.24 for the United Kingdom, 45*05 for the United States and 2.40 for 
Anstralia. (Canada Tear Book 1945, p. 98) Population density per square 
mile Is not, of course, a satisfactory index of the capacity of a country 
to support population. It falls to take resources other than land, 
industrial capacity or even quantity of land suitable for agricultural 
developiMmt into account. Much of the land upon idiich this calculation 
of density is based is rock and scmib timber quite unsuited for agrl* 
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Inlgratlon la oloMly tl«d in vith th« tijrp* of poat>war norld which 
w ar* going to havo* Tha artant and dlraralty of Canada's raaoureaa 
would aaan to offar opportunity for induatrlal azpanalon and It haa yat 
to ba proTtad that tha addition of mora paopla to tha Canadian aoonooy 
la Inoorapatlbla with a rlalng real atandard of living. 
Moat arltara whaa dabating tha advlaabillty of further Ijnlgration 
hara lookad to farslng aa tha oeeupation of thase naw lonlgranta. Can­
adian Inl^ mtlon lam and ragulationa have bean Araitad in aueh a way 
aa to glya a daoldad prafaranea to thoaa aocpraaalng an intantlon of 
faxming* Thla tendaney la undaalrabla If, aa wa hava aaan, agrlcultura 
la to occupy a prograaalvaly amallar proportion of our population and 
tha noxnal aoTwant la to ba out of agrloolture and into other indnatrlaa. 
Bowarar^  If furthar laalgration la poatponad until thara la asaur-
anea of a eontlnalng hl|^  laral of anployaant it nay ba wall to anqulra 
aa to iriiat affaet tha gradual oaaaatlon In tha grow  ^ of tha Canadian 
population will hava upon tha damand fbr foodatuffa. We have aaan that, 
altiiough tha population Ineraaaad by 30 par oant between 1920 and 19 f^ 
the noabera galnltOly oee^pied In agriculture remained praotieally con-
atant over theaa two daoadaa. If we aaauaa that the quantity of food­
atuffa aaqported reaainad eonatant over thia period, the output of the 
MUM quantity of labour liqmta fed nearly a third oore people and there 
la a good ohanoa that It fed them better. Thla la, of course, oonalatent 
cultural davalopaaat under exlatlng prloe and taehaologioal oonditiona. 
Mavarthalesa tha tarriflo diaperalon in these density flgurea should 
Impress TQ)on Caaadlana the need for a vary exhaustive atudy of the case 
bafbre reaehing the conoluaion that an increaaed population will retard 
laprovementa In the atandards of living of Canadian people. 
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with cooBon sense as rapid techsologleal developments and the sub­
stitution of capital for labour during this period Increased greatly out­
put per man In agriculture. 
If Bo« the assiBsptlons underlying the estimates of future population 
growth prove realistic and the population of Canada In 1961 Is only fraa 
15 to 20 per cent higher than in 1941 either Canadians must eat store or 
more ntust be exported If demand Is to be maintained and the rate of tech­
nological dtfrelopBient continues as it has during the past twenty years* 
This analysis of population change and income elasticity of demand 
suggests that the factors responsible for the novement of surplus pop­
ulation out of agriculture are apt to become stronger, rather than weaker. 
In their kffect as tliae goes on. Much of course depends upon the long 
run export demand for agricultural products. As the outlines of the 
post-war world begin to take shape there seems reason to believe that 
Canada shoiild not place too much reliance upon any considerable expansion 
in export demand. The clear Implication remains, therefore, that not 
only should great care be taken in framing agricultural policy to avoid 
any obstacles In the outward movement of surplus farm people but 
that positive measures should be adopted to facilitate such a movement. 
The best possible way of ftellltatlng the movement of surplus people 
out of agriculture is to maintain a high level of employment and Income 
In the rest of the ecoiuHny. This is of course the primary goal in any 
ease and for manj other reasons and is not a subject of contooversy. 
There are some techniques which premise to assist In the movement of 
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people out of agriculture efven if we fail to maintain a high level of 
mplojmexAt The most flniitful of such techniques appear to include the 
following: 
(a) ^sproTing the educational level of farm people. Attention 
should be directed sot only to making available training in agricultural 
technology and farm management but also training in urban occupations 
in which young people leaving the farm might expect to find employment* 
(b) Increasing the mobility of labour by dissttnlnatlng information 
on «ttployB«it opportunities and wages being paid in other industries. 
The Department of Labour is now providing employment service on a natloxw 
al basis in Canada with regional offices in the larger cities. 
(c) The government may find it desirable to grant specific aids to 
people in agriculture irtiose resources are insufficient in quality or 
quantity to enable them to earn a decent living. Such people may liter­
ally become too poverty stricken and discouraged to move. They then 
require help to acquire either more capital to combine with the resources 
irtiich they have, to move to a taxm in a better area, or to transfer out 
of agriculture entirely. The Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act set an 
aetlon agency In Canada which prior to the war did good work along these 
lines although it did not Include, as a part of its aetivitieSy the «* 
tension of credit or other assistance to farmers to help them move out 
of agrioulture. 
H. A Sui^ested Sxplanation of the Declining Relative Position of Agri-
culture-^the low income elasticity of the demand for food 
Throughout the previous section we have emphasised two points t 
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(a) While the area of improved land in farms has been expanding, 
the number of farms and the numbers of people engaged in agriculture in 
Canada during the past twenty-fire years have remained relatively con­
stant* At the same time, industry has expended so that agrloulture as 
an industry is becoming relatively smaller in sise. 
(b) Since fertility rates in agrloulture are higher than In the 
rest of the economy the maintenanee of per capita income to persons on 
farms is dependent upon numbers engaged in agriculture being kept down. 
Hexice the channels through vhich people pass out of agriculture and into 
other occupations must be kept open* 
The question now arises as to why agriculture's relative size is 
shrinking. The answer appears to be that as income increases, consumers 
desire to spend a smaller proportion of the total for food and to increase 
the proportion devoted to other goods* Various writers have emphasised 
the importaoce of this factor in checking the growth of the demand for 
food.^ Two methods of dwDonstrating this characteristic of demand have 
been commonly employed* The first is to examine the per capita con-
sunption of a given food for people in different iusome xranges* The 
second is to exflmlTie the time series of national income and the proportion 
of it spent for food* 
There are some data for Canada available on the per capita consuaption 
of ceartain foods by people in different income groi;qps. Some of these 
^f* Colin Clax4c* The Conditions of Economic ProgeeM* HacmiUan 
and Co*, Ltd. 1940* Chapter 13* Also Schulta^ op. cit*, pp* 60*70. 
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data ar« BUBniarisad in Tabla 13 for thra* of tha so<-oallad "proteotlva 
foods"f buttaTi milk and aggs. Thaaa statlstlos are not altogether sat-
Itfootory in that they luap together oonBioMrs tron different parts of 
tha country, whoaa oonsunption habita may be vary different, into the 
Bane income group. The population trovn which thase Banples have bean 
falaotcd may be hataawganaous. In any case, the elasticities of donand 
vith respect to incmse are all leea than unity and all but one are less 
than 0.5* We are not concerned here with the determination of specific 
alaaticitias of demand with respect to ineooe. It suffices to note that 
as the income of consumers increase the proportion which they spend on 
food decreases and the proportion on other goods increases* 
Table 13 
Weakly Consumption of Certain Foods 
Ab Related to Per Capita Incoaa * 
lasoBe per Battar 
parson Weakly Elas- Weakly Has- Weakily Elas-
(dollars) pnrohases/ ticity purchasea/ ticity purchases/ ticity 
parson parson parson 
(Ibe.) (pints) (doss.) 
100-199 I52 5150 Olw 
200-299 .59 0.2 0.4 0.25 0.47 
100-199 .61 0.09 4.32 -0.04 0.29 0.40 
400-499 .70 0.5 4.TO 0.3 0.37 0.96 
"Soureai Canada, Dominion fiureau of Statistics, Family Income and 
Iqpanditare in Cansda, 1937-38* A report on axpanditures by 667 "rep-
rassntatira" wage earner families In Uontraal (f^rench), Toronto, Wlzmipag 
and fazMoovar. Tha InoMua elasticities of phyaiaal constsBption were 
aomputed as followst 
u' qp 
^ 
h - h  
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This inferexxse derived ftom budget data would lead one to expect 
that as national income Increases the percentage spent upon food would 
decrease. In testliig this hypothesis, expenditure on food should be 
measured at the farm, i.e., the part of the expenditwes of doinestio 
oonsisaers which finds its wajr Into farmers' pockets • This may amount to 
from 40 to 60 per cent of the retail value of this food. The reason 
for taking the value of food at the farm is that consumers appear will­
ing to buy relatively more services with their food as their income 
increases**that is, more expensive packaging, delivery, better appoint* 
ments in retail stores and so on. 
In a recent study by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board of the 
relationship between disposable income (income payments to individuals 
less income taxes) azul total ezpenditiires on fbod (including food sold 
at retail, meals in restaurants and value of food consumed by ^ Bxm 
families out of their own production) a straight line relationship was 
found fbr the period 1930*1943«^ Roughly from 21 to 23>t of disposable 
ixttome is spent on food at retail and this study indicated that the per­
centage did not vary with the level of disposable income. 
We would expect that as income parents increase a smaller percentage 
of the total would be spent for food. This trend may here be obscured 
bgr fbod expenditures at retail and the total charge for meals 
served in restaurants, including a hl^ier proportion of services. Secondly, 
B^)ort on nutrition and the Froduetion and Distribution of Food. 
Ottawa* King^s Printer* 1946* ^pendix G, pp. 173**8f and p. 111. 
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the data for disposable income are iinrevlaed estiiBates which, there is 
good ireason to believe, are biassed upwards during the depression years 
of the early thirties. Thirdly, the volume of goods and seirvices other 
than food which was available to oonsumers during the war years was 
probably more restricted than the supply of food. Such a differential 
restriction in supply of other consumers' goods with an effective system 
of price control would prevent this relative shift of expenditures to 
other goods to show itself. Data presented by Schultz on the relation­
ship between United States national income and expenditure on farm 
products for the period 1870-1939 indicate a definite downward tjrend 
in relative expenditures on food.^ 
1 Schultz, op. eit», pp. 63 and 64 
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VI. STABUmilON OF SUPPLY 
nie parformanca of the agrieultural industry in Canada may be Judged 
on the basle of tvo criteria*^ The first of these is whether agrloulture 
is employing too many or too few resonroes and whether the Industry is 
making the best possible use of those resourees which it is anploylng. 
This we shall refer to as the resource problem* The second criterion 
is whether the people engaged in agriculture are receiTing adequate in­
comes as Judged by accepted norms of social welfare and as compared with 
people in other sectors of the economy. This is the income problam. 
We are concerned with the examination and proposal of specific tech­
niques which are intended to improTe the use of resources and the sise 
and distribution of incomes. Chapters VI and VII are accordingly devoted 
to a discussion of means iriiich might be employed to improve the use of 
resources within agriculture; Chapter VIII represents an effort to det­
ermine bom, in the event of depression, a mixdmum level of income may be 
assured to people in agriculture without interfering with the best use 
of resources. 
In an mterprise econoaqr the distribution of incomes is closely 
related to the distribution of the ownership of resources, both real 
and personal. We have fairly definite criteria which to evaluate 
W. Schults was one of the first to presesnt an analysis of the 
agrieultural indtistzy in these terms as pointed out above, p. 8. 
0. Gale Johnson has attempted to evaluate and apply these two criteria 
to American agriculture in bis Contribution of Price Policy to the In­
come and Resource Problems in Agriculture, Journal of Farm Eoonomios, 
26I631-644. 19U. 
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th« dlatrlbutlon of rMoturoea In ordar to best satisfy the desires of 
eonsumtrs as expressed In the market place. The standards by which the 
distribution of inoomes may be judged are less definite and less widely 
aeoepted. 
Late in the eighteenth century Adam Smith contended that each 
individual could best contribute to the general welfare by maximizing 
his own. With some qualifications that position is still accepted by 
economists* The principal of these qualifications is that resource 
owners have an accurate knowledge of alternatives and that the resources 
themselvss be perfectly mobile. Given these pronises, total product 
is maxljsised when the marginal value product of a factor Is equal both 
to its price and to its opportunity cost. Under these conditions and 
with a given distribution of income the satisfaction of consumers could 
not be improved by shifting resources to other uses.^ 
In actual practice resources do not possess perfect mobility and 
resource owners do not have an accurate knowledge of the prices which 
their resources may command in alternative uses. One of the most striking 
examples of the absence of this latter condition is the uncertainty which 
prevails among farmers as to the prices which the various products which 
th^ mi^t prodnee will bring them when ready for market. This uncwtainty 
as to future prices causes producers to fall back upon the convenient^ 
^Pigott speolfieB thres additional conditions which must prevail 
before this statoient obtains. They aret 
(a) The flxm must pay market prices for all resources which it employs. 
(b) Consumers most pay market prices for all scarce goods which 
they consume. 
(c) The operations of azqr one fim must not cause a dissez'vice to 
other flZBS or consumers. 
A. C. Figou. The Economics of Velfare. i^th ed. p. 174.. Londont Mac-
•lllan and Go. 1938* 
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but usually erroneous, assumption that the prices which prevail when 
they formulate their production plans will persist through to the time 
at which they market their product. Present prices have proved a poor 
guide to future prices when Interpreted in this way and have resulted 
in marked cyclical fluctuations in output which represent an inefficient 
use of resources. 
Johnson has made the point that this uncertainty as to future prices 
induces farmers to keep their resources as flexible as possible.^ This 
attempt to secure fleocibility results in the operator combining too 
much labour with too little capital since the quantity of labour does 
not represent a fixed commitment, ^uch a practice encourages capital 
rationing or the failure to add capital up to the point where the margin­
al product of an additional Increment is no greater than the interest 
on such an increment. At the same time labour which might yield a 
2 larger product elsewhere is retained in agricultiire. 
The next two chapters are therefore devoted to an examination of 
administrative techniques which promise to permit greater price certainty 
to Canadian farmers and thereby improve the use of resources both within 
^0. Gale Johnson. The Contribution of Price Policy to the Lscome 
and Resource Problems in Agriculture. Jour, of Farm Econ. 26 : 636. 19UU, 
^his argument assumes a high level of employment. If unemployment 
flocists in both the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors of the 
eeonmay under free ccnapetition the marginal product of labour is presumably 
sero and nothing is gained by transferring men Arcnn one industry to another. 
In practice employment outside of agriculture at least stops when the 
value product of an additional man drops b^w a certain point since 
jBlniimim wages are fixed by either trade unions or legislation. In Canada, 
during the middle thirties, farm labourers not only worked for their 
board but the Dominion goversaeut paid the employer some small sum such 
as 15 per month to hire a man. 
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the fixm and within the industry* An essential part of any increase in 
price certainty is the stablliaation of supply of those agricultural 
oosu&odities which are factors of production used in other agricultural 
enterprises. Stabilisation of output is thus a means to an end—greater 
price cez>tainty. ^y making possible a more regular st;^ply of those 
farm products which become factors of production used in turn to produce 
other farm products, a greater degree of price certainty to enterprisers 
using these products is made possible* A large part of the uncertainty 
facing the li-vestock producer stems f^om lack of accurate knowledge of 
the price which he will have to pay for an important unit of input, feed 
grains* If the supply of feed grains coming on to the i&arket can be 
stablllsedya considerable part of the price variation arising fj:om 
unforeseen fluctuations in output will have been eliminatet^ thereby 
perBittlng future grain prices to be more accurately anticipated. Through­
out these two chapters we have assumed a high level of employment and 
have concerned ourselves with the distribution of resouroes within agri­
culture under this assumption. In Chapter VIII our task will be to 
examine the income probloa in agriculture with this assumption removed* 
A* Rationale of a StabillBation Program 
We propose first to attack the probl«& of achieving greater stability 
for agriculture from the supply side* This model resembles that of clas­
sical theorjp'ln that recnrreBt fluBtuatlons in demand resulting f^m a 
^ith the notable exception of the writings of Malthus. 
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variable level of business aetivity with resultant oscillations in the 
Tolume of oonamer purchasing power are assuned absent. Given constant 
daoand what typ* of price policy would beat contribute to the stabilisation 
of farmers* ijocone? 
Variable weather conditions lead to narked fluctuations in the 
output of particular conaodities. In Western Conada there is a high 
correlation between the yields of oats, barley and wheat and also* although 
no statistical data are available, between the yields of grain and grass. 
These fluctuations in the output of feedstuffS in turn contribute to 
fluctuations In the output of livestock. Fluctuations in grain supplies 
affect the poriee of grains and hence the livestock-feed ratios. There is 
typically a lag between changes in the supply and price of grain and in 
the output of Uveetoek.^ Tarying periods of tiae are required for changes 
in livestock-feed ratios to be reflected in changes in livestock output, 
depending upon the production period for livestock. These Huctuations 
in livestock production result in a less than full use of fixed factors 
and hence in hi^er real costs of production. Can price-cost conditions 
be stabilised, or, stabilisation, be aade known to the farmer in 
advance in such a vay as to both increase output and lower costs? 
Ve propose to build up a price prograa for agriculture by successive 
steps* The first step is to attempt to provide an econcMDie framework 
within which agricultural output nay be regularised and a maximm output 
^f. H. K. Leekie. Vhen Is Hog Production Profitable? Economic 
Annalist. EBOMBIOS Division, Ocmlnion Department of Agriculture, Ottawa. 
15» 42. 19A5. 
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pw unit of input achieved* It is assumed that demand is relatively 
ooQStant and that recurrent fluctuations do not occur* The only ebifts 
in demand would be those of a structural nature resulting from changes 
in tastes and the substitution of products. Our second task will be to 
devise adequate modifications to this suggested program to permit it to 
constitute a second line of defence against the periodic impact of those 
recurrent fltiotuations In demand which characterise the bxisiness cycle. 
Before proceeding with the details of a specific program let us 
some at leaat of the "rules of the game" which we have used as 
premises in attempting to formulate a workable plan. These pranises 
ftpcdaetion control 
The plan should not involve production control. If real income is 
to be izxsreased output must not be restricted in an effort to raise prices. 
This is not to deny the desirability of farmers foregoing some output 
^hese objectives may be compared with the four questions which 
persons testifying befoire the Coiner Committee on Postwar Economic Policy 
and Planning, House Report No. 2728, 79th Congress, 2nd session, p. 1, 
weipe eisked* These were: 
1. Bow B«y faxn people achieve a high level of econranic productivity 
and thus aam for themselves a high standard of living over the years? 
2. How Bay the very considerable instability in income trom fazviing 
be reduced? 
3* Bow stay ABerioan people attain higher levels of nutrition and 
consui^tion? 
4.« How may agricultural policy and foirelgn trade policy be inte­
grated and reeoneiled into a consistoit whole? 
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In favour of Increased leisure, fiestrlotlon of output Is undesirable 
If we are to better our standard of living and, Judging bjr American 
eacperience under the AAA, difficult to achieve. In order to make the 
best use of resources farmers oust be permitted to equate the marginal 
value product of a unit of input with its price. The rationing of 
inputs prevents this optli&uB adjustment. The rationing of outputs, 
which is the prime purpose of marketing quotas, prevents the entreprenew 
from equating the marginal cost of his product with its price. 
2. Consmer eholoe 
The distortion of resource use must be minlBlzed. Price policy 
most be such as to faellltate structural (non-recurrent) shifts in demand 
among particular food products. If consumers decide they wish to buy 
(say) more beef and less pork the relative prices of these two meats 
nust convey this change in demand back to the producers of cattle and hogs. 
3. Techaologlcal torarovements 
The adoption of techaological ii^prov«ii«at8 should be facilitated. 
Society should always be anxious to encourage the adoption of techniques 
iriilch will permit greater output per unit of Input. Making two blades 
of grass grow wheM only one girev befoire is the stuff of which aconmnlc 
progress is made. 
The Incentives which Impel surplus population to move out of agrl* 
10^  
etilture and to find employment in other industries aust not be removed. 
We have observed that In the past the greatest movement out of agriculture 
occurs when farm Inocnie is highest. The availability of non-farm Jobs 
appears to have been the determining factor. Nevertheless there is no 
reason to suppose that substantial improvement in the rate of return to 
those employed in agriculture relatively to that received vrorkers in 
other occupations viU not check the off-farm movement of people. If 
the returns to labour in agriculture are equal to returns elsewhere, an 
optimum allocation of labour as between agriculture and the rest of the 
eoonomy has been achieved—unless the retiims to firms in agriculture or 
other Industry have been bolstered subsidisation or restriction of 
output. So long as the returns to people in agriculture are lower than 
those which can be obtained elsewhere, further movement of resources 
is desirable. Such a iresource movement may be either of capital into 
agriculture, of labour out, or both. 
5. Eeiss jaasaEksdBiz 
We wish to eliminate price uncertainty as far as possible. Farmers 
are not making the best use of their resources when they expand their 
llvestoek enterprises on the expectation that present high prices will 
continue, only to find when they are ready to market this livestock that 
the price is abnormally low. The iise of forward prices {ovmises to reduce 
total risk and to shift the bearing of a substantial part of what remains 
to the govenaumt. The elimination of uncertainty will make possible a 
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groater output per unit of input and will halp evan out fluctuations 
in production. 
The objective at which price policy should be aimed is to establish 
conditions iriiich will perait fanners to increase their econonic product­
ivity and hence better their own living conditions «4iile contributing to 
the welfare of the nation as a whole. It is not desired to subsidise 
farmers either by artificially raising the price of their products through 
govemoent monopolies dealing in farm prodnets, or by transferring income 
to them trcm other citizens of the econoiqy* It is to be hoped that 
agriculture in Canada can be kept on a self-sustaining basis and that 
It can be made laore productive by eliminating much of the uncertainty 
which has hampered farmers in the past. 
Reliance is placed upon the maintenance of competition as the only 
device with which we have had ezporience in allocating resources to their 
most productive uses and in guiding fanners in producing those products 
which consumers desire most. &a essential part of the program which we 
propose is, therefore, the maintenance of a system of free market prices 
which will penilt farm products to flow into both domestic and export 
markets. Around this core of fjree market prices we believe that certain 
devices can be built which will permit of a more regular flow of fans 
products and a better utilisation of agricultural resoure«B» 
B« A Stabilisation Program for Wheat 
Wheat occupies a toaique position in the Canadian economy. It is 
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the staple erop arouzid which the developDent of the Canadian Prairies 
took plaee* The production and export of wheat paid for the capital 
Imports which were essential to the opening IQ> of a new area* It Is 
still the most Important grain in the cropping system of the Canadian 
seotion of the Great Plains. As such, wheat merits particular attention 
in any program aimed at fostering greater stability in the agricultural 
industry* 
1. Wheat flg A food and feed grain 
Wheat is both a food and a feed grain. Canada's hard red spring 
wheat, sold in world markets under the trade name of "Manitoba**, is a 
"strong" wheat suitable for blending with the soft wheats of Europe.^ 
The reputation of Canadian irtieat has been established and it is to the 
advantage of Canadian farmers that their product should be available to 
importers in fairly regular quantities each year. The stabilissation of 
suppllas avalli^e for export should therefore help to enlarge and en­
sure the eaport demand for Canadian iriieat. 
In addition to the eoqport of iriieat for food, there is no reason why 
wheat should not be permitted to flow into feed ehaniu»ls if the price of 
wheat relative to that of the feed grains makes the feeding of )ri»at 
ecoBMiieal. There are large areas in the Prairie Provinces which will 
^Hard winter wheats from the United States are lower in protein 
contmt than the Hanltobas and therefore less suitable for blending. 
If Billed by themselves they closely fit the European standards of 
quality but European millers In "normal" times are prepared to pay a 
prwium for hard wheats which can be blended with the soft native i^eats. 
Argentine wheats are fillers; they neither add to nor detract from the 
quality of a blend. The Australian wheats, mostly white, are "weak". 
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produce more f«»d tcnits per acre when planted to wheat than to any 
other crop. Farmers in Ontario too have found that wheat will, in 
many areas, out-prodoce barley; they have been feeding two-thirds of 
their wheat crop to livestock even though the price of a pound of wheat 
has, daring the war, been about 2/3 cw^ts higher than that of a pound 
of barley. Any price policy adopted should permit the growing of wheat 
on such lands and facilitate its use as a feed grain* The final dec­
ision as to whether wheat should go to feed animals other than humans 
must be left to the market. 
a. Stabili»ation oS^ «cport8. Canada has, even in the worst years 
of drought, produced more than enough wheat to meet her needs for food 
and seed. The demand for wheat for food is highly inelastic. Canadians 
snnanl 1y eat about 4^ bushels of wheat per capita,year in and year out. 
Bequixonents of whrat for seed vary, of coxirse, with acreage seeded 
but range of variation does not exceed 15 million bushels and is 
usually mueh less. Exports and the use of wheat for livestock feed make 
up the difference between wheat used for food and seed and total dis­
appearance.^ 
Prior to the great eoqiansion in livestock numbers which accompanied 
the waz^ Anan 25 to 40 million bt:ishels of wheat were fed to livestock and 
pottltzy. Host of this wheat ms grown in the Prairie Provinces and was 
of poor quality, gradix^ No. 4 Korthem or lower. Farmwrs in Eastern 
Canada produce from 20 to 25 million bushels of soft winter wheat and 
^Excluding small quantities used for making alcohol. 
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f««d all but about 5 willIon bushels on the farms vhere it is grovn. 
This 5 million bushels which is narketed finds its way into the prod-
uetion of ps^try flours. 
Daring the ten years preceding 1939 the domestic disappearance of 
wheat ranged Aran 97 to 150 million bushels and this period included 
the years of lowest and highest output on record. During this same 
period exports varied f^m 96 to 408 million bushels. These data are 
simoBarixed in Table 14.* 
The output of wheat, in summary, is highly variable. The domestic 
use of wheat for food and seed is vwry stable; quantities used for feed 
depend upon the price of wheat relatively to the prices of coarse grains 
together with the total demand for all feed concentrates. Exports are 
the most variable and normally absorb two-thirds of the total crop. 
Changes in stocks tend to even out total disappearance to some extent 
£roa one year to the next. 
Since the total output of wheat for the world as a whole tends to 
be relatively stable there ney be good reason to permit exports to vary 
from year to year. If total iriieat production is relatively constant 
countries lowdueing a below average crop might be expected to make up 
their requixwents by imports £roB countries with an above average crop. 
Iheat Is not, however, a homogeneous coBBodity. If millers require 
hard spring wheat for blending purposes they cannot readily substitute 
a soft wheat in its place. If production in Canada is reduced by un­
favourable weather and Canadian stocks are iu>t adequate to make tqp the 
difference, overseas customers must perforce turn to other sources of 
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Table U 
Produetion, Exports and OonMtlo DiaapMaranc* of 
Wheat,In Canada 1921-19A5 * 
Million bUBhel8) 
Crop Tear Total Qross Oomeetle 
Beginning Production fiiaappear- Ixporta Disappear­
ingnat 1 anee ance 
1921 300.9 292.9 185.8 107.1 
1922 399.8 409.7 279.4 130.3 
1923 474.2 438.3 346.5 91.8 
1924 262.1 279.5 192.7 86.8 
1925 395.5 386.1 324.6 61.5 
1926 407.1 391.6 292.9 98.7 
1927 279.7 444.1 333.0 111.1 
1928 566.7 530.7 407.6 123.1 
1929 304.5 305a 186.3 118.8 
1930 420.7 408.0 258.7 U9.3 
1931 321.3 324.0 207.0 U7.0 
1932 443.1 361.3 264.3 97.0 
1933 281.9 296.7 194.8 101.9 
1934 275.9 264.9 165.8 99.1 
1935 281.9 368.4 254.4 114.0 
1936 219 309.7 195.2 114.6 
1937 180.2 192.6 95.6 97.0 
1938 360.0 282.3 160.0 122.3 
1939 520.6 322.3 192.7 129.6 
1940 540.2 360.6 231.2 129.4 
19a 3U.8 371.1 225.8 145.3 
1942 556.7 385.9 2U.7 171.2 
1943 284.5 522.6 343.8 178.8 
1944 a6.6 515.0 342.9 172.1 
1945 305.9 494.1 337.5 156.6 
Hourset Quartwrly Bulletin of Agrleulttml StatlBtlea, Agrleultiiral 
Braaoh, Doainion Bureau of StatistloB. Ottawa* 
no 
supply. There is also some irregularity in the total production of the 
"Big Four" producers; Canada, the United States, Argentina and Australia. 
During the past ten years their combined output has varied £rom 1.2 to 
1.9 billion bushels. These data are suoiBiarised in Table 15. 
On the other hand Canada has in her hard spring wheat a product 
iribioh is fairly well differentiated In world markets. If she Is to 
supply her regular customers year in and year out with their requirements 
she might do wen to stabilise the supplies which are available for 
flocport. Such a policy could well expand and guarantee her overseas 
markets for hard spring wheat. 
Regularisation of the supplies of wheat available for feed in the 
domestic market could also contribute to the expansion of this outlet. 
Livestock feeders will tend to use those grains which are regularly avails 
able to then and will feed more wheat if they can get it at all times 
than if it is only available say two years out of three even though the 
same volume is available over a longer period of time. 
b. diversification in th« Ortu^t Plains Region, 
The necessity of enlarging and stabilising the markets for Canadian wheat 
is of particular importance in view of the large areas of arable land in 
the Prairie Provinces which are better suited to the production of wheat 
than to any other crop. Daring the thirties the popular solution offered 
for the plight of the wheat farsier was diversification. It was suggested 
that, if the wheat farmer would put eggs in baskets other than his grain 
binsy his incMie would be more stable. Variations in weather do not 
have as severe an impaot upon the output of livestock and livestock products 
lU 
Table 15 
Prodiiction of Vilheat In Four iiajor nheat fizportii 
Cotmtries and the World, excloslve of China 
(Million bushels) 
Crop United Argen­ Aus* Total World 
lear States Canada tina tralia of four fixcludlng 
countries China 
1921 819 301 191 129 1,440 3,390 
1922 847 400 196 109 1,552 3,607 
1923 759 474 248 125 1,606 3,986 
1924 842 262 191 165 1,460 3,623 
1925 669 395 191 115 1,370 4,160 
1926 832 407 230 161 1,630 4,402 
1927 875 480 282 118 1,755 4,475 
1928 9U 567 349 160 1,990 4,812 
1929 823 305 163 127 i,a8 4,276 
1930 886 421 232 214 1,753 4,883 
1931 942 321 220 191 1,674 4,630 
1932 757 443 2a 214 1,655 4,620 
1933 55? 282 286 177 1,297 4,7U 
1934 526 276 2a 133 1,176 4,511 
1935 626 282 la 144 1,193 4,565 
1936 627 219 250 151 1,247 4,443 
1937 876 180 208 187 1,451 5,343 
1938 932 360 379 155 1,826 5,911 
1939 751 521 131 210 1,613 4,286^ 
1940 812 540 299 83 1,734 4,017° 
19a 943 315 238 167 1,663 3,044j 
1942 974 557 235 156 1,922 3,^ 
1943 8a 284 250 110 1,485 3,707® 
1944 1,079 a7 150 53 1,699 3,797® 
"Soureei Agrletiltural Statlstios, United States Department of 
AgrlAultarey Cktremment Frlntlng Office, Washington, 0. C. Harvests 
of ibe Northern Hemisphere are combined vltii those of the Southern which 
Immediately follow* 
^Ssolosive of the Soviet Uidon* 
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as upon grain yields, IforeoTer, it ia argued. If a farmer is producing 
several products he is less severely affeoted by low prices for any one 
of then. This latter argument implies something less than perfect oorreo 
lation among movements in the prices of those products which he mii^t be 
expected to market. 
The merits of a program of greater diversification for farmers 
in the brown and dark brown soil belts of the Prairie Provinces may 
have been over-emphasifled. These soils, where arable, appear best suited 
to the production of cereals and particularity wheat. Recent advances 
in technology are making possible important reductions in the cost 
of growing graln.^ The oomparatlvely low yields of forage crops, the 
difficulty of securing **a catch" in the first place, together with a 
lack of natural shelter tend to discourage the production of livestock 
on farms in these areas. Since 1943 farmers have been reducing the 
sise of their hog enterprises,^ partly because of less favourable hog-
feed price ratios, partly because of the shortage and hi^er prices for 
farm labour together with their own unwillingness to feed pigs as their 
net Incomes increased. 
Shallow cultivation, to a depth of about 4 inches, with 20 foot 
"oie-ways" drawn by high speed tractors promises to substantially 
reduce costs of cultivation. Such method are more easily used on 
larger farms. 
2 
On June 1, 1946, there were 757,000 hogs on Saskatchewan as coapared 
with 1,755,000 at Jvme 1, 1943. 
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e. Ihsai £SL Xfisd fiSD£SlUt& liik £&&& and barley. The two principal 
fe«d grains raised and fed In Canada are oats and barley. The combined 
acreage devoted to these two crops has, since 1942, been about equal to 
that seeded to wheat. These three grains are the principal field crops 
In Western Canada. Less than one million acres of wheat and about a 
half million acres of beurley are grown outside the Prairie Provinces as 
compared with 22 million acres of wheat and 7 million acres of barley 
seeded In those three provinces. Boughly a third of the 64 million acres 
cultiTated in the three Prairie Provinces is devoted to coarse grains, 
a third to wheat and a third to suamerfallow. Relatively insignificant 
acreages are devoted to tame hay, legu&es, jroots and oilseed crops. 
Oats is more Important In the cropping program of Eastern Canada 
with a third of a national total of 15 million acres being planted there. 
Two thirds of the 18 million acres in field crops in Eastern Canada are 
In hay, root crops and mixed grain with over one half in hay*^ Oats axid 
hay are the principal feed crops grown in the east. Kearly all of the 
wheat grown outside the Prairies is fed on the faxvs where it is grown. 
The utiliBation of these three pxdncipal grains differs significantly. 
Bou^3ly two thirds of the wheat crop is exported as compared with 5 per 
cent of the oats and 10 per cent of the barley. An insignificant pro­
portion of the coarse grains are used for food in Canada but the dom­
estic conauBption of wheat for food has since 1940 been equalled or 
^heae acreage data are of course only approximate as acreage 
variee somewhat with relative prices. 
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exoMded by the quaatitles fed to llvestoek* Prior to the war an "average" 
crop of 350 million bushels was typically disposed of as follows: food 
50 million^ seed 30 million, feed 30 million and the remaining 24-0 million 
bushels exported.^ 
It is worthy of note that there is an important aoTement of feed 
grains and wheat for feed from surplus to deficit areas within Canada. 
This occurs locally largely as a result of crop failure in any particular 
year and as between regions* Feeders in Eastern Canada and British 
Columbia draw heavily upon the Prairie Provinces for supplies of con­
centrates and miUfeeds. This movement has been subsidised daring the 
war to make feedstuffs available at lower prices and thereby facilitate 
the expansion of livestock output in these feed deficit areas. A 
typical i»vement under freight assistance for a wartime crop year has 
been 25 million boshels of wheat, 45 Billion bushels of oats and 35 
Billion bushels of barley* 
^he Bultiple price policy for wheat which has been In effect in 
Canada since the closing of the Grain Exchange in September 1943 is 
Intwoded to ezieourage the use of i^at for feed. Since Noveabw 15* 
1943f iMtem wheats to be used for feed for livestock or poultry* has 
b^ subject to a drawback of 25 cents per bushel below the Canadian 
Wheat Board's doBestle sale price of $1.25 per bushel for No J. Northern* 
basis In store Fort miian* This made No. 4 Northern (higher grades 
were eoceluded fiKos the plan) available to the Western feeder at a net 
price of 90 cents a bushel as compared with 51i^ cents for oats and 
64 3/4 eants for barley* basis Fort WlUiam. The price of feed grains 
to the feeder in Eastern Canada and British Columbia has been subsid­
ised by the govemmmt absorbing the fireight ftom the head of the Lakes 
and Alberta respectively. IMder the stlBulus of these two subsidies, 
together with the enlarged demand for livestock feeds, the quantity 
of wheat fed exceeded 90 Billion bushels In 1943*44* 
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Th«a« proziBate statistics of grain prodtKtion and utilisation in 
Canada havQ been quoted| not for the purpose of giving a detailed analysis 
of this important seotor of agrioultural prodnetion, but in an effort to 
sketch in the broad baokgrotmd against which any price policy for grains 
oust function. 
A storage program for wheat 
Fluctuations In the price of Canadian graiz^ are attributable to 
the following factors t 
(a) Changes in supply 
i. Short run fluctuations Msulting f^ron variations in yield 
catised by unpredidhible changes in weather. 
ii. Long run shifts in supply caused by changes in cost of 
production resulting Arom technological deTelopsents. 
(b) Changes in demand 
i. Structural shifts in demand induced by technological changes, 
such as the substitution of tractor for horse power. 
il. Changes in the export demand for that proportion of the 
Canadian grain crop noznally exported. 
iii. Blanket shifts in demand caused lay the cyclical contraction 
of consumer purchasing power iridch permit the volume of 
livMtock placed on the market to be moved into consumption 
only at lower prices. Lower livestock prices immediately 
reflect themselves in lower grain prices. 
U6 
A storage program for a single couatzy Is not wall siilted to tha 
purpose of offsetting fluctuations in danand oTer tinei thereligr narrowing 
variations in prioe. (Hor is it intended to eliminate trends in sxQiplj 
indneed by secular eoonomio forces.) In the first place the ups and doms 
of the business cycle are eactrenely difficult to predict* To aooiaulate 
si9>plies over the "trough period" to be placed on the market when demand 
has improved may necessitate the accunilation of very large supplies. 
Storage proves costly in terms of waste, interest and other carrying 
charges. Moreover, the chances of prioe recovery for this particular 
product may be lessened tgr the eocistence of large stocks which may be 
placed upon the market.^ A more fundamental objection to efforts to 
hold over durable farm products tron a period whan prices are low and to 
sell the* iriien prices are high is the adverse effect which this practice 
has vpom oonsumere. k national storage program is also likely to cot 
off or greatly reduce exports during a period of depression. It may, 
in addition, induce a marked shift firom the production of perishables 
to those durable coMBoditiea whose price is being supported by storage 
^for details of an Aneriean experiment along these lines seet 
Qeoffirey S. Shepherd. Agricultural Price Control.* Ames, Iowa: IOWL 
State College Frees* 19ii5. Chaptmrs 3 and 4* The Federal Farm 
Board foundered in an effort to use storage stoeks to mwvn out fluctuations 
in d«Band* It is generally agreed that a similar fate might have met 
the Co8S»dity Credit Corporation had it not been rescued by the outbreak 
of war which provided a market for the large stocks of com, cotton and 
wheat which it had built up* The cost of carrying large stocks for which 
thwe is no market at an acceptable price inevitably pushes tiie lending 
agency Into the advocacy of production control. 
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operations • As an antl*cyelleal policy fiscal-monetary devices are 
better adapted than a storage program*^ 
frequently the prices of staple agricultural products are low^ not 
because of excess supply, but because of reduced purchasliag power. If 
eonsumers are to continue to consume as much of these products as before, 
food prices, at retail, oust decline more than in proportion to the 
decline in consumers* disposable income. This is because industry 
restricts output when prises fall and hence prices of Industrial products 
decline less than those of agricultural products* From a social point 
of ylav the acciaralatlon of stocks, because the price Is lov, Is un­
desirable since it restricts consumption, although it may minimize the 
losses sustained by individttal firms. Agrlculttire cannot maxlffiise its 
contribution to the general welfare if it attempts to restrict production 
or to aocoaulate stockpiles of durable farm products during periods of 
deiireasion. The storage of durable fazm products then does not offer 
an acceptable solution to the problem of stabilizing demand against 
recurrent fluctuations. This latter Is a large order in Itself and must 
be left to other techniques. A storage program can, boverer, be adapted 
^he use of a storage program to offset fluctuations in demand may 
be better suited to storage of durable coanodities on an international 
than on a national basis. Some of the difficulties attaching to storage 
on a national basis woiild still apply to international buffer stocks. 
One advantage which the latter proposal offers is that it would not sub­
sidise producers orer the business cycle. What producers gained during 
depression in the form of an ineiwased price they would lose through 
lower prices during periods of prosperity. 
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to permit atruetural changes In demand being reflected in prioe. The 
most suitable use of the storage technique on the national level r«nains 
that of stabilising output against fluctuations in yield.^ Our ultimate 
purpose in suggesting the use of a storage program to iron out vaa-
controllable fluctuations in output is to reduce prioe fluctuations. 
The llTestock producer is confronted bgr two important tmknowns,—> 
first, the price of feed which constitutes his largest component of 
cost, and second, the pries of his finished product when it is ready 
for market. If the supplies of feed grains coming onto the market can 
be stabilised or partially stabilised one important factor contributing 
to fluctuations in price will have been reduced. The problem of even­
ing out fluctuations In the demand for feed grains, which is the 
second factor causing price fluctuations, will be dealt with lat«r. 
The variations in yield which characterise wheat production In 
Western Canada are so great that any progmun which would ccaapletely 
stabilize the quantity offered for sale each would cost more than 
the value of the benefits which it would offer. If an "ever-normal 
granary" program had been instituted in 1921 with a storage agency 
^he theory of storage can be avaluated from different points of 
view. Johnson, in The Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural Prod­
ucts, p. 231, suggested five such viewpoints t 
(1) Uaxialsation of the "advantage" to the economy as a whole 
(2) Maximisation of producers* income 
3} Maximisation of consumers* surplus 
4} Stabilisation of producers* income 
(5) Stabilisation of prices 
Johnson condudes that stabilisation of prices leads to the same result 
as the maylaisation of total utility and that the first and fifth ob­
jectives of storage are therefore equivalent. 
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eatabllehed to sell aiaj deficit below an "average-weather orop"^ and to 
biqr any excess In prodiiotlon over an average-weather crop, stocks held 
by the agency would have been zero by July 31$ 1932, and would have re-
2 
nained so until July 31* 1939* The fact that stocks were depleted 
almost at the beginning of the period of poor yields means, of course, 
that stabilisation of supplies at or near an average-weather crop would 
not have been possible during this period. Stocks on hand at July 31, 
1928, would have had to be 680 million bushels to permit an average-weather 
crop to be placed on the market each year troxn 1929 through 1937* Quite 
clearly stocks of this sise are excessive*^ On the other hand it may be 
^he writer is indebted to Professor Geoffjrey Shepherd for this con­
cept. By it is meant average yield multiplied by the acreage seeded. 
A five year moving^average is used in order to reflect improvements in 
yield resulting firon improved varieties of grain, better cultuiral prac­
tices and more effective control of pests and disease. 
Stocks would have been accunulated by btgring the excess over an 
avez>age weather crop, but not selling the deficit of a poor cjrop below 
average until minifflum stocks of 80 million bushels had been accumulated. 
The good crops of 1922 and 1923 would have permitted the accumulation of 
this minimum stockpile. 
3 The quite modest stocks, IQT present standards, of 127 million 
bushels which were on hand at July 31, 1930, proved a source of embarrass-
•eat to the wheat Pools and the Dc»dLnion Cio^mment during the early 
thirties. The financial solvency of the Pools was threatened since they 
had made an initial payment on the 1923, 1929 and the 1930 crops which 
proved to be higher them the market value of this wheat after the market 
collapsed in the fall of 1929* The loss of export markets caxiaed stocks 
to increase to a peak of 214 million bushels at the end of the 1934-3$ 
crop year. Under such conditions an everHaomal granary designed to even 
out fluctuations in supply would have pushed the price of irtieat to even 
lover levels than it did reach. After the appointaent of Mr. J. I. UcFarland 
as manager of the Central Selling igency in 1930 an effort was made to 
raise prices by "holding unusually large quantities of grain out of ^ e 
cash market for long periods of time, and adding to the Central Selling 
Agency's cash wheat by -Uie bv^ing of futures". (Report of the Boyal 
Qrain loquixy Ganttlssion, 1938, p. 36). This policy was pursued fron 
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•*07 j^an befdr* anothsr t«n year period will oeour during irtileh arerage 
ylalda will be below the long tiae average in 8 of those 10 years as was 
the ease Srom 1929-1938. We should not for this reason attempt to formulate 
a storage program which will stabilise market supplies of grain over such 
a period. The marginal cost of sueh a program would exceed the marginal 
gain to be derived treat It. 
Table 16 Includes the statistical details of the operation of a 
proposed storage program for wheat over the period 1921-19^5. The object 
of the plan Is to stabilise the total quantity of wheat available for 
domestic consumption or export esoh crop year.^ The plan la to operate 
independsntly of a forward price system for wheat and Is intended to even 
out uncontrollable fluctuations in yield resulting fkom variations In 
weather. The storage agency Is instructed to buy or sell 60 per cent 
1931 to 1935 at which time the Canadian Wheat Board was set up* Total 
available siq>plles of wheat In Canada In all positions reached a peak of 
981 million bushels during the crop year 1942-43* Three near-record 
crops In four years together with restricted export outlets were responsible 
for this unprecedented stockpile. 
storage program similar to thia was proposed by W. H. NlchoUs 
In his prlse-wlaiilng paper—A Price Policy for Agriculture Consistent 
with Eeonoalo Progress that Will Promote Adequate and More Stable Inoome 
firom Farming. Journal of Farm EBonomlcs. 27* 752-6. . 1945« 
^he specific percentage of the difference between the actual and 
an average-weather crop to be purchased or sold by the storage agency was 
arrived at by a process of trliil and error. The objective Is to place 
as Bear an average-weather crop as possible upon the market each year 
without necessitating the holding of excessive stoclqplles. The selection 
of a figure of 60 per cent represents a compromise between these two 
oonfUeting ends. 
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Table 16 
Sffect of a Pxt^>oefMi Storage Program for Wheat on Disappearance and 
Crop Tear 
Beginning 
Augoet 1 
t Acreage t 
I Seeded i 
t t 
t t 
t t 
t (000 acree) t 
A-verage t 5«»7ear t Produetloot 
Xield per t Morvlng i t 
Seeded Acrei Average t t 
t Tleld per : t 
t Acre ® ; (nilllflc i 
(boshela) i (bushels) t bushels) t 
Storage Agarwy® 
Bqys I Sells 
(million bushels) 
1921 23^61 12^9 13*0 301 (0) . • 
1922 22,423 17*8 13.4 400 59 4 4 
1923 21,886 21*7 15*6 474 80 % J 
1924 22,056 11.9 15.7 262 50 i 
1925 20,790 19*0 16.6 395 30 4 
1926 22,896 17.8 17.6 407 3 i 
1927 22,460 21.4 18«4 480 40 t 
1928 24,n9 23.5 18.7 567 70 < 
1929 25,255 12.1 18.8 305 102 li 
1930 24,898 16.9 18.3 421 21 IS 
193L 26^355 12.2 17.2 321 (43) 13 
vm 27jl82 16.3 16.2 443 2 12 
1933 25,991 10.8 13.7 282 (2) 23 
1934 23^985 11.5 23.6 276 (0) 2C 
1935 24,116 11.7 12.5 282 (0) 23 
1936 25,605 8.6 32.3 219 (0) 12 
1937 25,570 7.0 11«2 180 (0) 3 
1938 25,930 33.9 11.8 360 (0) 2 
1939 26,756 19.5 33.4 521 98 10 
1940 28,726 18.8 U.8 540 69 30 
19a 21,882 U.4 15.5 315 U 4a 
1942 21,586 25.8 18.5 557 (67) 42 
1943. 16,850 16.9 19.1 284 22 59 
1944 23,284 17.9 18.8 a7 33 35 
1945 23,4U 33.1 17.6 306 63 25 
ealoulating this norrljag aTemge yield, 11 bvusbela per acre is substituted for aaiy ; 
iTfae storage agency is dlreeted to bcgr ><>11 60 per cent of the dlfferenoe between tl 
exeeft that the eanyover not be less than BO laillian bushsls or exeeed 300 million busi 
or Mlea vhlbh vers restrieted beeawe of limitations on siie of earxyover* 
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Table 16 
I Program for Vheat on Diaappearenee and Carsyover^  
t Production t 
I Storage Agen<^ Stocks Dis«ppearanoe 
1 
t 
t 1 
t 
Sells t Aottial t Proposed Aotml 1 Proposed 
1 
t (million 
t 
t 
1 buab^) t (aillicn bushels) t (million bushels) (million bushels) 
301 (0) U U 293 301 
400 59 22 U 410 341 
UlU 80 12 73 438 394 
262 50 48 153 280 312 
395 30 31 103 386 365 
407 3 40 133 392 404 
480 40 56 136 444 440 
567 70 91 176 531 497 
305 102 127 246 305 407 
421 21 127 144 408 442 
321 (43) 139 123 324 364 
443 2 136 80 361 441 
282 (2) 218 82 297 284 
276 (0) 203 80 265 276 
282 (0) 2U 80 368 282 
2L9 (0) 127 80 310 219 
180 (0) 37 80 193 180 
360 (0) 2A 80 282 360 
521 98 103 80 322 423 
540 69 300 178 361 471 
315 U 480 247 371 329 
557 (67) 424 233 386 490 
284 22 595 300 523 306 
417 13 356 278 515 430 
306 63 258 265 494 369 
bDsbela per eere is subetittited for aaj below U busfaela. 
L 60 per eeot of the dLfferenoe betaeen the aettnl erep and an amrage-weather erop 
itilliop buebels or emeed 300 milllcp bishela# Flgturee in perentheeee are porebaaae 
3nB on eise of canyover* 
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of the difference between actual production and an average-veather crop 
in any given year, pirovided such purchase or sale does not raise total 
stooks to a level aocoeeding 300 Billlion bushels or reduce them to a level 
belov 80 million bushels,^ 
This plan represents a coaipromise between placing an average-weather 
crop on the market each crop year and accumulating the very large carry­
overs necessary to such an undertaking* An average-weather crop plus 
or minus two-fiftha of the difference between the actual crop and an 
average-weather crop is placed on the market whenever this can be done 
within the range of storage stocks permitted. This plan would partially 
^he administration of such a proposal is of interest. Under the 
present crop reporting pngram the first estimate of production, based 
upon preliminary returns ftom crop correspondents, is issued on or about 
September 12, This first estimate would permit the storage agency to 
calculate the approximate aausunt which it should buy or sell to fulfill 
its eenRltment. If it were to buy, these purchases might be largely con­
centrated in the fall months during which time heavy deliveries normally 
depress the price. If it were to sell these sales should be sporead more 
evenly over the crop year with perhaps some concentration in the latter 
months. The objective should probably be to spread sales over the year 
in sueh a way as to preserve the normcd seasonal variation which approx­
imates the cost of storage. 
If subsequent adjustments are made in the second and third estimates 
of prodoction these adjustments can be taken into account by the storage 
agency in completing its purchase or scLLes pragram. Since the second and 
third estimates non^ly differ little fjraa the first no Impiirtant diffi­
culties should arise. 
In fozBulating this storage plan we have envisaged the issuance of 
a directive to the storage agency to buy or sell 60 per cent of the 
diffeirenee betmen the actual crop and an average-weather crop during 
any crop year. Actually this may prove an oversimplification since 
stMks will be held by interests other than the storage agency. Farmers 
and coBBereial concerns may hold siseable stocks over which the storage 
agency will have no control. (We are here asstaiing the grain trade to be 
in private hands rather than controlled by a government corporation as 
at the present time.) 
Ve propose that the storage agency should take stocks in private 
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•tablliBe the total qtiantity of wheat available for domestic oonsumption 
and «]cport during any crop year* It is intended to let free market 
prices move this wheat into eonsvonption* Farmers wotild hold back the 
quantity which they wish to hold for feed^ seed and year-end farm-carry-
over at the existing price. The rest would be delivered into market 
channels with millers buying some 50 Billion bushels to supply the 
domestic market irrespective of price. The rest of the crop in commercial 
channels (eoccluding that held by the storage agency) would be exported 
or fed in Canada; the market price allooatlog the available supplies 
between these two markets. 
A storage program siich as that proposed here would iron out a good 
part of the year-to-year fluctuations in the siae of crop placed on the 
narket* This stabilization of supply would, in turn, reduce the variation 
in price attributable to changes in supply. It would lessen the diffi­
culty of fixing forward prices for wheat at equilibriun levels since 
hands at the beginning and end of the crop year into account in deter­
mining how much grain to buy or sell* That is its directive is modified 
in such a way as to instruct the agency to place an average weather crop 
plus or minus 40 per cent of the difference between the actual and an 
avwrage-wea^er crop on the marl^t. If faners or commercial interests 
buy or sell this 40 per cent the storage agency will neither buy or sell. 
any ease it will make up the difference between the 40 per cent and 
the quantity which private interests buy or sell. 
Adelnletratlvely this should not prove too difficult within practical 
tolerance limits. Aa^ on stocks of grain in eommercial channels are 
available weekly and surveys on farm stocks are now made as of March 31 
and July 31 with this infonution available shortly thereafter. If nec-
easaiy an additional survey of farm stocks would be made a month and a 
half prior to the end of the crop year. Taking changes in privately held 
inventory into account should therefore prove relatively easy. 
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th« range of variation in on* of the varlablea deteminlng prloe would 
have been narrowed. This adrantage «e propoee to exploit In dealing with 
prloe polloy. A storage program would help to even out the eupplles of 
wheat which Canada would each year hare avadlable for export* Suoh a 
stabilisation of export supplies should contribute to the establishment 
of regular overseas sales outlets; to building up a clientele of customers 
who oould depend upon Canadian wheat being available to them each year 
at going prices. 
The program would not present an opportunity to legislators to 
aeoumulate stocks in an effort to hold prices up in the face of a decliiH 
Ing demand. The plan is sufficiently clear cut as to operate without 
eontixmal ohanges being made in the direetlves to the administrators of 
the storage agency. If the objective of a storage program is that of 
smoothing out weather-induced fluctuations in supply, rather than 
recurrent fluctuations in demand and this objective is once aooepted, it 
should be possible to hold to this purpose. 
If, however, the overseas demsnd for wheat proves as chaotic in 
the fUtere as it did during the thirties sttth a storage program may well 
be impraetloal* During the latter half of the thirties, after the es­
tablishment of the Hheat Board in 1935* the object was to reduce stocks 
irtienev«r possible by sales abroad. In the event of another catastrophic 
fall in demand there may be considerable pressure to bolld 19 wheat 
stocks against the prospect of improved prices at a ftature date. To 
adopt this practice, however, is to deprive consumers both at home and 
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akiroad of whMt oth«r«lae available for eonauBptlon and feeding and to 
bolld up large atooka which will prove costly to carry and may serre no 
•ffeetlTv purpose. If it is deened expedient to supplement fanners* 
iaooBes, other and aore effective means are available. 
During a period of war other ends aaj supersede those acceptable in 
tiaea of peace. In the early forties when export markets were out off 
and Canada enjoyed above average crops it made good sense to build up 
larger stockpiles of idieat than our proposed storage progx«m would permit. 
Certainly this wheat stood liberated Europe in excellent stead. Any such 
prograa as that suggested should be considered capable of revision in 
tenui of eaargeney and the tqpper Halt on permitted storage stocks raised. 
A detail of the suggested plan irtiich may encounter criticism is 
the holding of alnlana stocks of say 80 million bushels through years of 
poor crops. Critics aay qtiestion the desl2«bility of holding stocks which 
are never used. This objection, if true, would be valid. To so interpret 
it, however, aisconstrues the purpose of the miniana carry-overs. At 
the close of the crop year on July 31 it is necessary to hold sufficient 
stocks to keep alUers, feeders and ecqporters supplied until new crop 
wheat becoaes available. Even after this grain has been harvested it 
takes B(»e tlae to aovw it to mills, to farms where it is to be fed or 
to ocean ports for eoqport. This carry-over represents a necessary supply 
ntil new wheat becoaes available rather than a supply which is held 
over year after year for an eaergency for which it is not used in any 
caae. These proposed stocks include wheat in all locations and not 
aerely that owned by the storage agency. 
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3* A forwayd prlca for wheat 
So far w« have been concerned with a plan to stabilize the quantity 
of wheat available for sale either in the domestio market or for export. 
While elaborating this plan we have made the point that a pairtlal stab­
ilization of supply would reduce that part of fluctuations in price 
attributable to variable supplies* We propose to recommend other measures^ 
designed to stabilize that part of the domestic demand for wheat which 
fltictuates year to year, namely, the demand for livestock feed. 
However^ since roughly two-thirds of the Canadian wheat crop is noimally 
exported) Canada caanot adopt direct measures to ensure the medntenance 
of this demand although in co-operation with other nations she may 
contribute towards this end* 
The question therefore arises as to irtiether the farmer is to be 
left at seeding time to guess the probable Impact of the eixport demand 
for Canadian iriveat upon the price irtiich he will receive when his crop 
is harvested* This he caxmot do with any degree of assurance or accuracy* 
Reducing the price uncertainty confronting Individual farmers is an 
effective way of economizing in the use of resources* We propose there­
fore that, prior to the time the farmer decides as to what crops he will 
sow on the acreage available to him* that the prices which he will receive 
for these various products when they are ready for market should be 
made known to him* The crucial questions then arise as to how these 
foarward prices shall be determined and administered* 
a« writer believes that an organization could 
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be •atabllshed within the Dofflinion government which could more effectively 
anticipate the market price for wheat for a period ranging from six to 
eighteen months in advance than can each of the thoiisands of individual 
farmers in Canada «ho produce wheat.^ Some experieaee in this sort of 
^It would ae«& that such an administrative unit might best be formed 
in the Department of Agriculture. It may be worth pointing out here that 
a rather arbitrary divlslott of Jurisdiction exists between the Depart­
ment of Agriculture and the Department of Trade and Commerce* The Dom­
inion Department of Agrictdture is ooncerned* along with the Provincial 
QovemmentSy with the production and marketing of farm products. The 
Department of Trade and Conmeree deals with matters relating to the 
trading of farm products both in the domestic and export markets. Thus 
marketing and farm management research together with research in production 
methods under the SclMiee Service and the Experimental Farms Service is 
within the Department of Agriculture. The a^inlstration of the grain 
trade through the Boaard of Grain Ganalssioners and the Canadian Wheat 
Board is under Trade and Conoteroe idiich also Includes a Hheat and Grain 
Dlvislony located In Ottawa, and responsible directly to the llinlster. 
This latter division has been handling sales of grain under Mutual Aid 
and to tniRRA; and representing Canada at meetings of the International 
Wheat Council. 
On the other hand, export sales of beef, bacon, cheese, eggs, milk 
and apices have been handled by special boards established within the 
Department of Agriculture. These boards operate with emermncy powers 
and include the Meat Board (formerly the Bacon Board, 19591, the Dairy 
Froduets Board (19I^ ), the Special Products Board (1941), the Agricultural 
Food Board (19U3)$ (the Agricultural Supplies Board)(1939)* All of 
these Boards, except the last, were set up by a Special Committee of the 
Cabinet on Food Production and Marketing. See A. D. P. Eeeney. Cabinet 
Ctoverament in Canada i Some Recent Developnents In the Machinery of the 
Central Executive. Canadian Jour, of Econ. and Pol. Sci. 121 JOO. 19A6. 
There thus appears to be IK> logical basis upon which some of the 
aervloes performed by the two departments are differentiated. Thvis the 
Agricultural Prises Support Act establishes & board within the Depart­
ment of Agriculture to support prices of any farm poroducts, excepting 
wheat, at levels designate by the Cabinet. Prices paid to iriieat prod­
ucers are to be handled through Trade and CoBmerce and its agencies. 
For a summary of the organisation of the governmental machinery, both 
federal and provlx»lal, dealing with agriculture, see Agriculture, A 
Reference Book for the Dominlon-PTOvlnclal Conference on Reconstruction. 
Ottawa. 1945* 
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MonMie foracaBtizig has alrMidy b««n d«riTBd txtm the pre-war Outlook 
oonflnrenoeB and £vom the annual Agrloultural Objeotlvea Conferences vhloh 
hare been held during the war.^ 
During the war years the Doninion Department of y^loulture has 
•ponaored annually an Agrloultural ObjectiTss Gonfwenee, held in Ottawa 
during the first part of Oeoeaber* Attended by representatives of the 
A auBber of ateps In the dlreetion of obtaining aore accurate and 
tiiselj infomation on eoonoaic oonditiona in Canada have been taken 
recently. These Includet 
(a) A quarterly aanple survey of the labour force by the Dominion 
Bareftu of Statistiea 
(b) A quartegrly and half-yearly personal interview of a cross-section 
of enployaM In eeleoted Indoatriea and regiona b7 the Department of 
l«bour. This survey is used to make a 3 ajid 6 month forecast of 
(c) A quarterly review of imports and exports by the Department of 
Trade ai^ CosBMroe. 
(d) A quarterly survey of inventories held by industrial firms by 
the DWilnlon Bureau of Statistics 
(e) An infomal goversmeat committee has been established in Ottawa 
1^ the represmtatives of several federal departments. This cos-
mittee is attempting to forecast changes in the level of bxisiness 
aetivitjy thereby pemitting rwedlwl measures to be taken to main­
tain a high level of employment. This oommittee is attempting to 
build up fairly detailed forecasts of gross national expenditure 
one calendar year in advance. See Stewart Bates. Goveri»ent Fore­
casting in Canada. Canadian Jour, of Scon, and Pol. Sei. 12s 361-378. 
19^. 
The establishment of a Board designed to provide the basic information 
essential to the setting of forward prices for agricultural products 
could coDStitute a logical extension of the activities of this Informal 
eemmltte« which is attempting to forecast the level of eoonM^ activity 
in Canada* Such a Board operating under the aegia of the Department of 
Agrloulton and either responsible to or closely integrated with the 
Agricultural Prices Support Board could probably best be organised on a 
commodi^ basis* Since export markets absorb such a hi^ proportion of 
Canada's total agricultural output (20 to by value at the farm), detailed 
knowledge of agricultural and eeonoaie conditions in other food exporting 
and Importing countries would be essential. The Cosaereial Intelligence 
Service of the Department of Trade and Coamerce has in the past paid scant 
attention to agricultural prodoets. The editors of Canadian government 
conodity revisfws hsve, perforce, relied heavily tqpon information published 
by the Office of Foreign Agricultural Belations of the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
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Doainlon and Provincial governments, the Canadian Federation of Agrlculttire, 
the Vfheat Fools and other prodnoer organisations, this conference has 
surveyed food requirements and produotlve capacity and made reconmiend-
atlons as to how Canada might, during the coning year, best utilize her 
agricultural resources* This conference has always been hampered, how­
ever, hy its lack of knowledge of the government's policy. 
Lacking knowledge of impending price changes, if any> committees of 
the Agricultural St^plies Board and delegates to this Conference charged 
with forsulating provisional goals as bases of discussion, have wavered 
between two alternatives. The first was to make recommendations based 
iQ)on the available resources and foodstuffs needed most urgently; without 
having regard to the effects of relative prices upon producers' decisions 
as to iriiat they would produce. 
The second was to accept the aocisting price structure for agricultural 
products as being likely to continue during the year and then attempt to 
fdrecast how much of each product farmers would produce. The objective 
would then be established somewhere near this level, perhaps tending toward 
the goal irtilch wovild have been established if the first criterion had 
been accepted. The final result has differed for different products 
but this schism in purpose of the objeetlves conferences has never bemi 
resolved. Needless to say if farmers had paid attention to the recommend­
ations of the Conference they might well have been in doubt as to whether 
they should attempt to prodnee more of the products asked for or attsmpt 
to maximise their own parofits. The experience wll^ hcgu^ indicates that 
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farmers selected the latter alternative, as Indeed they should have in 
the fact of such a confused policy* 
We suggest that the pricing agency announce early in January a 
fbnrard price for wheat and other grains.^ Farmers will then be in a 
positix>n to decide what part of their cviltlvated acreage they should 
devote to each of these grains in order to maximize their probable net 
income. These forward prices will represent minimm prices which farmers 
can look forward to receiving with certainty for amy of the specified 
product which th^ may have to market. 
b. Basis of forward price established should 
be that price which will aove the quantity of wheat placed on the market 
during a given year into consumption during that same year. The admin­
istrative agency which is charged with establishing this forward price 
knows that the storage agency will place an average-weather crop plus 
or minus two-flTths of the difference between such a crop and the actual 
crop on the market. Th^ will not know the acreage which will be seeded 
however. This seeded acreage will in large part be determined by the 
relative forward prices established for the crops competing for acreage 
with wheat. This interaction will therefore have to be taken into con­
sideration when fixing forward prices. 
If price uncertainty to farmers is to be reduced it would seem wise 
to axlBouiiee early in January forward prices for all crops conpeting with 
^We assume that a storage program for coarse grains similar to that 
suggested in Table 16 for iriieat will be put into effect. The proposed 
details of this plan are included below under the section on coarse 
grains. 
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•aeh other for acreage* In the Prairie Provinces these would include 
irtieat, oats, barley and probably flax seed. These forward prices might 
be fixed at (say) 90 per cent of the expected price in each case. They 
could be made effective firom the first of August, following the January 
in idilch they were announced, for one complete crop year ending July 31* 
One objection to this proposal occurs to the writer. 
Although some 70 per cent of the total grain marketings for the crop 
year were, when eleirator space was available, normally dei^ivered in 
August, September and October; the remaining 30 per cent was spread fairly 
evenly over the remaining nine months. If now a forward price effective 
August 1, is announced in January and this price proves sufficiently 
higher^ than the prevailing forward price or market price, farmers will 
hold grain which they wish to market until the next czop year. 
Mow certainly farmers should be given every opportunity of market-
lag their products where and when th^ can secure the highest net returns. 
However, it is loading the dice in their favoxir to give them the opportun­
ity of knowing two forward prices at the same time and choosing the one 
iriilch is the more favourable. Such a practice would hamper the operation 
of the present marketing systm. 
It is suggested, as a awans of overcoming this objection, that a 
forward price, onoe announced, shall immediately become effective. That 
is, when forward prices for grains are announced in January, these prices 
shall become effective fircMs then until the next January. This practice 
^ly "sufficiently*' higher is meant a price differential which the 
farmer believes will make it worth his while to store his grain. 
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would Msur* fkniora * oortaln BlxiiauB prloo for spring vhoat to b« 
harvBitod th« ooaiag flail prorldod it ia aarkotod bgr (aay) januarjr 15* 
If off-fm atorag* faoilitiaa era fiUad, a fatura aalas eontraot could 
ba nafotlatad with faraara who viahad to aall and vara unabla to dallTar. 
Tha gnda lould ba atorad on tha Aura with tha gorenwant paying a atoraga 
oharga* Otaoa alafvator apaea baoaaa atrailabla tha faraar would ba ohllgatad 
to dallTar tha qoantity of grain eallad for In hia aalas oontraot and 
aattliant aada on tha baaia of tha aarkat prlaa pravail^ jig at tha tiaa 
tha aalaa oontraot was ooaplatad. Aagr eoapanaatoxy pajraant naoaaaaxy to 
bring tha prloa up to tha forward prioa in axijitanea at tba tiaa of aala 
would alao ba paid. 
Thia darisa would parait fmara to daoida for thiaaalTas whathar 
to aeoapt tha aarkat or forward prioa prwvailing 19 to January 15» or, 
whatbar to hold and take a ehanea on tba fiorwasrd or market prise for the 
aaKt year being higher. But thqr would not be able to hare the beat 
of two poaaibla worldai they would not be able to aeoapt either tha 
praaant prise or hold for a ainlaua guaranteed price in the next period. 
If thia latter alternative were aeoapt4id one forward price oould not 
eooaaed Ita iaaediate predaaeaaor hgr mom than the approziaate coat of 
atoraga for aiz aostha or faraara would hold their wheat for thia higher 
prioa. It would alao enoourage th«a to hold their iriieat until the next 
forward prise waa annouaead. Sueh a plan wotild interfere with the market­
ing prooaaa. 
Tha objaot then in eatabliahing a forward priae ia to aaka the beet 
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forecast possibla of what the average narket price will be dixrirtg the 
orop-year for which this price is guaranteed* This method will be open 
to an objective evaluation ex post; the extent to whioh the actual market 
price prevailing during the crop year differs £rom. the forward price 
will attest to the accuracy or lack of accuracy of the forward price as 
a forecast. If the market price prevailing at the time farmers sell their 
wheat is below the forward price, the prlcixig agency will pay the farmer 
the difference as a compensatory payment* No effort will be m&d9 to 
increase the commercial price of wheat; it will flow into consumption at 
the market price. 
If, on the other hand, the market price exceeds the forward price 
we propose to permit the producer to sell at the market price and retain 
the difference between this higher market price and the forward price. 
This practice will result in some subsidisation to the producers 
of farm products unless forward prices are always accurate. If we 
asstDse that output is constant, that price is variable and that the 
distribution of the errors of foirecast are symmetrically distributed, 
faroers will receive a subsidy 50 per cent of the time. This subsidy 
might be reduced Igr setting the forward price at a level (say) 10 per cent 
below the eogpeeted price.^ The support fund would gain 10 per cent of 
alternative to establishijDg the forward price at a high fixed 
pereentage of the cspected price would be to set the forward price 
equal to the caq)eeted price but to make no compensatory payments unless 
the market price is 10 per cent or more below the fonrard and then to 
pay only the difference between the market price and 90 per cent of the 
forward price. For ezample, if the eocpected price of wheat is |1 the for­
ward price will be set at |1 per bushel. No compensatory payment will 
be made unless the market price of irtieat falls below 90 cents. If the 
market price Is 85 cents a bushel the prodwer will be paid 5 cents per 
bushel. This alternative has the merit of infoxming the farmer of the 
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the «xpeetad price, or sone part thereof, in years when forecasters over* 
estimated the expected price. This gain vould reduce the amount of sub* 
sidles paid to fazmers. Actually both output and prices vary from year 
to year and with a negatively sloping demand curve, above average crops 
bring a below average price and conversely. Under these circxmstances 
even If actual prices were systematically distributed about the forward 
prices and the pricing agency wcu9 able to recover any excess of the 
market price over the forward price, farmers would still be subsidised 
since the storage agency would usually pay on large crops and collect 
on small ones. 
The lower, relatively to the expected price, forward prices are set 
the less farmers will be subsidised; also the less will price uncertainty 
be reduced* In fixing forward prices a conpromlse will have to be reached 
between these two factors. If forward prices are fixed so low that 
fazners believe there Is little chance of their eooeeedlng the market price 
they will eliminate less uncertainty than if they are fairly close to 
expected prices. In the latter case they will play a raox« effective role 
In allocating resources. 
It might be argued that, if the forward pricing agency is prepared 
to bring prices received by famers up to the level of the fozward price, 
it should also be prepared to return any excess of the market price over 
the forward prise to the fund of the administrative agency. In this ease 
most probable market price for wheat and yet will not make any larger 
transfer of Income to faners than the fl^ng of the fbrward price at 
90 per cent of the expected price. 
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the fonrord price wjuld become the actual price which the farmer would 
recel^re. Actual pricee which would be reoeived for the various grades 
of the commodity would be known with certainty one or more production 
periods in advance. Under the present proposal only the minisraiD price 
would be known with certainty and the expectation of possible prices 
above this level wofild presumably be distributed according to some prob­
ability distribution. 
Farmers will then be subsidised Tinder a system of forward prices 
bgr the transfer to them of funds trem the Consolidated Revenue Fund. 
The amount of these transfers may be reduced by two devices: (a) the 
administrative agency may recover by taxation any difference between 
the market and the forward price when the former exceeds the latter, 
(b) the forward price may be fixed at (say) 90 per cent of the expected 
price, thereby reducing the volume of compensatory parents when nerket 
prices fall below the forward prices. 
The asoust of the subsidies paid to farmers under a non->recovery 
plan Trith forward prices fixed at 100 per cent of expected prices would 
depend upon several factorst 
(a) The acctiraoy of the forward price. If forward prices, as fore­
casts of market prices, proved accurate no transfers would be Involved. 
To the extent th&t forward prices are low the agency would stand conmitted 
to msJce up the difference. Gooqplete accuracy of forecast is, of course, 
not possible J the greater the degree of accuracy the smaller the compen­
satory payment. As suggested one means of reducing this payment woiild be 
to fix effective forward prices at some percentage of ncpected prices. 
Should the agency prove Itself capable of forecasting prices within (ssy) 
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10 p«r o«iit of aetual prloaa and the forward prioe «aa fixed at 90 per 
e«Bt of the expected prioe no ooapenaatory paynenta would be neoewMry.^ 
(b) The elaatioity of the denand for the prodnot vlthin the 
relevant range. Were the demand ounre perfectly inelastio (yertloal 
on the graph), if the agenoy were to recover any exeeaa of market prices 
over forward prices, and market prieee were ayaoietrieally distributed 
about the forward price, there would be no subsicty* GlTen these latter 
two conditions only, however, and some elasticity of the demand curve, 
a transfer paynent to producers would be involved. The grea^the 
elastioitj of the draand curve the greater the subsl(^ since the amount 
recovwed on a snail crop would be much less than the total cospensatory 
payaent on a large crop, even though the difference between the forward 
and market pcrlce were the same In both eases. Also the demand curve may 
Johnson, The Theozy of Forward Prices for igrlcultural Products, 
distinguishes between two possible types of errors which say be made by 
the pricing agency in forecasting forward prises. First, the relative 
prices of agricultural products eompeting for the same resources may be 
in error. Secondly, the general level of forward prices for fani products 
nay be either too high or too low. He regards the first type as the more 
wasteftQ. since it may result in a less than optlm allociition of resources. 
The degree of misallocatlon will depend upon the extent of the error 
in the forecast and also tqpon the elasticity of substitution of factor 
li^iots. If the general level of farm prices is o-ver-estimated it will 
result in income transfers to farmers. If the drop in the general level 
of fam prices is a synptosi of the onset of a depression the larger compen-
saUay- payments may have anti-cyclical effects. Whether thqr do or not 
would sppear to depend on whether the money is raised by taxation, and 
if so, upon the relative propensities to eonstoM of the taxpayers and 
of those fanners who receive the payments. 
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well be more elastie for larger outputs and lower prices than for 
smaller outputs and higher prices—-i.e., the demand curve may be 
conyex to the origin. This factor will tend to Increase the voltme 
of net transfer payments to farmers. 
The decision as to whether the administrative agency should 
attempt to recover the difference between the market and the forward 
price when the former exceeds the latter depends upon several factors: 
(a) The administrative feasibility of recovering this excess. 
A tax equal to the difference or some portion of the difference between 
the market and the forward price might be levied on the farm product 
when it enters ctnoiercial channels. One difficulty presents itself. 
If this proposed scheme were in effect, the opportunity cost of wheat, 
for example, to the livestock feeder irtio produces his own wheat for feed 
would be the forward price, not the market price. Since it is the 
' market price which should determine whether or not irtieat should be fed» 
this procedure would result in a distortion of resource use—too much 
wheat would be fed. Then livestock feeders irtio feed more wheat than thi^ 
grow would be prepared to buy wheat £ran other farmers at some price 
above the forward price but below the market price. Conceivably if 
this demand for wheat for feed constituted a significantly high proportion 
of the total demand for wheat, enough wheat would be diverted from the 
coanercial market to an inter-fam market as to depress the price in 
the former irtiile raising it in the latter. This sort of situation is 
not likely to prove Important in the case of wheat but might with a feed 
crop such as oats. 
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(b) Any attempt to reeorer all or a part of the differential between 
market and forward prices might result in the exertion of considerable 
presstare upon the administratlTe agency by producer groups in an effort 
to keep forward prices up and thus avoid recovery taxes. Such pressures 
might well prejudice the successful operation of a forward price scheme. 
(c) The levying of a tax at the time a product enters commercial 
channels would encourage farmers to attempt to divert supplies. Small 
millers and feed znjxers, local slaughterers and creameries would be 
teopted to buy from the farmer at something over the forward price rather 
than legitimately at the market price. Mixwr evasions would be difficult 
to check and could prove a constant source of irritation. 
(d) ioy attempt to ttcA away the difference between the market and 
forward price would encourage farmers to hold their wheat tmtil a new 
forward price was announced in the hoi)es that the forward price for the 
next year's crop would be higher. 
It would appear to the writer, therefore, that tmless there 
are strong objections on political grounds to permitting a degree of sub> 
sidy to farmers in connection with forward prices that the pricing agency 
should make no attmpt to recover any excess of forward over market prices. 
The most effective my of limiting the transfer payments would be to set 
forward prices somewhat below expected prices, or to guarantee only a 
percentage of the forward price, even though this practice involved some 
sacrifice of price certainty* 
o« laplemeatation of forward t>riee8»«aompensatory payments, mhen 
market prices fail to come up to the established forward price it is 
proposed to make up the difference by means of direct payments, to i^lch 
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Sehults has applied the adjeetive "eompessatory"* These payments would 
be adjusted for grade, season and locality just as were the forward prices. 
The making of compensatory payments is subject to aome difficulties 
1 
which have been noted in examining the application of the Schultz plan. 
The principal of these arise fjrom the necessity of avoiding duplication 
in payments, arising £rom inter-farm sales, and discrimination between 
prodocers. 
It will be recalled that we suggested that, when one farmer sells 
a product eligible for compensatory payments, the vendor should require 
the purchaser to supply him with a signed statement specifying the q\iantity 
and description of the product. The vendor would in turn submit this 
document to the forward pricing agency in siqpport of his claim for a 
compensatozy payment. The knowledge that such a claim would be made by 
the vendor would deter the ptirchaser fircas failing to declare his purchase 
should the latter in turn sell the same conodity and submit a claim for 
a compensatozy payment. 
One difficulty in this suggestion is that of grade of product. No 
facilities for grading are available in most inter-farm sales. Perhaps 
this decision might be left to the vendor and purchaser to work out 
between themselves. So long as the compensatory payments on all grades 
are the same, no difficulty would be involved. If the payment on one 
grade is higher than on another the vendor will gain Igr grading the product 
as high as possible idiile the purchaser will lose. Collusion would not 
^ee above Chaqpter 3» 
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fMilltftt* evasion; If the two parties to a transaetlon were tmable to 
agree, a aanple of the produot. In the ease of grains, iMuld be sub­
mitted to a narketIng agency for a grade* 
The seeond dlffloulty Inherent in the Sehnlts proposal for oompens&toxy 
payments, that of dlsorlalnatlng anonig different types of producers, Is 
•ore troublesome. The opportunity cost to the wheat~llvestoek famer 
of wheat fed is the foreard or narket price for vheat, whichever is the 
higher. If the forward price Is the higher a compensatory paynent must 
be auuie to taring the price to the producer up from the narket to the for­
ward price. The problem is how to make this conpensatory paynent on wheat 
fed by the wheat-livestock fazaer. 
It will be recalled that we have offered two suggestions In an 
earlier section, nelUier of which we regard as satisfactory*^ The first 
was to elininate conpensatoxy payments and hence forward prices on feed 
grains* The writer does not regard this as a desirable step since a need 
aodsts for redoslng the high degree of price uncertainty affecting the 
grains around lAiich the agrioulttiral industry in the Prairie Provinces 
is btiilt* Also wheat is used as a feed grain so this proposal would 
roBOve forward prices on this inportant crop* The seeond proposal was 
to color grain to be fed and to pay fanners their conpensatory payment 
at the time the grain was colored. 
This latter suggestion still i^pears feasible Arom an economle stand­
point. If an inexpensive way to color grain were available this technique 
night prove highly useful* A dost treatment of some type or other is 
^ee above Chapter 3* 
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required since the use of a solution would require drying which is costly 
In terms both of neeessar7 aqulpment and deterioration of the grain. 
Although we do not have any practical proposal which would eliminate 
thlB dlsorlminatlon in favour of the specialized feeder idio need pay only 
the market price for his feed as compared with the feeder-grain grower 
to whom the opportunity cost of feed is the forward price, we do not 
think this shortcoming shotild be permitted to block a system of forward 
prices for wheat and other grains. This type of discrimination has been 
inherent in Canada's grain policy since the establishment of equalization 
payments on oats -and barley and a drawback on wheat used for livestock 
feed. It is a fairly safe statement though that this discrimination has, 
along with other factors, discouraged hog production in the Prairie 
ProvineeB. 
d. Effect on iafoaa farm income. If all wheat produced in Canada 
were eonsumed in Canada it is likely that under a firee market the price 
would TBzy inversely with output in such a way as to partially stabilise 
farmers* gross income tram the sale of i^eat. In other woz^s, price 
would be determined b|y output, assuming constant demand, and the demand 
curve would be negatively inclined. If the demand curve were a rectangular 
hyparbola within the relevant range, gross receipts would be constant 
irrttspeetive of the size of the crop* 
Ifoxmally a high proportion of the Canadian coarse grains crops are 
consoMd dopestieally. If we assume that the elasticity of demand for 
these crops varies fjrom 0.6 to O.S the gross receipts to farmers would 
probably tend to be fairXy constant under conditions of constant 
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demand*^ The elasticity of the demand for wheat may, however, be greater 
than this. Wheat prises have in the past been determined by supply and 
demand on an international market* The supply is only partially deter­
mined by the Canadian crop. The demand for Canadian wheat may, thorefore, 
be expected to be fairly elastic. A poor Canadian crop might be expected 
to result in only a slightly higher world price and a large Canadian crop 
In only a slightly lower price. Under these conditions the £^e market 
would not provide stable gross receipts to farmers Srom the sale of 
wheat even if the demand did not fluctuate Arom year to year. A large 
crop would bring a high gross return and a small crop a low gross return. 
A forward price for wheat determined on the criterion of moving an 
average-weather crop Into consumption or export will probably further 
unstabillze total gross receipts ftom wheat sales. Irrespective of 
the sise of the erop the storage agency will sell or buy sufficient wheat 
to place a near average*weathe§ crop on the market. The forward price 
Suppose the arc elasticity of the demand for oats with respect to 
Tpric% measured from a normal crop Is 0.7. Prices and total receipts 
from varying crops would be as follows in percentage of average t 
Price Gross Beeelpta 
100 100 100.0 
NO 85.7 94.3 
125 64.3 80.4 
90 114.3 103.0 
75 X35.7 101.8 
So far as the writer is aware, no statistical studies aimed at detemlning 
the shape of the demand or supply curves for any farm product in Canada 
have been published. 
\hat Is an average-weather erop plus or minus two-fifths of the 
difference between the actual and an average-weather erop insofar as 
the limits Imposed tqon storage stocks permit. 
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to the faraer is certain and this latter provision will tend to narrow 
variations in market price about the forward price* The price of wheat 
will then not be permitted to vary inversely with the size of the crop. 
Our objective is to stabilize income received by the individual faz»-
er and not farmers in the aggregate. It is known that an unaided market 
system in which price fluctuates inversely with production does not stab-
ilize the per acre incomes of all farmers seeding that crop. The storage 
program which we have suggested will partially stabilize the price of wheat 
in Canada, but only partially since the domestic price of wheat depends upon 
the price in world markets* The proposed plan will come much closer to stab­
ilizing the domestic price of coarse grains since only a small proportion of 
the CanadiEm crop Is exported. A stable price will not, however, juleld 
stable incomes to individual producers. A crop insurance program will help 
to accomplish this latter objective; such a program should constitute an 
integral part of ai^y price policy for Canadian agriculture. Even with crop 
insurance, however, the individual farmer's cash receipts A>om sales of wheat 
will not be completely stabilized Arom year to year since the price of this 
grain is determined on a world market. 
U* SoBBarr 
Owing to highly variable weather conditioxis Caziada's production of 
wheat varies greatly firom year to year. Since Canada is the principal 
exporter of bard red spring wheat she has built up a market among over­
seas millers for this wheat for blending purposes. The writer believes 
that this market night be enlarged if overseas customers could depend 
upon a fairly steady supply of wheat being available to them each year. 
I 
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Sueh stabillutlou of supply calls for a storage program. 
Couplet* stabilisation of supply vould proye excessively costly in 
tems of the large storage stocks necessary to this end. A plan is 
suggested whereby an average-weather crop plus or minus two-fifths 
of the difference between such a crop and actual production wovtld be 
placed on the market each year* This program would operate within stock 
Halts of 80 and 300 million bushels. 
In an effort to Improve the efficiency of a Aree market fkvm the 
point of view of allocating resources a forward price for wheat and for 
those crops which compete with wheat for the use of agricultiural resources 
is suggested* These forward prices would be announced in January of each 
year and woiild be effective for a period of one year from the date 
announced* 
The forward pricing agency will undertake to Implement its guaranteed 
prices by paying directly to faxners the difference between the market 
price and the forward price in the event the latter eocceeds the former* 
If tlM market price is higher than the forward price no effort should be 
•ade to recover the difference troa funers* order to reduce the 
subel^ payments to farmers no ctHopensatoxy payment should be made unless 
the average maricet price falls below, say, 90 per cent of the expected 
price* The guaranteed minimum price would also be only 90 per cent of 
the «aq>eeted price* 
Compensatory payments can be administered in such a way as to avoid 
InteirfereBce with inter-farm sales* Thw are still some difficulties. 
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howerttTy Involired in preventing dieerlminatlon in favour of specialised 
f«ed«rfl and against feeders who produoe their own feed grains. These 
obetaeleB are not sufficiently serious as to varrant rejection of the 
plan and may yet prove capable of solution. 
Since the price of Canadian wheat under a free market system is 
determined on world markets, the size of the Canadian crop has a relatively 
small effect on world prices. In other words, the demand for Canadian 
wheat is fairly elastic. Under these conditions the price of wheat im 
Canada varies inversely with the available supply but this inverse variation 
iB not adequate to stabilise farmers* gross receipts frm wheat sales. 
The fjbcing of a minimum price at a level designed to move a near average-
weather crop into consumption will further reduce inverse variations of 
price with output, thereliy enhancing the variation in gross farm recelpta 
firom wheat sales. Sijooe we are concerned in any case with promoting 
greater stability of income to the individual farmer a system of crop 
Insurance is reeoiaaended. Relatively stable prices and more regular 
sales for the individual farm would reduce fluctuations in the receipts 
of individual farmers Aram wheat sales. 
C. A Stabilisation Program for Coarse Qrains 
The stabillMtion measures suggested for coarse grains are parallel 
to those already outlined for iriieat. Average yields per seeded acre 
fluctuate firom year to year* We wish to iron out those largely uncontrollable 
fluctuations in yield by means of a storage program in order, first, to 
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aasiire readers a more regular suppily of ooneentrates and secondly, to 
eliminate the price fluotuatlons which result from a variable supply of 
grains. The writer believes that the placing of a near average-weather 
crop of feed grains on the niarket each year is essential to the elimination 
of short run price fltictuations resulting from variable yields. 
The second element of this stabilization program is the fixing of 
forward prices for coarse grains wall in advance of seeding time in 
order to enable farmers to compare the certain minimum prices which 
they will receive for the grains which they harvest* Seme economists 
have contended that fonrard prices for coarse gjrains are not neoessaiy 
If "effectlva yields"^ are stabilised by a storage program and forward 
2 prices are announced for livestock. The difficulty with this argument 
"effective yield" is meant average yield per acre placed on 
the market and fed on the farms where grown. 
^f. Tf. H. Nlcholls. A Price Policy for Agriculture, Joiumal of 
Farm Boon. 27« 750; 1945. 
D. Gals Johnson in ids Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural 
ProduBta, states on p. 300 t 
"An Important point should be noted~no compensatoxy parents woiild 
be required for the feed grains. The guaranteed prices on the grains 
would be derived flrom the livestock prlcas. These prices would be used 
as a basis for loans and, given the guaranteed prices of livestock, would 
represent the actual market prices for an 'average* crop. If crop yields 
did not vary, the guaranteed price for livestock would provide sufficient 
prise assursnoe for grain producers. Given the fluettiatlons in yields, 
storage must be retained to obtain the desired distribution of output 
in time and the price assurance for the grains." 
It shocQ-d not be inferred from this statement that forward prices 
would not be fixed for feed grains. Indeed Johnson argues that "not 
many of the fMd grains can be excluded loolusion in a systam of 
fomrerd prleeB3" (ibid. p. 276.) fie apparently means that forward 
prices for feed grains and for livestock will be announced and that the 
ratio between the forward prices of these Inputs and outputs should be 
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as applied to nestem Canada Is that wheat, oats and barley are closely 
otunpetitlve. To announce a forward prloe for wheat and not for these other 
two grains would likely cause an \meoon«Bio diversion of acreage flrom coarse 
grains to wheat. Such a diversion would not be eoonomic for the econony as 
a whole although it might be for the Individual firms mAicing the shift in 
view of the greater price certainty obtaining for wheat. 
1. storage program 
The ideal program, ignoring cost considerations, would place an 
average*weather crop on the market year in end year out. The occasional 
suoh as to move the volume of livestock produced into consumption at the 
forward price. The market price for feed grains during the feeding period 
will then be equated to the forward price through the market operations 
of the storage agency. 
The relevant iaplieations of this ingenious proposal appear to the 
writer to be as followss 
1. A fixed certain forward price, not a floor price, would be fixed 
for feed grains, including wheat. Sijaee grain prices would be fixed in 
advance and the storage agency cooanitted to the •aintenance of these 
prices any relative shifts in demand or errors on the part of the pricing 
agency in fixing these prices relatively to each other could lead to a 
heavy demand for those commodities which are relatively under-priced. 
2. In Canada, at least, no national stonige agency would be capable 
of fixing the market price for wheat yarlcirt. operations without 
Interfering with the export trade. 
3. It is not clear as to the site of the feed grain stockpiles 
which it would be necessary to bold in order to determine market prices 
through sales and purchases. 
4. The administration of a storage program under a scheme such as 
this would be much more difficult than that proposed writer, since 
under the latter the storage agency would be instructed to biv' or sell 
readily determined quantities of grain regardless of the price. 
Fresuaably the forward pricing agency would have to determine the 
quantity of livestock products which they think should be produced and the 
price at iriiich this quantity could be moved into consumption. Given some 
knowledge of the sup;i^ curve of the product it should then be possible to 
determine the price of feed grains necessary to call forth this output. The 
crucial problem would be the determination of the quantity of livestock 
product to be produced. 
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oeourreno* of oycles such as th« 1929-37 psriod, during idiieh yields 
ar« low beeausa of drought would necessitate the oarrylng of rezy large 
stookpiles. The costs of storing sufficient quantities of oats to completely 
even out 8iq)plleB would clearly outvel^ the gain to be derived from 
complete stabilisation as is also true for wheat. In order to have placed 
an average-weather crop of oats on the market each year from 1929 througk 
1937 would have required an initial stock of about 375 million bushels 
or nearly a year's crop. A compromise with partial stabilisation of 
supplies and more moderate stocks therefore se«BS desirable. 
a* For oata. It is suggested that a storage agency be established 
and dlreeted to boy or sell, in each crop year, four-fifths of the dif­
ference between the actual crop harvested and an average-weather crop. 
If, however, such sales or purchases would lower total stocks below 25 
million bushels or raise them above 90 million bushels, then the quantities 
bought or sold should be so limited as not to break these stock limits, 
in average-weather crop is again defined as the product of the seeded 
acreage and the five year moving average yleld*^ 
It Is not intended that the entire stock should be held by the storage 
agency but rather that the agency should make up the difference between 
the required stocks at July 31*t of each crop year and those held by 
faxMrs and oosnercial ccnpanies. The storage agency would not be directly 
^Vhenever the annual average yield for any year falls below 25 
bushels per acre, 25 bushels is substituted for that yield, in calcul­
ating the moving average yield. This practice permits the exclusion 
of those very low yields in drought years irtiich would increase the 
variation in the sise of crop placed on the market firom year to year 
even though seeded acreage remained constant. 
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oonoemed vlth the price of those grains jthich it vas directed to store 
but would biQr and sell at market prices in order to fulfill its directives. 
If d«nand or supply conditions change in soch a vay as to warrant 
either an increase or decrease in the supply of oats this fact will be 
indicated tqr the market and forward prices for oats and will, therefore, 
be reflected in seeded acreage. A five year moving average yield has 
been selected in order to take account of Improved yields which may 
resuiit firom new varieties, improved cultural practices, the more rride-
spread use of fertiliser and so on. 
The statistical details of this su^^sted storage program have been 
worked out for the 1921*45 period. Th^ are included in Table 17. It 
will be noted that the plan does not completely eliminate the variation 
in the proposed disappearance of oats firom year to year. There are several 
reasons for this idiich are implicit in the schaw itself. In the first 
place acreage varies firom one year to the next and it is essential 
that these varifttions be reflected in the st^sply of grain. Secondlly 
the storage agency is instructed to buy or sell 60, not lOO, per cent of 
the difference between an actual and an all-weather cxop in aiay given 
year. Thirdly, in 11 out of the 25 years the clause lioiting stocks 
prevented the agency Aram buying or selling the fall 80 per cent of the 
difference. 
b* Fbr barlear. Tbe storage program suggested for barley differs 
only in detail ftoa that proposed for wheat and oats. The stock limits 
are placed at 10 and 65 million bushels respectively and the storage agency 
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liftbl* 17 
Effect of a Proposed Storage Program for Oats on Disappearance aid Car 
Cn^ Tear 
Beginning 
August 1 
Acreage 
Seeded 
(000 acres) 
t Average i 5-i3rear t Prodiictioni 
« Yield par t Moving t t 
t Seeded Acrst Average t t 
t t Yield per t } 
t } Aere*^ t (million t 
t (bushels) t (bushels) t bushels) t 
Storage Agenpy^ 
Btiys t Sells 
(million bushels) 
Act 
(mi 
1921 16,949 25.1 28.8 426 (19) 44 
1922 U,541 33.8 29.5 491 50 16 
1923 14,388 39.2 31.6 564 (15) 22 
192A U,491 28«0 31.9 406 45 55 
1925 12,556 32.0 31.6 402 4 35 
1926 12,7a 30.1 32.6 383 (24) 46 
1927 13,240 33.2 32.5 440 7 23 
1928 13,137 34.4 31.5 452 30 29 
1929 22,479 22.7 30.9 283 (37) 45 
1930 13,259 31.9 30.9 423 10 22 
1931 12,838 25.6 30.0 328 (10) 63 
1932 13,148 29.8 29.3 392 6 30 
1933 13,529 22.7 27.5 307 (6) 42 
1934 13,731 23.4 27.5 321 (0) 31 
1935 14,096 28.0 26.7 394 U 26 
1936 13,288 20.5 26.6 272 (U) 40 
1937 13,048 20.6 25.6 268 (0) 18 
1938 13,010 28.5 26.3 371 23 19 
1939 12,790 30.1 27.3 384 29 49 
1940 12,298 30,9 27.9 381 (13) 47 
19a 12,266 24,9 27.9 306 30 42 
1942 13,782 47.3 32.4 652 (30) 29 
1943 15,407 31.3 32.9 482 20 U9 
19U U,315 34.9 33.9 500 n 108 
1945 U,393 26.5 33.0 382 (56) 98 
*Itt calculating this moving average yield, 25 bushels per acre is substituted for any y: 
storage agenej is direeted to Ixgr or sell BO per cant of tbs difference be^en thi 
ezeapt thtt the eariTOver may not be less than 25 fflillicn bushels or eaceeed 90 million bushe: 
or Mies vhidh -sere reetrieted beeause of liaitations on siee of canyover* 
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Ikbl* 17 
•d Stor8c:8 Program for Oata m Diaappearance aid Canyovar, 1921-1945 
t Storage Agenpy^ Stocks t Diaappearance 
5-yaar t Prodtiotioni t 
koving 1 t t Sella Actual t Prqpoaed 1 Actual t Proposed 
Average t 1 t 
Yield per t 1 1 
Aora& t (million t t 
(buahela) t buahela) t (million bushels) (million buahela) t (million bushels) 
28.8 426 (19) 44 44 454 445 
29.5 491 50 16 25 486 4a 
31#6 564 (15) 22 75 531 549 
31.9 406 45 55 90 426 451 
31.6 402 4 35 45 392 398 
32.6 333 (24) 46 49 406 407 
32.5 440 7 23 25 434 433 
31*5 A52 30 29 32 436 422 
30.9 233 (37) 45 62 306 320 
30.9 423 10 22 25 381 413 
30.0 328 (10) 63 35 362 338 
29.3 392 6 30 25 379 386 
27.5 yji (6) 42 31 318 313 
27.5 321 (0) 31 25 326 321 
26.7 394 U 26 25 380 380 
26.6 272 (U) 40 39 294 286 
25.6 263 (0) 18 25 267 268 
26.3 371 23 19 25 342 348 
27.3 384 29 49 48 386 355 
27.9 381 (13) 47 77 386 368 
27.9 306 30 42 90 319 336 
32.4 652 (30) 29 60 531 622 
32.9 482 20 U9 90 523 462 
33.9 500 11 108 70 510 489 
33.0 382 (56) 98 81 405 438 
I 25 boahalfl par aera la sttbatitnted for any yield belov 25 boafaels* 
bagr or aell 00 per cant of the dlfferanea be^en the actual crop and an averaga-«aathar orop 
• thin 25 buahela or aoceaed 90 raiUion Iroahala. Figurea in parmthaaaa ara purehaaaa 
if Unitatlona oo alaa of oarzyovar* 
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is directed, within the liniits imposed by these storage restrictions, 
to btgr 100 per cent of the difference between the actual and an all-weather 
crop* These lljnits on storage stocks would have precluded any stabil­
isation of supply during the 1929-37 period, nie relatively small 
acreage seeded to barley during the twenties would not have permitted 
the aceumtalatlon of a stockpile of any sise prior to the long period 
of low yields beginning in 1929* The statistical details of the applic­
ation of this storage program for the Z5 years period fkom 1921-19^5 are 
included in Table 18* 
2. Eorward prioea 
Ve suggested that a forward price for wheat, effective Srtm date 
of axmouncement for one year, be established each January 15th« This 
would give farmers plenty of time to complete their plans for the ccaning 
crop season. It will be recalled that the reason for making the fbrward 
price effective at the date of announcement, rather than at the beginning 
of the next crop year, was to avoid dimming up the regular flow of wheat 
to market. Otherwise farmers would hold back their grain until the new 
forward price had been announced and then sell if the new price, effective 
August 1, was not sufficiently higher than the existing price^ to warrant 
storing for 6j^ months or continue to hold if it was. Such a practice 
would interfere with an efficient marketing practice of moving wheat 
straight firom the combines or separators to country elevators. Moreover, 
^Either the market or forward price existing aa of January 15 depend­
ing upon iriiich was higher. 
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llibl* 18 
Sffeet of « Proposed Stora^ Proezwa for Btrlqr on Disappearance and Ci 
1 Stonge Agmey  ^
Crep Teer • Aereaee t ATsrage 1 5*3reer 1 Production 1 
Beginning t Seeded I Tield per t Uorlng c 1 B19S 1 Sells 1 Ad 
Aagmt 1 t 1 Seeded Aoret Avenge t 1 
t t s Yield per t t 
1 1 t Aers* t (mlinion 1 
1 (000 acres) t (bui^ ls) 1 (bushels) 1 buehels) t (million buBhels) 1 (mj 
19S1 2,796 21*4 23.0 60 (0) -
1922 2,600 27.6 23.9 72 10 # 4 
199 2,785 27.7 24.6 77 9 4 
192^ 3,407 26.1 25.5 89 2 4 
1925 3,524 24.7 25.5 87 3 1 
1926 3,647 27.4 26.7 100 3 
1927 3,506 27.7 26.7 97 4 
1928 4,881 27.9 26.8 136 6 *3 
1929 5,926 17.3 25.3 102 (25) 13 
1930 5,559 24.3 25.3 135 (0) 2! 
1931 3,791 17.8 23.6 67 (0) X 
1932 3,758 21.5 22.3 81 (0) •3 
1933 3,658 17.3 20.6 63 (0) 11 
1934 3,612 17.6 20.6 64 (0) 11 
1935 3,887 21.6 20.0 84 6 £ 
1936 4,438 16.2 20.0 72 (6) K 
1937 4,331 19.2 19.6 83 (0) 
1938 4,454 23.0 20.4 102 12 
1939 4,347 23,7 21.3 103 10 12 
1940 4,342 24.0 21,8 .104 10 13 
19a 5,304 20.8 22a 111 7 13 
1942 6,973 37.2 25.7 259 (30) U 
1943 8,397 25,7 26.3 216 5 6^ 
1944 7,291 26.7 26.9 195 1 4^ 
1945 7,350 21.5 26.4 158 36 2C 
ealeulating this moving aTamge yiMHA, 19 boshels per acre is substituted for azy y 
t>Ibe stox«ge ageiicgr i« diveeted to bvgr or e^ the difference between the actual crop t 
eanyewwr nmy not be less tfaao 10 or eaceeed 65 million bushels* Plgurae in parenthesee are 
beoeuee of Ujidtatians on else of oarsTwer* 
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Thble 13 
borage Progxwa for Barley on Disappearance and Gariyover^ 192L-1945 
t storage Agwicyb t Stoclm 1 Disappearance 
rear 1 Production 1 < 
iring c t BVQTB t Sells t Actual t Proposed 1 Actual • Pr<^osed 
irage t t 4 
lid per t t 1 
t (million 1 4 
lahele) t bushels) t (million buBhelB) t (million bushels) 1 (million bushels) 
•0 60 (0) 4 4 61 60 
»9 72 10 2 4 71 62 
.6 77 9 4 U 77 68 
»5 89 2 4 23 88 87 
•5 87 3 5 25 83 90 
.7 3jOO 3 9 22 103 97 
.7 97 4 6 25 99 93 
I8 136 6 7 29 127 130 
,3 102 (25) 13 35 91 127 
»3 135 (0) 25 10 130 135 
,6 67 (0) . 30 10 90 67 
.3 81 (0) 7 10 77 81 
63 (0) 11 10 64 63 
.6 64 (0) U 10 69 64 
•0 84 6 6 10 80 78 
•0 72 (6) 10 16 77 78 
.6 $3 (0) 5 10 81 83 
•4 102 12 7 10 96 90 
.3 103 10 13 22 103 93 
,8 104 10 13 32 106 94 
a. 111 7 11 42 111 118 
•7 259 (30) U 35 201 229 
•3 216 5 69 65 239 221 
,9 195 1 46 60 212 196 
158 36 29 59 157 194 
Hd, 19 b«0bel« per aere ia subetituted for az^ bela* 19 buehela* 
or sell the difference between the actual erop and an average-veather erop except that the 
65 niUlcD boshele* Figuree in parenthesoe are purdhaeee or ealee iribieh vere restricted 
I 
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If farners daolded to hold large atooka on farms the atorage agency would 
hare to aall grain in order to plaea a near aTerage*>waather orop on tha 
oarkat* In yaars when stocks held bgr the storage agencies were low this 
Bight not be possible* ffe conoludad, therefore, that farmers should not 
be abla to ohooae the better of two guaranteed prices bat atosty if they 
held grain beyond January 15, taka the risk of a lower price. 
These arguments appear as valid for coarae grains as they do for 
wheat. Wa propose that the forward prices for wheat and coarse grains 
be anaotmoad aimultaneously on or about January 15 and that these new 
prloaa be affeetive aa aoon as announced. 
It is also intended that compansatory payments be used to bring the 
prices recetred by faraiers up to the level of the forward price. These 
paymanta are again to be adjusted for seaaon, grade and location. The 
saaa diffleultias aa to intarferenoa with tha Intar-faxm aalas and 
disorlBinatlon between different types of prodooars arise with coaraa 
graina as with wiieat. Wa ahall not, therefore, repeat that discussion 
hare axoept to note that, as yet, no satlsfaetoxy solution for the 
problen of discrimiiuitlon among produoara haa coma to our attention. 
fbrward prieaa will again be fixed at a level equal to the expected 
eqailibrim price but only 90 per cant of this forward price will be 
guaraataad. Tha aqullibrim price ia again defined as that price iriileh 
will aove an averaga-waatber crop Into consuaption. In fixing this price 
the agaosy will parforoa have to taka Into account tha effect of the price 
eatablishad upon the acreage aeedad iriiich will also depend upon pricea 
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established for other crops competing for the same resources. In the 
event the market price proves higher than the forward price it is not 
intended to attempt to recover the difference since this practice would 
Involve many difficulties.^ 
We have noted that for products with an elasticity of demand of 
apin«ximately 0.7 that moderate changes in output will cause only mod-
2 
erate changes in gross receipts. A storage program for coarse grains 
which wl31 place a near average-weather crop on the market will tend to 
stabilise price, as indeed it is intended to do. However, this stabil­
isation of price will unstabillae gross faim income from the product as 
in the case of wheat. We are primarily concerned, not with the stabil­
isation of total receipts from a product, but with the stabilization of 
the individual faxmer's income £>rom that product. Given relatively stable 
prices, the stabilisation of the individual faziaer's Income therefore 
TOSolvee itself into the problem of stabilising individual farm output. 
A system of crop Insurance for grains is therefore an essential part of 
any stabilisation program. 
3. 
In -Uiis chapter we have proposed a stabilisation program for the 
principal Canadian field crops—wheat, oats and barley. This program has 
been Imilt on the premise of a high level of employment in the econcsay as 
^•e above p. 137. 
^See fbotnote 1, p. 142. 
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a whole. It Is therefore a plan which Is designed essentially to even 
out those fluctuations in the supply of grains which are attributable to 
variable weather conditions. The two essential parts of the proposed 
program are a storage plan and a forward price scheme. Evening out 
fluctuations in the price and supplies of feed grains is essential to a 
stable output of livestock. The immediate task now falls upon us of 
integrating our proposals for feed grains with a stabilization plan for 
the livestock and livestock products industry, fluctuations in the output 
of which are uneconomic in tents of resource tee and cause marked var­
iations in farm income. 
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VIX. STABlLmriON OF THE OUTPQT OF LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK FROOOCTS 
One of th« priziclpal reasons that ve have been eonoemed with stab­
ilising the prices and 8iq>plle8 of feed grains vas to perait greater 
certainty for llTestook producers. Production cycles result £r<m Tar-
latlons in the prices of liyestock and grains, nhen livestock prices 
are high relatlTely to costs of produetiony of which costs grain constitutes 
an important eonstituenti breeders tend to assuse that these prices will 
continue unchanged and expand their enterprises aocordiiigly. When this 
expanded stqpply of livestock products is placed on the narket the price 
is depressed and breeders tend to underestimate the price for the next 
prodnction period and hence produce too little. These successive under 
and over-estimates of price cause marked fluctuatioss in output which 
are nowhere better illustrated than in the production of hogs. 
Forward prices have been suggested as an appropriate technique for 
overconlng these pendulvn-like fluctuations. In this chapter we will 
be concerned with the possible application of a forward pricing technique 
to livestock products in Canada. The writer believes that it is possible 
to announce prior to breeding time^ a minlam price, for some livestock 
pcroducts at least, which will prevail during the time at which these 
products are marketed. Such minimum forward prices will be announced in 
terms of specific grades, dates and location and will be implemented 
where necessary by direct CMipensatory payments to farmers. 
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Since moat liTeatock prodnota cannot be stored unless processed and 
then only at a relatively high cost, supplies cannot be evened out over 
time fay the use of a storage program as in the ease of grains. Fortunately 
the output of livestock products is not dependent upon variations in 
weather to anything like the same sortent as are grains. If the forward 
pricing agency can anticipate prices fairly accurately for at least one 
production period in advance, and make these anticipated prices explicit 
in the fbm of forward prices, much of the fluctuation in livestock output 
trom year to year will be eliminated. An additional element of certainty 
would be added, should it prove possible to apprise farmers, not only of 
the price which would prevail for their livestock at the time at which it 
is marketed, bat also of the market price of feed grains during the feed« 
Ing period. This latter problem needs to be explored. 
Forward prices for livestock and livestock products should again be 
established according to the same criteria as suggested for grains. The 
forward inrlce would be equal to the expected equilibrium price; the floor 
price would be 90 per cent of the forward price. The equilibrium price 
for livestock products will be that price iriiich will move the quantity 
produced into consumption or export In the period during which the forward 
price prevails. But the equilibrium price will, of course, be one of the 
principal determinants of output which will also depend on the expected 
prioes of inputs and of other outputs. One of the principal Inputs is 
feed grains. In establishing a forward price for any given livestock 
product then, the forward pricing agency will have to pay careful attention 
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to the prices to be fixed for competing products as well as to the 
expected price of feed grains* Possibly these points can be best made 
with reference to specific products, 
km A Forward Feed-hog Ratio 
The pig breeder will be concerned not only with the price which he 
will get for his hogs when they are sold but also with the cost of 
producing these hogs. One important constituent item of cost will be 
the cost of feed. If the pig producer knows both the price of the fin­
ished prodt&Bt and the price of the most Important unit of input prior to 
breeding, a good part of the uncertainty connected with hog production 
will have been eliminated. If the breeder knew the price of feed idiich 
would prev&il during the feeding period, he would be in a moeh better 
position to estimate his net returns than if he does not know irtiat his 
feed costs will be. It does not, of course, make any difference whether 
he produces the grain which he feeds or buys it; the cost to him will 
be the same if the pricing system for feed grains does not discriminate 
in favour of either the feeder who buys or the feeder who raises his ovn 
feed grains. 
It might be thought that if we could axmounce a formrd price for 
feed grains at the same time that we announced the forward price for hogs, 
this forward feed price to be in effect during most of the hog feeding 
period, that we would have made possible a certain price for both hogs 
and feed grain. Itofortunately this is not true under the pricing plan 
for grains iriiich we have jaroposed. We have made provision for a forward 
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price for feed grains but this represents a minimuB, not a fixed price. 
In the event the market price differs from the forward price, the former 
and not the latter vill be the effective price to the feeder*^ 
It will be recalled that we proposed to announce a forward price for 
grains in nidoJanuary; this forward price to be effective for one year 
Arom the date of announcement. If this plan is to be retained and if a 
forward minimum, rather than a fixed price for feed grains is to be 
announced, we mxat depend upon some other device to ensure breeders anjr 
given forward relationship between hog and feed prices. A forward feed-
hog ratio is STiggested as being appropriate for this purpose. 
Assuning again that we can devise a technique which will make the 
opporttmity cost of feed grains to the feeder who raises hiw own grain 
eqxial to the market and not the forward price. Ctee marked advantage of 
the forward pricing scheme for feed grains proposed by Shepherd in 
Changing Emphasis in Agricultiiral Price Control Programs, Journal of 
Farm Econ. 26x498, 1944^ that the forward price would also be the 
market price. Under this plan the simultaneous determination of forward 
loriees for lirestock and for feed grains would give the producer a mini­
mum price for his livestock product and a definite fixed price for one 
important input—feed grain. As pointed out abowv, p. 146, footnote 2, 
in reference to a similar proposal by Johnson, the crucial problem is 
the determination of the quantity of the final (livestock) product which 
is to be produced. For any quantity determined there will be a price at 
which this output can be moved into consumption. Given this price, the 
price of feed grains may be so determined as to lead to the production 
of the pre-determined output of livestock products. Shepherd suggests 
that the detersiination of the quantity of the livestock product to be 
preduoed should be based on nutritional needs, (ibid. p. 498.) Since 
Canada exports roughly a quarter of her pork and one tenth of her beef 
output this expected export demand would necessarily have to be taken 
into account in detezmining production objectives. Under Shepherd's plan 
the storage agency will be directed to conduct such open market operations 
as are necessary to equate market prices for feed grains to forward prices 
during the period for which forward prices have been established. When 
using a storage fGjtn in this way it would sewn essential for the pricing 
agency to "keep its eye" on the storage stocks of feed grains when 
determining the quantity of livestock products to be produced. 
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There are three grains vHiieh are widely fed to hogs in Canada-^barley, 
oats end ^ leat. Barley and wheat are used for fattening while oats is 
the standard feed for young A forward barley-hog and wheat-hog ratio 
•Ight be aimounoed prior to breeding tlae to be in effect trom farrowing 
tine until the hogs are marketed* The pricea of these two grains will 
change over this period, both absolutely and relatively to each other. The 
hog producer would be guaranteed a price for his hogs equal to the announced 
ratio times the average market price of either barley or wheat in bis 
region for the oonth prior to sale. Since the luie of two grains may give 
two hog prices, it is the lower price iriiich is to be guaranteed to the 
prodoeer. 
1. For ata-ing plgS 
Sows to faxTow in the spring In Canada are osnally bred in Decenber 
or early Jannary. It is, therefore, suggested that a forward price for 
spring-farrowed hogs be announced not later than HoTeaber 15. Farrowed 
in April or Hay, the bulk of these hogs will be marketed ftron September 
throu^ to the following Uarch and the forward price should apply to this 
period* In terms of specific dates, a forward price might be announced 
on Kovoober 15, 19^6, for pigs marketed firav October 1, 1947) to March 15, 
1948. 
Let us suppose that the forward pricing ageney after appraising the 
probable demand for bacon and pprk firam October 1947 to MaMh 1948 and 
the probable stqpply with various feed-hog ratios determines upon a barley-
hog ratio of 18 and a wheat-hog ratio of 14. These two ratios will be 
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announced In November 19^6 and hog producers assured of a prloe for live 
hogs equivalent to whichever is the lower at the time of sale, Any differ­
ence between the market price for hogs and this guaranteed price will be 
auide up to the fanaer in the foxn of a direct or eompensatory payment. 
This device would permit the making of a forward price for hogs 
in Novonber and, although the administrators of such a program would 
likely have determined upon the probable forward prices for grains at 
this time, forward grain prices in the middle of January. Once fanners 
become accustomed to a feed-hog ratio it would probably mean nearly as 
unieh to then as a forward price in dollars and cents. It should prove 
fairly easy to demonstrate the significance of such a ratio to farmers 
simply by taking possible grain prices as examples and showing the 
computation of the forward price 
Going back to our preceding example, if the forward barley-hog ratio 
is 18 and wheat-bog ratio lA, and the average prices of the specified 
grades of barley and wheat are 50 and 65 cents a bushel respectively, 
the hog producer will receive |9 live weight or |12 dressed for his 
hogs, either directly ftvm the market or Aram the majA:et plus a compensatory 
payaent* It will still be to the producer's advantage to produce these 
hogs as cheaply as possible and to find the best market he can since the 
barley^hog ratio nay be expected to confuse farmers someirtiat 
in that it is defined as the number of bushels of No. 3 C. W. barl^, 
basis in store Fort WlUlam, leas 7 eesxts per bushel, equal in value to 
100 lbs. of B.l hog at Winnipeg on a live basis. This definition is a 
earry^-over £rom the time when hogs were sold on a live basis in Canada, 
low all hog priees are quoted on the basis of dressed weight. It is 
of course easy Moough to coqmte the price of live hogs from a given 
grain price and grain-hog ratio and to then convert the price to a dressed 
basis bj sultiplyixig by four-thirds. 
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payment will be based on average market price within the region. If 
the price of barley or wheat declines the floor price of hogs likewise 
declines but so also does the cost of producing them. 
We have suggested basing the forward price for hogs on the average 
price of grain duoring the month prior to the sale of the hogs. The 
objection might be raised that if a hog producer has paid a higher price 
for grain which he bought earlier he is not, therefore, receiving the 
guaranteed price for hogs relatively to the price of grain. It will be 
noted that the forward price ratio for spring pigs is established for 
the period beginning October 1 and ending March l!^ of the following year. 
Now within this period, on January 15, a new forvard price for feed grains 
is to be announced. Will not the feeder suffer, if the market price in­
fluenced by the new forward price is lower than the previous market price, 
and gain if it is higher, since this market price will determine hog prices? 
This objection holds and its weight in reducing price certainty will depend 
upon the extant to which market prices for grain change fl^om one forward 
pricing period to the next. Without benefit of experiment, the iirlter is 
Inclined to believe that such changes in grain prices will be moderate. 
If such does not prove true, there seems no valid reason why the ratio 
should not be based upon the average market price prevailing over a longer 
period of time prior to the sale of the hog. 
The question now arises as to why we did not include oats in gtiar-
anteeing a forward feed->hog ratio. The reason is that the elasticity of 
substitution between oats and either barley or wheat as a feed for hogs 
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is relatively low. With the price ratios which nonaally prevail between 
the price of oats and the other feed grains it is not economical to finish 
hogs on oats alone. lf« therefore» hog prices were also based upon an 
oats-hog ratio and the price of oats declined relatively to the other 
feed grains in such a way as to lower the guaranteed price for hogs, 
and yet hogs could not be finished economically on oats, hog i^oducers 
would be caught in a squeeze. They might still find it economical to 
feed wheat or barley and yet the price which they would receive for their 
hogs would be baaed upon the price of oats. If our storage program 
succeeds in placing a near average-weather crop of oats on the market 
eaeh year it seems probable that the d«nand for oats for feed will cause 
the price to reflect their feeding value relatively to the other grains. 
Feeders will continue to use oats to an extent depending upon its relative 
price Just as they will choose between barley and wheat on the basis of 
relative price. 
2. For pigs 
Although the spring crop of pigs is quantitatively much more important 
in Canada than the fall pig crop, the latter normally eois&andB a higher 
price irfxen marketed. This seasonal variation in prices tended to encour­
age a more even distribution of marketings throughout the year since the 
higher price for fall pigs would cover a higher cost of producing them.^ 
We suggest that a forward feed-hog price ratio for fall pigs be 
announced not later than the end of Ibureh. This guaranteed forward ratio 
^he present wholesale ceilings on dressed carcasses do not vary 
seasozudly and therefbre make the raising of fall pigs relatively less 
attractive. 
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would apply to tha period £roD Uaroh 15, of the following year to the 
saooaedlng Septeaber 30. That is, if a forward feed-hog ratio were to 
apply to the 1947 fall pig crop, the axmouneeaeBt should be made not 
later than Itareh 31» 1947, and would apily to hogs marketed ftom Uaroh 15, 
1948# to Septeaber 30, 19AB» The details of the plan would be similar 
to those suggested for a forward feed-hog ratio for the spring pig crop. 
Sino* we argued that the forward ratio for the spring pig crop 
should app2y to hogs marketed ftom October 1 to Uareh 15, the forward 
ratio for the fall crop would result in a forward ratio being in effect 
at all tlaes« We have suggested that the forward price for spring-
farrowed pigs be in effeot for months and that for fall-farrowed 
pigs for months* Pigs bom in the fall usually require a somewhat 
longer feeding period to fit thai for market than do spring pigs. These 
periods could of course be altered oooe some experience has been gained 
ftoKi the operation of the schene. 
There is no reason why the forward feed-hog ratio could not be 
adjusted seasonally to encourage more regular marketings throughout 
the year. The ratio ml^^ be raised each month for hogs marketed in 
February through to March 15, a period of low marketings, and similarly 
fipom J\me thxou^ September. 
The transition ttom one forward pricing period through to the next 
would not appear to present any insunuuntable difficulties. The 
transition occurs at periods irtien marketings are normally li^t. If 
•ai^et prices are below the forward price, some bunching of marketings 
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before the new forward prices go into effect might be encountered if 
the new foz^ard price is below the old. If the new forward price is 
higher than the old and both exceed the market price producers will tend 
to hold pigs over into the next period. Should the change in forward 
prloes prove great enough to distort narketings, a system of graduated 
payments in the last three weeks of the old period or the first three 
weeks of the new, depending on whether the new forward price is higher 
or lower than the old, should smooth out marketings over the transition 
period. 
3. Sianaxx 
In accordanee with our contention in Chapter VI that forward prices 
should, for best resource use, be established in Canada for coarse 
grains as well as for irtieat we found it necessazy to integrate these 
forward grain prices with an assured price for hogs. Since we are, 
furthermore, proposing to iriplraent forward grain prloes by the use of 
eompensatozy payments rather than equating market price to forward price 
throu^ loan and storage operations, the price of feed grains to feeders 
will not necessarily be the forward grain price. The problem is oompli-
oated bgr the fact that the production period for livestock is not co-
temimis with that for grain. For these reasons it is not possible to 
announce a forward price for llTsstock and, at the same time, announce a 
forward price for feed grains thereby assuring the livestock producer 
of a aiBinoB price for his livestock and a maxiaum price for the grain 
which he feeds. 
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We have suggested, therefore, a forward feed-hog ratio which will 
guarantee the hog producer a ainimun price for hip hogs in terms of his 
feed grain. The feeder is at liberty to feed those grains which are 
relatively lower in price and will receive a price for his hogs based 
upon the price of either barley or wheat in his area, depending upon 
which is relatively lower. By the use of this device the writer believes 
it possible to achieve certain advantages which are not possible with 
some other techniques which have been suggested. These advantages arei 
(1) It permits the operation of a storage program committed to 
the placing of an average weather crop on the market by sales and pur-
ohaaes without being committed to the maintenance of a pre-determlned 
market price. This avoids placing the storage agency in the position of 
having to deteralne what the prices of grains shall be. Such a function 
Is best left to the market. 
(2) It permits the announcement of forward prices for livestock 
In terms of feed grains for periods during which the forward and the 
market prices of feed grains will change. An important corollary to 
this point is that forvard feed-livestock prices ratios may be announced 
for periods which do not coincide with the forward pricing period for 
coarse grains. 
B. Forward Prices for Beef Cattle 
The length of the produetloB period for beef cattle makes it more 
difficult to establish forward prices for this product than for hogs. 
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The eooBDodit/ too Is far from homogeneous. Roughly 10 per cent of the 
Canadian beef cattle population is carried on specialized range cattle 
ranches in southern Alberta, southwestern Saskatchewan and the interior 
valleys of British Columbia. These cattle are sold as long yearlings or 
long two year olds and either as grass fat cattle for immediate slaughter 
or as feeders. Whether or not grass cattle are fed depends largely on 
the degree of finish, the price of feed and the escpeeted price of fin­
ished cattle relatively to the price of unfinished or semi-finished 
cattle. 
1. fed Cattle 
Cattle feeders normally fill their feed lots In October or November 
and thegr may elect to finish long yearlings, calves, or less frequently, 
long two-yea]>-old8. These cattle may retDudn in the feedlots anywhere 
from two to nine months. The fixing of forward prices for fed cattle 
ehonld not prove too difficult since the production period will not 
exceed eleven months. One difficulty depending upon the forward pricing 
technique adopted may be that the feeding period will normaUy fall 
across two forward pricing periode for feed grains. 
Suppose a forward price for fed cattle is announced in September, 
effective for the period December 15 through July 15* This forward price 
will be specific in terns of grade, location and season. The guaranteed 
I^ioe should Increase each month during the period in order to partially 
'smooth out" marketings, that ia to encourage feeders to put cattle on 
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the fflarket when the supply la normally short 
feeder oattle In the fall he will be oonoemed with at least two factors t 
(a) the price of the "feeder ftrane" relatively to the eipeoted price 
for finished cattle, and (b) the cost of putting on the Increase in weight. 
A forward price for finished cattle in dollar terns will permit a 
auch greater degree of certainty on the first point. The feeder can 
compare the market price of feeder cattle at the time he contemplates 
bqjlng with the guaranteed price of finished oattle at axqr date IQ) to 
eleven months hence* Some techaological uncertainty remains in that the 
grade of finished animal idiich any givwn feeder may make in a given time 
and with given feed is somewhat uncertain. To an experience d feeder 
this element of technological uncertainty is negligible when compared 
with the d^:ree of price uncertainty which prevails for fed oattle under 
a tr— merket. 
%he eoqperience gained under the price control policy which was 
applied to beef in Canada during the war has some interesting impUcaticns 
beiuring vqpon seasonal variation In floor prices. Ceilings and floors 
were placed iq>on beef at the wholesale level and retailers were not 
allowed to increase their "spread" above that which prevailed during 
the base period, September 15, to October 11, 1941. Neither ceilings 
or floors were applied to live cattle. Ceilings and floon were estab­
lished for seven qualities of beef in each of 15 acnes across Canada. 
On May 27, 1943* seasonal differentials In floor prices were Introduced. 
They were as follows for conaercial quality beef in Zone 6 (Southern 
Ontario)! 
Hay 27 - Augnst 
Attgnst 16 - September 18/43.. 
SepteBber 20 - December 18/43 
Oeceaber 20 - Febaraary 5/44* • 
Febtmaiy 7 » March 18/44 
Karch 20 - April 22/44 
April 24 * forward.. 
19 3/4 cents 
17 3/4 
1. 19 3/4 
On August 21, 1944* a policy of level floor prices throughout the year 
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Similarly the greatest degree of uncertainty connected with the 
oost of adding weight to these cattle is the imcertaln price for feed 
grain although some technological uncertainty in rate of gain is also 
present* To what eoctent can the feeder be apprized in advance of the 
price of feed grains which will prevail during the feeding period? The 
technique suggested for hogs, the setting of a forward feed-livestock 
ratio, may prove the most suitable for this purpose. One immediate 
objection to such a plan is that a barley-beef or a wheat-beef ratio is 
much less familiar than the corresponding ratios for hogs. Such an 
objection is, of coumei superficial; for the most part, farmers know 
little or nothing of the barley-hog ratio in formal terms although 
their aotlons suggest that they pay rather close attention to the price 
of feed grains when deciding upon the size of their hog enterprise. 
A more fundamental objection to this plan, and one vhlch did not 
obtain in the case of hogs, la that a forward feed-beef ratio does not 
pexBit the feeder to compare the spread between the price of feeder 
cattle and the price of the finished animal. A decline in the price 
of feed grains might entirely eliminate this spread between the price 
of feeders and the guaranteed price for finished cattle. If feeders 
•nst assume this risk it seems reasonable to suppose that they will 
require a more favourable feed-beef ratio to induce thou to imdertake 
feeding operations cn the same scale. 
was announced. At the same time the ceiling, irtiich was above the 
floor, was also made level. Apparently these seasonal differentials 
were sufficiently hi^ as to interfere with marketings by inducing 
producers to hold cattle which were ready for market over for a higher 
price. 
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The above shortcoming of a forward feed-beef ratio together nlth 
the fact that forward prices for fed cattle will not have to be set for 
nore than 12 months in advance, as compared vith about 16 months for 
hogs, should encourage us to seek an alternative technique. If other­
wise feasible a forward price in dollar terns will also prove more 
readily acceptable to cattle feeders since this method avoids the trouble 
involved in taranslating a ratio into dollar terms. Ilould it then be 
feasil^e to announce forward prices for finished cattle in terms of 
dollars per hundred pounds for specified grades by area and date of sale? 
The answer to this question deptfuis upon the certainty with which 
feed grain prices can be made known to the feeder at the time he makes 
his plans. When the forward price for finished cattle is announcedy 
say in Septenber, the feeder may make anangements to purchase feeder 
cattle. A forward price for feed grains will be in effect and will 
remain unchanged up to January 15. However, if and when the feeder buys 
grain he will pay the market and not the forward price. 
The feeder will not expect any marked change in feed grain prices 
since he knows that the storage agency stands comnitted to place a near 
average-weather crop on the market during the crqp year, which will 
include all of the feeding period. Fluctuations in either domestic or 
«i^>ort demand may raise or depress the market price in spite of the 
average supply. Such a change may be anticipated at the time new forward 
prices for grains are anxkounced in January since privste traders may well 
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give considerable weight to the pricing agency's Judgment of demand and 
supply conditions; this Judgment will be reflected in the new forward 
price which is fixed at, say, 90 per cent of the expected equllibriuo 
price. In an effort to protect hlaself the feeder nay buy and store 
his grain if he anticipates that the market price will rise more than 
the cost of storage. Or he may take advantage of the futures market to 
hedge his prospective purchases.^ 
Upon comparing these two possible methods of in^lementing a forward 
price for fed cattle the writer's Judgment would be that a forward price 
for beef cattle in dollar terms, if acccmpanied by the operation of a 
futures market for feed grains, including irtieat, is superior to a forward 
feed-beef ratio. The failun of the latter method to give feeders a basis 
for judging the relative prices of feeder and fed cattle would still 
permit a fairly high degree of uncertainty even though the price of 
finished cattle relatively to grain prices were guaranteed. Many feeders 
^he purchase of a future entitles the holder to takn delivery of 
aqy one of the contract grades at Fort Willlaa0*ort Arthur when the del­
ivery month arrives. But a feeder in Alberta wants wheat in Alberta, 
not at the Lakehead., However, when he wishes to take delivery thezeis 
nothing to prevent him selling his future and buying feed wheat fkom his 
loeal elevator. Since the increase in the prioe of feed wheat in Alberta 
will be roughly equal to the increment in the value of the future the 
feeder will have hedged his purchase of feed wheat. The writer's exper~ 
ienee has be«i that few farmers see in a futures market aoythiiig other 
than a device iriiich permits a would-be gambler to gamble. Every farmer 
knows that if he biTS and holds a future he is gamUing. Eew would admit 
that thegr are gambling when they hold grain in their bins hoping for a 
price rise. Similarly a feeder is gambling on the price of feed grain 
when he buys feeder cattle and plans to buy his feed as he goes along. 
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undtrtake feeding cattle eren though the coat, exoluslve of return to 
the operator, of adding additional weight to the feeder cattle is no 
more than the market price of thia increased weight* Thej are counting 
in addition tqnn an increase in the selling price per pound of finished 
cattle over the priee per pound which thej paid for feeders. If thia 
price differential is one laportant determinant of the wolume of cattle 
to be fedf it shoald be auule known to the prospective feeder while he 
is still planning his feeding operations. 
2. and grass»fat cattle 
The length of the production period makes it eztxanely difficult 
for the fonard pricing agency to forecast accnrately the equilibriua 
price of feeder or grass-fat cattle prior to the tlaM producers must 
make their breeding plans. Cows are usually bred from July to SeptMiber. 
Calves are bom the following April, May and June. A few of these 
calves may be placed in feed lots that same fall, some of them held 
over for another year and perhaps a half held throng another year and 
sold in the fall as long two-year olds. Now if forward prices were to 
be announced to producers in tire to influence breeding plans, these 
prices would have to be announced at least 16 Bonths in adtrance for those 
selling calves, 28 months for producers selling long yearlings and 40 
•onths for producers selling long two-year olds. With the possible 
eoneption of calves, which are relatively unimportant in the overall 
picture, the writer believes that equlllbrluB prices for feeder and 
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grass fat cattle eaxmot be anticipated with any significant degree of 
accuracy as far ahead as would be required. 
The announcement of forward prices for fed cattle will have an 
effect upon the market prices of feeder cattle and may either raise or 
lower them depending upon the degree to irtiich the forecast of the forward 
pricing agency harmonizes with the expectations of the trade. Slnee there 
is usually a fairly constant spread between the prices of the various 
grades of cattle, any increase In this spread through the fixing of a 
forward price for fed cattle will likely be offset by a rise in the 
market price of feeder cattle as feeders bid for then. The knowledge 
of this relationship may cause the organised producers of grass cattle 
to attempt to bring pressure to bear on the pricing agency to set the 
price of finished cattle above the equilibrium level. 
Should the lack of a forward price for grass cattle give rise to 
the well known cobweb effect it might be desirable to announce long 
term forward prices for feeders at a relatively low percentage of the 
expected price even though the latter could not be accurately anti­
cipated so far in advance. A forward price of 65 per cent of the 
expected price mig^t have an important effect in deterring those "in^ 
and^utera" afflicted with undue pessimism firom liquidating their breed-
lag herd when prices were temporarily low. Such a limited guarantee 
should not entail the making of any large transfer payments to cattle 
lorodnoers. 
It is difficult to appraise the effect upon the production of feeder 
cattle which the lack of a forward price for this product, or a forward 
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price which is low relatively to the most probable price, will have. 
The outcome will likely depend upon the degree to which other products, 
for which a forward price has been announced, compete with feeder cattle 
for resources which may be used for the production of either. Resources 
used for producing feeder cattle might be used to produce hogs, dairy 
products, mutton or wool. This is particularly true on farms in the 
park belt of the Prairie Provinces or in Eastern Canada. Most farms in 
the range cattle areas of Western Canada will be used to produce grass 
cattle, irrespective of the relative price of other products. A few 
such units might shift as between cattle and sheep. On the short grass 
plains farmers frequently vary the sise of their hog enterprises without 
making any concomitant adjvistment in the size of other enterprises. 
Farmers in Western Canada reduced their hog enterprises very substantially 
in 1943* yet there is little indication that they replaced these hogs 
with cattle. Rather their willingness to produce hogs appears to be a 
function not only of the feed>hog ratio but of their own net incomes. 
A i^riori it might be reasoned that the added certainty resulting flrom 
forward prices for hogs will cause some shift away £^m the production of 
feeder cattle in the park belt and in Eastern Canada. To attempt to estiinate 
the extent of sueh a shift is futile without emplrlccLL evidence. That there 
is some elasticity of substitution between the resources which are employed 
to produce hogs and feeder cattle we know| the degree of sueh substitute 
ability ve do not know, 
C. Forward Prices for Sheep, Lambs and Wool 
The problems likely to be encountered in establishing forward prices 
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for sheep and lambs are comparable to those met with In the case of 
feeder and fed cattle. A forward price for fed lambs would offer little 
difficulty; a forward price for sheep would not appear to be feasible 
because of the length of the production period. A forward price for 
wool if considered desirable might be announced prior to the culling of 
flocks In the fall of the year. Since Canada produces only about 10 
per cent of her wool consumption the estimation of a forward price for 
wool some 10 months in advance might be subject to a considerable degree 
of error. Since income from the sale of sheep* lambs and wool amounts 
to less than 1 per cent of the total farm cash income for the Dominion, 
these products might well be omitted from a forward pricing program. 
D. Forward Prices for Dairy Products 
The output of mUk differs from most other farm products in that it 
is continuous throughout the year although varying markedly with the 
season. Fluid sales tend to be relatively constant and the greatest 
variation occurs in the production of butter, cheese, concentrated and 
dried milk. Forward prices might conceivably be applied to total milk 
sales or to the products into which it is manufaotured* The second 
alternative might serve to control both the volume of output and the 
aUooation of milk among competing products. 
Fluid milk prices have been controlled in eig^t provinces by 
provincial milk control boards* British Columbia is the exception. In 
those provinces controlling milk prices, other than Ontario and Quebec, 
Jurisdiction is only sxerclsed in specified urban commnnities—but fluid 
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milk prloea appear to be relatl-vely stable In all markets. Forward 
prloee would not seem to offer ax^y advantages since prices for this 
oomaodity are already known in advance with a reasonable degree of 
certainty. The price of fluid milk typically differs from market to 
market and there are thousands of local markets. The difficulties 
encountered in administering forward prices for fluid milk would appear 
to nuUliy any gains to be derived Arom such a plan. 
forward prices fcr manufactured milk products, other than butter* 
have in effect been guaranteed during the war years by forward sales 
contracts with Great Britain. In addition the supplies on the domestic 
market were safflciently limited relatively to the demand to keep prices 
at ceiling levels. Subsidies have also been paid to producers through 
the agency of the Agricultural Food Board on cheese milk, milk for 
oono«Btration and drying, on fluid milk delivered to processors and on 
bntterfat used in the manufacture of ereameory butter.^ Most of such 
subsidies were removed during 1946 and the government has expressed its 
intention of removing them all as the supply catches up with demand.^ 
Li most instances these subsidies have been paid through the processing 
or dlstribttting agency and were incorporated In the price paid to farmers. 
The processing fin then sutatitted a claim to the Agricultural Food Board, 
and vere in turn reimbursed. 
^For an account of the operations of the Agricultural Food Board 
see A. S* Bichards. The Agricultural Food Board. Economic Annalist. 
Ecoiwfflios Sivltflon, Ooalnlon Department of Agriculture. August 1945.P.51. 
^Isonoalo Controls. A Reference Book for the Dominion-Provincial 
Conference on Reconstruction, p. H. 
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One of the most effeetlve means of adainlsterlng forward prices 
for dairy prodtiets vould be the eatablishDent of such forward prices on 
the manufaotured produet—i.e., a forward price for butter, cheese and 
concentrated milk products. Such prices could be announced for a tvelve 
month period in advance, varied seasonally and by area and Implemented 
by means of compensatory payments. The adoption of this device would 
prove simpler than attempting to establish forward prices for cheese 
milk, butterfat and milk puzxshased for conoentration. This technique 
would also avoid the necessity of purchase and storage by the recently 
established Dairy Faroducts for the purpose of supporting price. 
One possible objection which might be raised to the estabHsbanent 
of forward prices on the basis of the processed commodity, rather than 
on the original farm product, would be that any compensatory payment 
made might not be passed back to the farmer. The forward price is Intended 
to guarantee a specific price to the farmer not to the processor. The 
pertinent question is, therefore, whether a forward price for the pro­
cessed coBODodl'^ could be translated Into a specific price for milk. 
This question would appear to have two closely related implications i 
(l) Vhat part of the differential between the market price and the for­
ward price, paid to the processor as a compensatory payment, would be 
passed back to the milk producer and irtiat part would be absorbed by 
the processor? (2) Could a forward price of, say, 20 cents a pound for 
Cheddar cheese be readily translated by the producer into a forward price 
f(Hr cheese milk in aay specific area? 
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A possible solution to this first question would be simply to make 
the payment on the basis of a record of purchases subnitted by the pro­
cessing agency. In this way farmers would not have to sutanit claims, 
stq)ported by sales slips, and the processing agency need have nothing 
further to do with the distribution of compensatory parents since checks 
could be mailed out to producers Isy the pricing agency. If the cheese 
factory sold cheese at an average price of 18 cents a pound during a 
period in which the forward price was 20 cents a pound, a compensatory 
payment of 2 cents a pound would be pro-rated among producers who had 
delivered milk during that period. If we assume that about 10 pounds 
of milk would be required to make a pound of cheese, the payment would 
be about 20 cents per hundredweight for milk delivered. Bowever, this 
ratio of output to input would not have to be determined explioltly 
since the total pajnnent would simply be divided the number of pounds 
of Bilk marketed and distributed to patrons accordingly. 
is far as the second point, the translation of forward cheese prices 
into milk prices, is concerned, if the forward price for cheese were 
announced In terms of grade, location and season, producers could trans­
late this price into the approximate price for cheese milk. To do this 
exactly would necessitate knowing the processing margin normally retained 
bgr the cheese factory. If, for example, a price of 20 cents per pound 
for Cheddar cheese, f.o.b. factory, "nomally* nets the producer of cheese 
|1«S0 per hundredweight, and this fast is known to him, he would 
have no difficulty in translating a forward price for cheese for his own 
area into terms of cheese milk. 
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If the market price was below the forward price and a compenaatory 
pajment waa nade^ the total price to the producer. Including government 
pajment, would be the sane as if the market price were equal to the for­
ward price, providing the processors* margin per pound of cheese does not 
vary with the price of cheese. Thus if the forward price for cheese 
were 25 centa a pound and the market price 20 cents, the producer of 
cheese milk would receive $1«80 per hundredweight from the market, and 
in addition, 5 centa per every 10 pounds of milk dalivered, or a compen-
aatozy pajnnent of 50 cents per hundredweight* His total payment would 
thus be $2.30 per hundredweight, Just as it would be if the market price 
for cheese were 25 ents per pound. 
Actually, of course, this assumed processors* margin of 2 cents on 
each pound of cheese produced will vary with the price level, with the 
sise of plant and with the degree of competition. The only point which 
we wish to estabUsh is that proeeasors' margins do not vary enough to 
prevent milk producers firom translating forward cheese prices into cheese 
•ilk prices. A 1 cent difference in processing margins on cheese will 
not make a signiflsant difference in the degree of price certainty for 
Bilk producers irtien cheese prices are at or above the 20 cent level. 
We haw traced through in aome detail the operation of a suggested 
plan by iriaieh, if forward prices are established for cheese, any deficit 
of market prioee below forward prloes may be made up to the producers of 
cheese milk* Butterfat and milk for conoentration are amenable to similar 
methods of treatment and we will not, for that reason, concern ourselves 
with the dertails bmre. 
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The question arises as to why we should azmounoe forward prices 
in terms of the f jjud product, in this ease cheese, butter and con­
centrated Bilk products, rather than in terms of the farm commodity, 
cheese milk, butterfat or milk for concentration. There is no con­
clusive argtatent on this point; it is rather a matter of selecting the 
method which offers the greatest administrative simplicity. Ab in our 
previous disctission of forward prices it is Intended that the forward 
price shall be an equilibrium price, that is, that price which will 
move the quantity of product produced into consumption during the for­
ward pricing period* Moreover we are coxtoezued that events, ex post, 
may be used as a criterion of the accuracy of the pricing agency in 
fixing forward prices. To do so gives us a benchmark against which the 
performance of the pricing agency may be Judged. Such a benchmark could 
prove Inqportant in checking the effects of excessive pressure exerted by 
the spokesmen for particular conmiodity groups. 
The forward pricing agency will be confronted with the problem of 
establishing forward prices which will call forth that output of each 
product which will move into consumption during the pricing period at a 
Biarket price closely approximating the forward price. If the forward 
price for one milk product is high, z«latively to the others, it will 
divert more wtUg to that particular use than consumers desire. As a 
result the market price for this over-valued product will be low, resotirces 
will have been used in a less-than-optlBiai way and larger transfer pay­
ments will be made to farmers. 
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The existence of organized markets and established grades for the 
proeessed ocmmodltles permit a ready eomparlson of market and forward 
prices • The lack of such markets and grades for milk Itself make siioh 
a eomparlson much more difficult. The determination of average cheese 
or batter prices in various areas should prove relatively simple; the 
determination of average cheese ml3k or butterfat prices relatively more 
difficult. 
S. Forward Prices for Eggs and Poultry 
Owing to the relatively short tine required to build up a laying 
flock, as well as the possibility of increasing egg production from 
•xisting flocks Ijj better feeding and care, the output of eggs can be 
changed substantially within a t-welve month period. Because of an even 
shorter production period for poultry meat, output can be changed greatly 
within less than a year. This relative ease with which output can be 
changed, together with the nature of the industry which permits firms 
with aw»»»n capital resources to enter, might cause marked fluctuations 
in output. 
The suitability of poultry and egg production as an enterprise for 
part time farmers, either for those who have retired or those living on 
small holdings and working at urban employment, may result in a relatively 
large output of these products. Ihile price policy alone neither should 
nor will raise the supply price, many of these producers may base their 
production plans iq>on an expected price iriiich is not Justified by simply 
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and demand eondltlons. For this reason forward prices for eggs and 
poultry fflcgr yield greater returns in terms of better resource iise than 
the relatively small proportion of total cash income contributed them 
would indicate,^ 
An increasing projiortlon of the chickens produced are nov bought 
as day old chicks Arom conmerclal hatcheries. The bulk of such sales 
occur in March, April and May with some earlier and some later. Few 
pullets are laying prior to October. It would appear, therefore, that 
if a forward price for eggs could be announced In January effective the 
first of the following October that a high degree of price certainty 
would be asstired to egg producers. This forward price shotild be effective 
for a 12 month period, i.e., from October through to October. Egg prod-
lasers would have two opportunities to adjust their output to the announced 
price, first In the mmber of puUeta raised and secondly in the number 
of old hens and pullets of poor conformation to be culled out in the 
fall of the year. 
There is normally a marked seasonal variation in the price of eggs, 
with low prices prevailing in April, Hay and June, then rising to a peak 
in late October or early November and declining to an intermediate level 
as the new crop of pullets begins to lay. This seasonal variation would 
suggest a forward price ibich also varies seasonally In order to encourage 
^Less than 10 per cent of Canadian famen* gross cash farm income 
Is noznally derived fjrom the sale of eggs and poultry. 
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the output of mgga during periods of higher prloes and relatively lover 
production. Storage operations during the spring aonths and an outward 
aiovement of stored eggs in the early winter months contribute to the 
SBOothing out of prices. We are not concerned hen with the application 
of forward prices to stored eggs since this operation is not handled hy 
famers; howeveri since forward prices for eggs are an estljnate of 
eocpeeted market prices, these announced prices should prove helpful to 
firms conducting storage operational since they are a forecast of market 
prices for Aresh eggs. 
Although commercial egg producers are concerned with the expected 
prices of feed grains as well as those for eggs, the annoTUtcement of 
forward prices in terns of a feed-egg ratio does not seem practical. The 
rations fed to poultry differ widely, varying f^ram grain screenings, 
through miUfeeds, wheat, oats and barley to commercial laying mashes 
containing these various constituents and others in varying proportions. 
The announceaent of a forward egg price as a multiple of some standard 
poultry ration would seem too difficult for ready translation into egg 
prices by egg producers. A storage program for wheat and feed grains 
will probably ensure sufficient price stability to these feeds to permit 
the effect ITS application of a forward egg price in dollar terms. 
Since egg prices mast be anaounced for a period beginning some 
9 months tram the date of announceaent and effective through a 12 month 
period ending 21 months ftom the date of annoxincement, some difficulty 
may be experienced in accurately forecasting prices for a period this 
far in advance. The domestic demand for eggs will depend upon the relative 
prices of meats and tqpon the level of national income* The export demand 
nay prove more difficult to forecast* Prior to the war Canada exported 
less than 1 per cent of her total egg output*^ In 1946 and again in 194.7 
the British egg contract calls for 85 mil] ion dosen, or nearly 25 per 
cent of expected production in each of these years* As meat supplies 
catch tip with demand this export market will undoubtedljr shrink; if 
Canada continues to negotiate forward contracts at specified minimum 
prices, the probl«n of predict!^ export demand will assume very modest 
proportions* 
The transition £rom one forward pricing period to the next offers 
relatively little difficulty with a perishable product such as eggs* 
If the forward price exceeds the market price and declines there is no 
inducenent for producers to hold eggs from one period to the next. If 
the converse case obtains and forward prices increase« any attempt to 
hold eggs over for any considerable period will defeat its own end since 
the loss in grade will more than offset the increase in price. Little 
or no interference with the marketing process will then be occasioned 
by the transition trom one forward pricing period to the next. 
The same general principles apply to the establishment of fbrward 
prices for poultry as for eggs. If a forward price is to be announced^ 
it too should be made known in January btxt should go into effect for a 
12 month period* The administrative difficulties which will be encountered 
Quarterly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics. Soninion Bureau 
of Stctistisa. 37(4* 1944. 
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with poultry promise to be somewhat greater than In the case of eggs. 
Grades of poultxy are less rigidly standardized althoti^ some progress 
la being made toward more unlfozn standards.^ In fixing forward prices 
for poultry pxoduets at anticipated equilibrium levels the pricing agency 
must pay close attention to the expected market price for red meats since 
these are close substitutes to the consumer. Fjrom the standpoint of 
the producer, howeyer, & is doubtful if poultry eompetes to any marked 
eortent for the use of any agricultural resources other than grain. For 
this reason the announcement of forward prices for poultry need not be 
co-incident with the announcement of fomard prices for other farm products. 
F. A Note on Perishable Plant Products 
So far we ha-ve been concerned with foimard prices for two types 
of productsI 
(a) Those iriiose output Is not, within limits, subject to human 
control but which are durable and therefore storable; this group IriCludes 
the grains. The output of grain is subject to control in that such 
inputs as acreage, fertiliser, cultivation and crop rotation can be 
conlmlltdj the output is uncontrollable to the extent of variation in 
yield attribotable to weather conditions. We proposed to stabilise 
market supplies by means of storage operations and to anoounce minimum 
forward jarlces. 
^Sale of poultxy by grade through retail channels is now required 
in some seven Canadian cities and Is being extended to other areas 
"In accordance with public demand". 
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(b) Thoee produets whose output is, to a ouch larger extent, sub* 
jeot to human control but which either cannot be stored or can be stored 
in processed form only, at a relatively high cost and for fairly short 
periods of time. This group includes the meat animals and such live­
stock prodtffits as fluid milk, cheese, butter and concentrated milk prod-
iiots. For these commodities we proposed to "control" output through 
the medium of guaranteed forward prices or a forward feed-price ratio 
in the case of hogs. It is intended to permit these commodities to 
flow into consumption at a free market price and, where necessary, to 
Implement the forward price by means of direct payments to farmers equal 
to the difference betmen the guaranteed forward price and the average 
market price received by the producer. 
There is now a third type of Canadian farm product which we might 
label as "perishable plant produets" to distinguish them the 
durable grains and the perishable livestock products. This third type 
includes potatoes and vegetables, small fjniits and the tree f^its. 
The output of all of these is sensitive to variations in weather conditions 
and precludes control of output and their supply eannot be regularised 
over tijne by storage operations. 
If a forward prloe, fixed at the ezpeeted equilibrivim level for an 
average siaed crop is guaranteed for these products and an above average 
orop is hairvested, growers will receive a large transfer pajnaent since 
the market priee will likely be low. If thoy harvest a small crop the 
market price will likely exceed the forward price by a substantial margin. 
If no fbrward price is axmounced and the demand for these products proves 
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fairly Inelastic a small crop will yield larger total returns to growers 
than an average or better crop while a large crop will yield soaller 
than average total retxsms. 
In order to avoid making heavy transfer payments to farmers producing 
perlshahle plant products it has been suggested that a forward price 
schedtile, with the guaranteed price varying Inversely with the sise of 
the crop in such a way as to stabilise growers* aggregate gross cash 
incont trom dlffarwt siMd crops be announoed.^ This devloa would not 
stabilise the gross incoma of individual producers trota the sale of 
these crops unless yields were uniform throughout the producing area. 
This latter conditi n doas not, of course, obtalni the extent of the 
variation in Indlvldnal farm yields trom the average would determine 
the year-to-year fluetuations in gross income ftrom the sale of these 
crops for particular produeex>s« In order to stabilise the individual 
farmer's cash receipts ftoa grain sales we suggested a scheme of crop 
insurance. Whether crop insurance for perlshahle plant products is work­
able trom an economic standpoint, and whether the fluctuations in the 
output of these crops on individual farms are sufficiently great to 
warrant the applioation of crop Insurance to them cannot be said in the 
absence of a detailed examination of this industry. 
The omlsaion of forward prices for tree finiits nould not likely 
have any maricadly adverse effects upon resource allocation since tree 
Aniits do not closely cmpete with other products for the use of farm 
S. Shepherd. Agricultural Price Control, imes, lowat Iowa 
State College Press. 19^ 5* P* 154* 
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rMouroas. The produetlon period for tree fruits is very long. Tear 
to year price fluctuations will not induce axqr marked change in output 
of these pmducts* It would be impossible to announce a forward price 
if the production period is construed as meaning the length of time 
required to bring newly planted trees into production. 
Forward prices for small A*uits, vegetables and potatoes, on the 
other hand, might lower the supply price of these commodities by miti­
gating the uneconomic effects of capital rationing and Improving resource 
use by permitting farmers to choose the prospectively more profitable 
of competing crops, Ibr thoe crops such as potatoes and vegetables, 
a forward price schedule varying inversely with yield, would in effect 
guarantee an average gross income per acre acres seeded. It 
might seem desirable to break such a schedule down by regions; otherwise 
British Columbian potato producers, for example, might receive both a 
small crop and a low price if New Brunswick happened to produce a 
large crop. This, however, is only an extension of the argument that 
the output on individual farms will differ since the market price will 
be determined the total supply and will again depend for solution 
upon some form of crop insurance. In the opinion of the writer, the case 
for fionrard prices for perishable plant products rests on much less firm 
foundations than that for grains and livestock products. Accordingly 
detailed research must necessarily precede any recoamiendation for the 
application of forward prices to these products. 
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Till. THE LEVEL Alii) STABILJTI OF FAm INCOiilE 
Throughout Chapters TI and VII we have been concerned with techniques 
designed to improve the use of agricultural resources. The principle 
which we have been following Is that of naking the relevant future 
prices of as maqjr factors and products as possible known to the fanner 
at the time he is planning his output* Given a knowledge of the price 
structiire which will prevail, the farm operator is then in a better 
position to so organise his enteirprises as to equate the value of the 
marginal products of the factors which he employs to the respective 
market prices of those factors. Forward prices, to be implemented bgr 
the use of compensatory payments, together with a storage program for 
grains, were suggested as appropriate techniques for improving the 
allocation of farm resources. each case the forward price was a fore­
cast of the equilibrium market price and the use of compensatory payments 
was intended to eliainate the need for supporting market prices. 
In attacking the resource problem^ we have paid some attention to 
the effects of various possible techniques upon the sise and distribution 
of inc(HW among farm families. Upon several occasions the point has been 
made that it is desirable to stabilise not only the level of net farm 
jUioon* to all farm families, but, more importantly, to stabilise the year-
to-year level of income to the individual farmer. Furthermore, we have 
^he resource problem may be defined as aiqr allocation of resources 
which causes a divergenee between the prise of a factor and Its marginal 
value inroduet where the latter is not smaller than any alternative margin­
al value product which is being produced with the factor. 
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been aasualng a fairly high level of employment in the eeonony as a 
whole. It is nov Incumbent upon us to remove this assumption and to 
attmpt to detemine how the techniques i^ieh ve have already suggested 
as a means of improving resource use viU perform under conditions of 
uneaployaent and depressed prices for farm piKiducts. Once the assumption 
of a high level of employment is abandoned ve find that the degree of 
income certainty confronting farBez>s over the longer run is greatly 
reduced. In actual praetioe, therefore, the announcing of forward prices 
for one production period in advance will not provide a stu^ficient degree 
of price certainty to eliminate capital rationing and the uneconomic 
substitution of labour for machinery in an effort to avoid fixed com-
mitments* Fomnurd prices for one production period will not ensure stab­
ility of farm income over a longer period. Farmers, fearing a depression, 
may hesitate to make capital commitments to produce future goods whose 
price they do not know. Some means of Imparting a greater degree of 
stability to farm income, therefore, appears deslarable.^ Such a degree 
of stability can probably best be secured b7 guaranteeing a minimum 
level of farm income to the individual farmer during periods of depressed 
prices. 
Stability of fam income implies certainty regarding the size of 
the fotnre income stream, although the converse does sot hold. A fluc­
tuating future income stream mig^t be known with certainty. If the 
individual producer knew with certainty what his future liet income 
stream would be, he could adjust his coxuiuqition expenditures and capital 
investmeBts in such a way as to offset these fluctuations. In a f^ree 
enterprise eeonony there does not appear to be any suitable method 
irtiereby a fluetuating future income stream can be made known to the 
producer. Means by iidiich his income may be stabilised are therefore to 
be sought. 
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It is fairly safe to state that agricultural Interests have supported 
parity price soheaes, not for any effects wbloh such a structure might 
be thought to have upon the use of resouroes, but for Its Income effects, 
is we have noted In Chapter IV| Canadian famex« are extremely vulnerable 
to fluctuations in the level of econonlo activity. In an effoirt to pro­
tect theaselves against the periodic prevalence of low prices for their 
products, Canadian farmers are liusreasing their demaxuls either for a price 
for their products with a purchasing power not lower than prevailed in 
some historic period or a fixed mlzilaum share of the national inconie. ^  
Either of these d«Banda represents an effort upon the part of farmers 
to improve their ability to weather depressions relatively to that possess­
ed by other industries. To achieve this minimum level of income during 
periods of depression farm organisations have, so far, largely focused 
their attention upon minimum prices for farm products. We have eondeoined 
parity price and parity Income schemes as being Inadequate and inimical 
to the best use of resources and to economic progress. Can we offer any­
thing better to take their place? 
It should be enphaslsed at the outset that we are not endeavouring 
to devise a substitute for a high level of employment. Given full employ-
^Acoordioff to a press report carried la the Western Producer of 
November 21, 19^^^ "Delegates to the 22nd awmKi meeting of the 
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool passed a resolution urging their Board of 
Olrectoxe to continue to press for agrloultural prices that would 
return to Ikmers their fair shore of the natlonij. income." Another 
resolution, calling for penBanent closing of the Wlxmlpeg Qrcdn £x-
chaage, received nnaiiiaous endorsation. 
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sent In Canada and a reasonable degree of ftee trade In vorld markets, 
there will be little need for measures to stgiport the overall level of 
fan Income. The use of flsoalHoonetarjr measures, supplemented lnj a 
publlo works program, may prove adequate to the maintenance of a fairly 
high level of employment in the industrial sector of the economy, prov­
iding the export demand for farm products does not deteriorate. If 
eccports fall off, Canada may find It necessary to provide some kind of 
floor under farm Incomes since a high proportion of her agricultural 
output Is exported. A high level of domestic employment will not 
provide the same assurance of markets for farm products In Canada as 
It would, for example. In the United States where a much smaller pro­
portion of total farm output Is exported. But the chief assurance of 
an adequate income level for people In agriculture must come fkom a 
•arket for their product at home or abroad. The malntexiance of conditions 
exKBurlng the existence of such markets is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
We are concerned here with devising a second line of defence to be 
pressed into semrlce in the event the first Is penetrated. The point 
cannot be overemphasised, however, that It is a second line of defence 
and, as such, la not intended either to replace measures intended to 
achieve a hi^ level of employaent and export trade or as a means of 
stq^leiBegsting faxm income Irrespective of the level of employBent off 
fans. 
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A. The Detexminants of the Level of Farm loeome 
It is apparent that in dlsoussing the level and stability of farm 
Income we are dealing with two distinct concepts. We can of course con­
ceive of a stream of farm receipts which is stable over time but which 
may, within limits, be fixed at any given level. Income receivers are 
concerned with both the level and stability of their income streams but, 
for purposes of analysis, the two concepts should be dlstingolshed. If 
the incomes of persons on faxms are to be supported, the question immed­
iately presents Itself as to the level at iriilch such incomes should be 
supported. This in txim suggests an examination of the factors iriilch 
determine the level of farm income In a competitive price economy. 
Under such a system the payments received by factors would be equal 
to their marginal value products. The productivity of labour in agri­
culture depends tqton the quantity and quality of the other factors of 
production with irtilch It is combined and vqpon the health, skill and 
managerial ability of farm people. These latter factors, in turn, depend 
upon the investment which has been made In the human agent. The returns 
received by farm people also depend upon labour's ability to move to 
other regions within agriculture or to industries where the marginal 
value product is higher. Sime the people engaged in agriculture raise 
more children than can eeoni»lcally find employment in that industry, 
the returns to farm people must, in the abeence of political intervention, 
always be lower than those receivable elseiriiere. This lower relative 
return to labour in agriculture nay be accentuated by the adoption of 
labour saving devlces» that is, technological improvements which increase 
the marginal productivity of capital more than they do the marginal prod­
uctivity of labour.^ Similarly a low income elasticity of the demand for 
food indicates that, as consumers* incomes increase, a smaller proportion 
of that income will be spent for food. The secular trend in the demand 
for food will not, therefore, increase as rapidly as the demand for 
other products* This differential in the rate of growth of agriculture 
relatively to other industries points to the necessity of a more or less 
2 
continoous movement of labour out of agriculture. The siae of the differ­
ential in wage rates necessary to move labour out of agriculture will 
depend iqwn the cost of movement; the lower the cost of movement the 
ffiwiner the wage difference necessazy to achieve a distribution of 
population which will equalise labour's marginal value product within 
agriculture and as between agriculture and other sectors of the econtagr. 
We are in effect, therefore, depending upon the operation of the 
market for the distribution of income. This is not to say that society 
should not attempt to influence the distribution of income; indeed it 
both should and does. The progressive tax structure on incomes and inher­
itances, the payment of family allowances, the extension of public services 
to all cltisens Irrespective of their level of income, the levying of 
^f. Earl 0. Heady. Changes in Incoine Distribution in Agriculture 
with Special Beference to Technological Progress, Journal of Farm Econ. 
26I 435-439. 1944. 
^f. T« W. Schultz. Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p. 60. 
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exolsa and luxury taxas^ the araetlon of tariff atrueturas and the control 
of foreign exchange rates all affect the distribution of incomes among 
members of the economic community. Neveirtheless, within this framework 
of controlsy the price sTStem distributes Income to resource owners on 
the basis of the quantity and the productiTity of the factors of prod­
uction which they own* Thia pattern is modified Ijy the existence of more 
or less extensive elements of imperfect competition where owners of 
factors do not take the price as given but are able to determine it, 
within limitsf either by varying the quantity of factor offered for sale, 
or, by bargaining for a price over the threat of witholding the entire 
supply of the factor firom the market, as is the practice of labour unions. 
The pajraent of factors according to their marginal productivity 
suggests that one way of Imi^ving the incomes of farm people would be 
to enhance their productivity. Investment In farm young people through 
the provision of educational facilities, health services, better nutrition, 
and housing will contribute toward this end. Unfortunately, where a major 
part of the cost of such services must be borne by the individual family, 
those farm families In the lower income brackets will not be able to 
make the investMnts In their children idiich are neeessary if the latter 
are In turn to inevease their earnings. This means tha.t children raised 
on low income fanu will tend to earn a relatively low return because of 
their low prodoctivlty. The recently established family allowances program 
In Canada will serve to partially reimburse faners for the expense in­
volved in ralaing more children than can find employment at competitive 
rates of pay in the agricultural Industry. This analysis would suggest 
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that an effective means of Increasing farm income in the long rrm would 
be to adopt measures which will increase the productivity of those en­
gaged in agriculture^ and at the same timey training farm youth for types 
of employment which they might expect to receive off the farm} in general, 
doing eveziything possible to lower the cost of movement for farm people 
who wish to transfer into other occupations. 
In the last two paragraphs we have assumed the existence of a sufficient­
ly high level of employment as to ensure employment to farm people seeking 
off-farm jobs. If such employment opportunities do not exist there will 
not only be little or no movement of people off farms but there is likely 
to be a movement in the oj^slte direction* This is a familiar occurrence 
during periods of unemployment as people, who have left the farms, return 
since they can live more cheaply there than in the cities and produce a 
part, at least, of their own food supplies. Such a movenent tends to de­
press the returns of farm people even further as the marginal productivity 
of labour falls with an increase in its employment. This tendency for labour 
to move baek to the farms during periods of unemployment serves to emphasize 
the extreme dependence of people In agriculture upon a high level of employ­
ment In the non-farm sectors of the economy. 
Not only do the per capita earnings of people in agrlcvilture tend to 
be lower than those of people in the non-farm sectors of the economy^ 
Comparisons of the net per capita incomes of persons in agriculture 
with those In other industries are both difficult and open to misinter­
pretation. Hope has estimated that, from 1939-^, persons living on 
Harms in Camda constituted 27.5 per cent of the total population, yet 
received only 18.5 per cent of the national Income. Although the writer 
feels that the methods used in deriving this estimate may be criticised 
nevertheless the general conclusion that people on farms receive a less 
^••han proportionate share of the national income is inescapable. See 
above p. 26, footnote 1. 
7 
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but there is also a nide dispersion in the distribution of inoorae to people 
vithin agriculture.^ Many farm operators possess resources which are 
inadequate to permit them to earn a standard of living which is acceptable 
from a social point of view. The/ need help to secure control over 6uf» 
fieient capital equipment to permit an acceptable standard of living. Since 
many of these people are not coiamercial fanners, raising the prices of 
farm products has little effect upon their incomes. Other measures, such 
as help to move to a better area, the extension of long term credit to 
enable them to enlarj^e their farms and to purchase livestock and machinezy, 
together with technical advice on the best methods to \ise, are required. 
These measures are essential but largely beyond the province of price 
policy. 
But, apart from subsistenoe and part time farmers, there remain nearly 
two thirds of the farmers in Canada whose real income may fall precip* 
itoualy to low levels in the event of unemployment in the domestic econ­
omy or a loss of export markets. If measures are to be adopted to place 
a floor under their Income, the problem arises as to the general level 
at which this floor should be placed, the length of time during which it 
should be operative and the meaxis which should be used to Implement such 
a minimuai level of income. We now propose to attempt to discover some 
oriteria which may prove helpful in reaching a decision on these three points. 
^o far very little statistical information is available on the 
dlstribation of ineome within agriculture. The Canadian Vheat Board, as 
the sole handling sigeney for grains since 19^3t ^  ^ record of grain 
sales for each permit holder In the Prairie Provinces. There is no 
record of sales of livestock and livestock products off farms. Tbe In-
oreasing nnaber of iaecMne tax retuma now being filled In will provide 
a picture of income distribution among those farm operators having a 
net taxable Income. So far no information firom this source regarding 
the distribution of income among famers has been published. 
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B. The Level and Duration of Income Supports 
la discussing the concept of income parity we condemned schemes which 
would guarantee any section of the population a fixed minimum per capita 
share of the national income because of the unfavourable effect of such 
guarantees upon the allocation of resoujrces and the consequent obstruction 
which they offered to economic progress.^ 
These objections still apply. We are not seeking a plan which will 
guarantee farmers an eqtial per capita share of the national income, nor 
even a per capita share equal to that which has prevailed in some past 
period, as the Norton-Working proposal would do. What we want essentially 
is to guarantee to farmers a minimxm level of gross income dtiring depressions 
which will permit them to hold their business together, to avoid heavy 
disinvestment in material and human resources and to maintain an accept-
2 
able Blniffiom standard of living. Uoreover, we want such a guarantee to 
become effective only during periods of depression. If there is not 
^ee above p. 63. 
%ueh an acceptable minimum standard of living does not lend itself 
to precise definition. It is a value judgment which varies with the 
wealth of a socicty, with its stage of developnent and with time. The 
writer believes that the Canadian people are coming closer to the point 
of insistence upon certain minisnam objective standards of human welfare 
in terms of nutrition, medical services, educational opportunities and 
housing for all citisens. To the extent that these services are provided 
Iqr the government they will presuaaUy be made available irrespective 
of the level of employment or the income level of the recipients. The 
DMBlnion Government ia seeking a re-organisation of federal and provincial 
revenues and responsibilities proposed a health insurance program for 
all citisens. (See Proposals of the Goveraaent of Canada to the Dom-
inion-Frovincial Conference on Reconstrxietion. August 1943* P» 27) 
The minimum level of income guaranteed to farmers during a depression 
should take into account the services provided through social secwlty 
programs. 
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aufflolent demand for a product, even vlth a high level of employment, 
to enable those producing it to meet costs, we do not wish to subsidize 
sueh producers to continue producing this product. The market must 
still decide what goods are to be produced and bjr which firms j what we 
wish to avoid is a wholesale excision of reasonably efficient firms 
and the consequent depressed standard of living and capital losses which 
occur during a period of depressed prices resulting from lack of pur^ 
chasing power in the hands of the consumers. 
In recent years an intensive search has been carried on for a formula 
which will guarantee "equality for agriculture" or a "fair share of the 
national income to agricultun". One economist has described this search 
for the Holy Cbrail in these terms 
One rather widely accepted formula for a desired end is that 
agriculture be rewarded in proportion to its contribution to 
the national welfare. Farmers should insist on as much. They 
caaaot legitimately ask for more. The difficulty with such a 
demand is the near impossibility of securing agreement on an 
accurate measure of farm eontrlbutions to the national welfare, 
or an accurate measure of rewards for sueh contributions. This 
difficulty baa led to similar demands stated in another way: 
there should be a balance between the rewards, to agriculture 
and those to other large economic groups. 
The writer believes that the approach to securing "equality for 
agriculture" should be in the direction of enforcing non-discricinatory 
rules of the game for all firms, irrespective of the industry within 
which they are located. Stabilisation of the income of firms in agri«> 
culture, thereby ironing out severe xxps and downs, is desirable. To 
raise or lower the absolute or relative shares of the faotore of prod-
^Asher Hobson. Agriculture. Problems of the Postwar World. Sdited 
by F. C. McGormick* New lorkt McGraw-Hill. 1945* p* 87. 
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liotlon should be left to the operation of the market and to gOTerment 
measiires designed to secure a better allocation of resources. Such 
stabilisation measures, insofar as they fall within the province of 
price policy, we have already outlined. Other measures appropriate to 
the nov«nent of factors to firms where their marginal value product is 
highest are desirable. Labour will need to move out of agriculture; 
capital to move in. 
On the income side the emphasis should be placed on the maintenance 
of certain minimum objective standards for all families, farm and non-
faxa alike. The maintenance of stieh minimum standards is not of course 
a cyclical problem and should be pursued irrespective of the level of 
enplojnBent. However, the provision of such minimum standards is not 
enough during periods of depression for those families whose income 
falls to very low levels because of the collapse of the prices of the 
products which they poroduce and the factors which they own.^ We are 
conecorned with finding moans to maintain a minimum level of farm Income 
during such periods. Our pre-oceupation with the agrictiltural industry 
is attributable to the necessity for a division of labour rather than to 
any implied judgment that income supports are more essential here than 
elsewheire in the eeonraiy. 
Schults and Johnson, as we have noted, pjropose to support farm 
Income by guaranteeing a price floor for fam products. This price 
^he necessary separation between the means appropriate to a solution 
of the resource and the income problems is forcibly emphasized in a recent 
article by T. W. Schnlti, Production and Welfare Objectives for American 
Agriculture. Journal of Farm Econ. 28t 444-^57. 1941^. Schults here 
makes some suggestions as to how agricultural statistics should be organ­
ised in order to permit an evaluation of the way in which both resources 
and incomes are distributed. 
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floor Is to be fixed at a pre»detennined percentage of the pre-depresslon 
price and implemented by means of direct compensatory payments. They 
recognisse that this scheme will be regressive in that farmers with the 
larger incomes will receive the higher payments while subsistence or 
near-subsistence farmers on the lower end of the scale will receive small 
payments or none at all since they sell but little of what they produce* 
Johx^on proposes to reduce the regressiveness of this method of making 
payments by paying a flat sum, based upon the nusber of persons in the 
farm family resident on the farm, to those farm families whose receipts 
from compensates^ payments would be less than this minimum amount*^ 
The proposal advanced by Schults offers certain marked advantages; 
it permits the estabHshaent of a system of floor prices thereby assuring 
a more stable aggregate farm incomei and for those crops and areas iriiere 
yields vary but little or where a crop insurance program is in effect, 
a more stable income for the individual farm. The scheme is djrnamic, 
rather than static, in that it permits the market to readjust the support 
indices during inter-depression periods and also permits the market to 
channel products into consumption at all times. 
The plan has, as we have seen, certain disadvantages. It is 
regressive; it may maintain during a long depression a set of relative 
prices idiieh are out of date in terms of supply and demand; if applied 
to feed grains it diseriminates in favour of the specialized feeder; fin­
ally it may result in the transfer of an ezeessive volume of real inecme 
^D. Gale Johnson. The Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural 
Produots. p« 301. 
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to farmers diirlng a depression if the prices of goods and services piu> 
chased Ijy farmers declines substantialljr. If applied to products enter-
ing Into export trade the Scholts plan, by tying payments intended to 
maintain farm income to prices, might be construed b7 other exporting 
countries as a production subsidy. If Canada, for example, supplying 
roughly 40 per cent of total wheat exports, is looked upon by her 
competitors as subsidising the production of vhest, it may lead to 
oompetltlre export subsidization iriilch is equivalent in its effects 
to an outrl^^t gift to importing countries. Actually it is doubtful 
if the support of wheat prices during a depression would result in any 
greater output of iriieat than if prices are permitted to drop, provided 
all other prices are supported to the same relative extent as those of 
irtieat, as the Schults plan suggests, Aa wheat prices declined during 
the thirties the acreage seeded increased, indicating an effort on the 
part of farmers to offset lower prices by increasixig their output.^ 
If in the future the prices of Canadian f^rm products declijae as 
rapidly Arom a peak to a trough as they did in 1929-30 the guarantee 
of a floor price at, say 75 per cent of the predepression level, will 
permit large and efficient farm tmlts to continue to enjoy a high level 
2 
of net income. Other eltlxens of the community may object to the main-
tenanoe of a high level of net farm income to suoh operators through 
the use of transfer paym«Dt8. They may be inclined to argue that such 
^ee Table 16, p. 121. 
%he average price received by farmers for wheat in the crop year 
1929-30 was $1.05 per bushel; in 1930-31 it was ^ *49 per bushel. 
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treatment is disorlininatory and that the principle adopted should be 
rather to guarantee a level of income siifficiently high to permit oper­
ators to cover variable and fixed expenses and at the same time to laain-
tain a minlauB standard of living* If such a plan could be made to work 
It would permit farmers to hold their businers together during periods of 
depressed prices, to meet fixed comaitments, keep buildings and machinery 
in repair and, once the prices of fain products Improved, their risirig 
net income would automaticallj terulnate government payments. Bacavise 
of the shortcomings which we have attributed to other proposals and the 
convlotion that, good or bad, some means will be found of placing a 
floor under the Income receipts of persons on farms during periods of 
depression, we propose to devote the latter half of this chapter to the 
elaboration of yet another means of maintaining a minimum level of farm 
income. 
C* A Suggested Method of St^porting Farm Income 
In ChaptexsVI and VII we att«apted to apply certain techniques to 
the Canadian econony which would result in a greater degree of price 
certainty to producers axid would permit of a more regular output of 
some agricultural products. These techniques were based upon the assumed 
escistenee of a systm of £ree market prices which would perform the two 
related funotions of allocating resources and of dietributing income 
within a fjrauBework of government controls. We proposed to increase the 
20U 
stability of market prices by eliminating a large part of the fluctuations 
in supply of durable farm products and to make minimum forward prices 
knoim to farmers in advaxice. These devices may be expected to increase 
farm income since by apprising fanners of future prices they will permit 
them to so allocate the resoxirces at their disposal as to maximise net 
returns* Nevertheless these techniques vere intended primarily to in­
crease the total net output of the agricultural indtistry by improving the 
allocation of resources. Although they will, to some extent, stabilize 
and inmrease aggregate net farm income, they may also widen the dispersion 
of its distribution among individual farmers. Thus certain of the income 
effects of these techniques may be considered undesirable but such 
effects may be corrected by other means. 
If a f^ee market is to be utilised to distribute incane, farmers 
have a right to demand that firms in other sectors of the econoBgr should 
abide by the same general set of rules under which they themselves operate. 
This is not to suggest that farmers are deterred by any superior moral 
scruples from restricting output in order to increase profits or £rom 
seeking tariffs to raise the level of the prices which they receive. 
Bather it is a case of the nature of their Industry being such as to 
render these devices of little or no avail in increasing the prices of 
8U)St agricultural products. However, in the interest of increasing the 
welfare of all citisens in the longer run, as well as their own 
immediate gains, farmers might legitimately request a modification of 
two factors which increase the price of the goods which they buy. These 
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Include, first, the Canadian tariff structure on durable consumer and 
producer goods, and secondly, the existence of Imperfect competition in 
the domestic firms supplying them with these goods. On the other hand, 
agriculture should not expect to claim special benefits if uniform rules 
of the game are established and eioforced for all firms in the economy. 
In examining the operation of a forward price structure we have seen 
that trazisfer payments would be made to farmers unless the administrators 
of the program were able to forecast eqiiilibrium prices with complete 
accuracy for periods ranging up to thirty months in advance. Since this 
is, of course, not possible, farmers would receive transfer payments, 
even if the differei»e between the market price and the forward price. 
In the event the foxner exceeded the latter, were collected by the pric­
ing agency. Since the coUecticn of this excess is not adminifitratively 
feasible it was stzggested that no compensatory payments be made unless 
the market price was less than 90 per cent of the forward price in order 
to reduce the size of the transfer payments. Again under the Schults 
plan of a floor price for each commodity equal to 85 per cent of the aver­
age pre-depression price, substantial transfer payments would be made to 
farmers who might already be enjoying a fairly high level of net incone. 
The question may legitimately be asked as to why farmers, as distinct 
frovn uay other group of citlsens, should receive subsidy payments diuring 
periods cf tuttiiploysent and low prices. A partial defence might be made 
on behalf of firms in agriculture in that they continue to produce at 
full capacity and, in Canada at least, on the grounds of the peculiar 
I 
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handicaps to vfaloh these firms are subject relatively to other firms 
la the economy* If farmers are to demand the enforcement of competition 
in the industrial sector of the economy and the progressive removal of a 
tariff structure vdiich bears more heavily upon themselves, they should 
not condone the existence of these factors by accepting special treatment 
during periods of depression* If the agricultural industry is being dis­
criminated against this is a situation which requires a change in the 
rules of the game during periods of prosperity as veil as during depression. 
It is not enough to argue that pajnoents to persons on farms are anti-
cyclical in their effects. Payments to other classes of citisens might 
be equally effective £^m the standpoint of ineoreaslng demand. 
If then the general principle behind income supports for fixns in 
agriculture during a period in which prices are temporarily depressed is 
to pemit the operators of those firms "to hold their business together" 
and to maintain an acceptable standard of living for their families and 
themselvesy a more efficient means than that suggested Scholtz may be 
available.^ We believe that it may be possible to use income tax returns 
sot only as an efflcnent means of collecting revenue but also, during 
periods of depression, as a method of supporting farm income. 
^It is interesting to note that In his Bedlreeting Farm Policy, 
published in 1943t P« 68, Schults laid down the following rule as a positive 
proposal "on the InctMoe side". 
STQ^enMiitaxy income should be tied to the farm family, the home, 
to conaunqption, irtiieh in the last analysis means relating it to the 
human agent. This is in contrast to stq>pleaenting InccMoe on the 
basis of propearty resources--suoh as farm land, the size of the farm, 
etc*—or tying it to the farm as a business concern. 
Mthough he continues to recognise this principle in his later work, 
Schults apparently believed that some method of placing a floor und» 
farm income through the stabilisation of prices was desirable. 
I. 
z<cn 
1* £l2S operation sL £]£& 
With the rising level of farm Income resulting from greatly increased 
output and higher prices which accompanied the higher war and postwar 
demand for food, an ever-widening circle of Canadian faxmers have acquired 
an acquaintanceship, if not friendship, with income tax returns. We 
propose now that the tax machinery be made reversible. Since farmers, 
when completing returns, arrive at an estimate of their net income by 
deducting operating expenses firom gross receipts, pajraents could be made 
during periods of low prices to enable farm operators to cover operating 
expenses, and In addition, have a mlnlaum amount of Income available for 
living expenses. This approach to the problem of maintaining a minimum 
level of farm income would also assure farmers against a loss in equity 
in their business and permit them to effect repairs and replacements In 
the faee of drastic slusps in the prices of farm products. 
The success of any such plan hinges upon its economic effects, the 
feasibility of administering it and its acceptability. Briefly the plan 
is to guarantee to all bona fide farmers, resident on their farms, a govern­
ment payment eqxial to a fixed percentage of ax)y deficit of their net farm 
income below a specified minimum income based upon the number of persons 
in the farm family. If such a minimum level of ino(»ne was fixed at «500 
per person, a faoily of four would receive a payment of, say, 80 per cent 
of any deficit of their net income below <^,000. Actually their gross 
receipts Arom the sale of farm products, less operating ejQienses, might 
amount to $1500 in which case they would receive a government payment of 
$400. The suggested figure of a minimum of $500 per pez^on is, of course, 
purely tentative as is the 80 per cent of the deficit. The purpose of 
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paylxig on]ly a percentage, rather than the whole of the deficit, is to 
avoid removing the incentive for families below the minimum net income 
to increase their own earnings. We turn first to an examination of some 
of the details of the proposed plan and will then proceed to a discussion 
of the wider economic effects of the program. 
«• S£. £EESSeS£* ^ operators are to be 
assured of covering their operating expenses the determination of what 
does and does not constitute operating expenses is of considerable im­
portance. As a first approximation we suggest that all cash expenses 
connected with the operation of the farm be allowable, including among 
other itemst taxes, rent, wages, interest, feed and seed, fuel, twine, 
repairs and an allowance for cash outlays to make good the depreciation 
on buildings and equipment. Generally capital expenditures would be 
excluded although the interest on such capital outlays would be consider­
ed a legitimate expense. Purchases of new machinery or the materials for 
new buildings or additions to present ones would be excluded under this 
provision both to forestall uneconomic investment in this type of capital 
outlay and to prevent heavy transfer paj^ents to people in agriculture. 
The proposal that a farmer should be guaranteed his operating expenses 
during a period of depression might be criticized on the grounds that, if 
he knows that his gross receipts will not be sufficiently high to cover 
both operating expenses and a mininum level of ca^ income, he will not 
be concerned with the price which he pays for factors of production since 
he can charge them as an expense. This is a valid point and might prove 
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to be a serious defect. It could be eirounvented bgr allowing the farm 
operator to charge his expenses for the year preceding the onset of the 
depression deflated by the index of prices paid by fanners for goods and 
senrices used in production. His expense allowance would not change 
then IrrespectlTe of his current expenses and it would be to his ad­
vantage to keep expenses as low as possible. The practice of making up 
only a percentage of the deficit of net farm income below the minimum 
would also aot as an Incentive to farmers to keep their expenses down. 
The further objection might be raised that the plan would dis­
criminate in favovir of those operators employing a smaller relative 
percentage of their own capital. This arises from the fact that interest 
is allowable as an expense. The oi)erator using borrowed capital would be 
permitted to Include an Interest charge in his expenses whereas the man 
using his own capital would not. Thus of two operators with identical 
firms (farms) located across the road Arom each other and differing only 
in that one man owned his farm and the other only a part equity in his, 
the latter wotdd receive a larger government payment by the amount of the 
Interest payable on the debt which he is carrying. On the other hand, 
it mi^t be argued that since the operator owning his capital has the 
same cash Income he is not in need of a government payment to hold his 
business together or to maintain his family's standard of living. 
b. Definition Income. The above point gives rise to another 
similar one. In detemining whether a farmer is entitled to a govern­
ment payment in order to bring his income up to a specified minimum level 
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the question arises as to whether income from non-fara sources or fk>om 
factors used hy other farmers should be included as Income. That is, 
if a farmer sustains a loss on his own farming operations Tet derives an 
income from bonds or as rent from another farm, should such Inoome be 
included for the purpose of determining the size of the paynent which he 
should receive from the government? 
The basis for the answer to this question must be found in the pur­
pose of Income supports. If the payments are intended as an emergezicy 
measure designed to maintain living standards and to prevent large cap-
ital losses to farmers through BO fault of their own It might seem that 
those with income traa other sources would not require assistance. Should 
this arguaent be accepted, however, it would seem consistent to deny pay­
ments to those with liquid savings available to meet deficits, or to 
those able to borrow on real assets. However, it would not seem feasible 
to determine an individual's claim to payments on the basis of his access 
to liquid capital. Moreover if the government undertook to make payments 
to faxn operators on the baiss of their net farm income, exclusive of 
income £rom non-farm sources, it might encourage a heavy movranent of people 
back to the farm diuring periods of depression. We would suggest that all 
ijieome should be included in determining whether or not asy given farmer 
qualified for a payment.^ 
A second problem which arises in defining inoome is that of deter­
mining whether or not changes in the Inventory of farm products on the 
1 If the operator and his family are not resident tqpon the farm but 
reside elsewhere and derive Income trcm other sources the decision is 
moire difficult. Uuch would depend in that case iq>on whether the plan 
were extended to industries other than agriculture. 
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fam should be taken into account.^ If a farm operator builds up his 
livestock herds or holds grain in his bins, should the sales value of 
such an increase be included as Income? It is linmediately apparent that 
if it were not a farm operator might be able to increase the sise of 
his payment increasing his inventories. Changes in the inventory 
of farm products should^ therefore, be taken into account. In order to 
avoid gains or losses attributable to price changes the physical change 
in inventory should be valued at the average price prevailing for that 
grade of product during the year and in the area in which the farmer is 
located. 
c. When should the T)lan b^ effective? Schultz has suggested that 
the thermostat which controls compensatory payments should be hooked to 
an index of employment. The question arises as to whether this is a 
satisflaetory orlterion by which to determine when a plan such as we have 
outlined should be in effect. Obviously sueh a schme should be operative 
only during periods of depression; to guarantee all fanters their operat­
ing expenses Irrespective of the level of employment would destroy the 
effectiveness of the price system as a guide to production. Our ob-
jectivei it will be recalled, is to devise a plan to support farm income 
in the event other measures designed to maintain a high level of employ­
ment in the economy as a whole are ineffective. The proposal is definitely 
^he present income tax legislation in Canada permits farmers to 
file their returns on either a "cash" or "accrual" basis but they may 
not shift fircHs one method to the other without permission. 
I 
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not Intended to be operative except diiring periods of unemployment and 
aooompanying lov prices for farm products. 
It is possible that even with a high level of employment in the 
domestic economy the prices of such export staples as vheat, bacon, 
apples, cheese and beef may decline to such an extent as to cause a lov 
income to firms specializing in any one of these products. Should we, 
therefore, put into operation a plan to maintain a minimum level of farm 
income for all farms whenever the price of any single product declines? 
The answer, I think, must be in the negative. Changes in supply and 
demand conditions may cause the price of any product to decline and the 
purpose of an income support plan should not be to maintain the level 
of payments to factors employed in producing that product thereby tending 
to discourage their shift to other uses. This argument constitutes a 
fairly strong case against a program of selective priee support.^ 
Notwithstanding the very marked influence which the export demand for 
certain Canadian staple foodstuffs has vqpon their price, the determination 
of when an income support plan would go into effect should probably be 
tied to the level of domestic employment. Past experience would indicate 
that the level of employment within Canada is closely correlated with the 
^»8S dispatches on the recant action of the Agricultural Prices Support 
Board in supi)orting the price of potatoes produced in the Maritime Provinces 
in 1946 suggest that the Board considers it desirable to maintain the 
income of particular groups of farmers by supporting the price of their 
product whenever it appears "too low". In this case the Board is attempting 
to bolster the lower priee of Maritime potatoes resulting from a large 
crop by; buying the potatoes at |1 per cwt. for No. 1 potatoes and resell­
ing to staMh companies presunably at, or below, the market price. A 
news item on this action carried by the Western Producer of October 24. 
is significant. "When representatives of the U.F.C. and A.F.U. striking 
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general level of export demand. This is understandable since roughly 
one third of the net national income is derived f>om export sales. It 
is suggested, therefore» that the income support plan should be put into 
effect nhen an index of the level of employment drops below a point iriiich 
would allow for a reasonable degree of frictional tuemployment. 
Once the plan went into operation any farmer whose income failed to 
cover his expenses would receive a payment equal to a fixed percentage of 
the deficit of his net income below the guaranteed minimum level of say $500 
per person for members of the family resident on the farm. Income fjrora 
son-farm sources and other direct government payments, such as family 
allowances, would be included in calctilating his net income. Under such 
a scheme families on many small unproductive farms might find themselves 
better off when the plan was in effect than during periods when the level 
of employment exceeded the pre-determlned level at which the plan became 
operative. None the less, if the economy operates at a level above this 
critical point during any reasonable ivoportion of the time, these people 
would still find ample incentive either to move to better paying occupations 
or to acquire a more productive combination of resources. Other measures 
designed to help them achieve one or other of these latter alternatives 
farmers were in Ottawa they were told that the Board might find it nec­
essary to take direct action in regard to individual products,even though 
the gen«ral farm prise level was satisfactory." If this statement accur­
ately describes the operating rules of the Prices Svqpport Board it would 
seem possible that price floors might be established which would bear 
little relation to the econoitic position of the commodity in question. 
Potato producers will derive a much higher gross income from a large cz«p 
than from a small one if the low price for the fozner is siq>ported by 
government action. 
2U 
should supplement any price policy. 
It might be contended that the objective should not be to establish 
a flat minimum level of income to all farm families but that a graduated 
rate of payment should be applied to Icxiomes above this oinimuQ, That is 
on the first $1000 of net farm income in excess of the minimum a payment 
of $100, or 10 per cent, should be paid, say 5 per cent on the next $1000 
and so on and that this rate would vary with the number of dependents 
which the farm operator was able to claim* This would make the negative 
income tax roughly correspond with the principle of a positive tax. Presum­
ably the basis for stksh a graduation would be that those farm families 
acouatOBed to a higher standard of living by virtue of a higher income 
would still preserve a differential over those acoustomed to a lower 
standard. This assunes that all Incomes are reduced In approximately the 
same proportion, ietually this is not likely to be strictly true. More­
over if a level of farm income is to be assured faxm families 1^ 
of transfer psyments there would not seem to be any valid basis for 
dlBcrimination according to past standards. For this reason it would seem 
preferable not to make payments once the farmer's net incotae exceeded a 
predetermined level. 
2. The Integration nf ft fQCTa3»d price and an atabillsation T)lan 
There would not appear to be any conflict between this iiMscxie support 
plan and the program suggested earlier as a means of securing greater price 
ceartainty for both feeds and final farm products. It will be recalled that 
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by the use of a storage program for grains ve proposed to place a near-
average weather crop on the market each year and in this way eliminate a 
large part of those variations in price attributable to fluctuations in 
supply. In addition ve urged the immediate investigation and adoption 
of a system of crop insurance lidiich would regularize the individual far­
mer's year to year sales of grain. Stable sales multiplied hy a more 
stable price gives a gross income irtiioh is more regular than that attained 
when both output and price vary, and frequently in the same direction. 
The use of forward prices for livestock and livestock products 
would stabilise gross receipts to some extent since they would promote 
more stable output of these products. Price schedules varying inversely 
with total production would stabilize gross income Arom perishable plant 
products but sot necessarily the gross income of the individual producer. 
Now upon these other devices we superimpose a schttne designed to 
maintain a miniaram level of farm income during periods of depression. 
There is no overlapping of the two. Forward prices are announced each 
year during a deiaression just as during a period of high employment. 
Indemnity receipts from crop insurance are included in gross income and 
each farmer still attempts to maximize his ii^come. There is no problem 
involved in making the transition from a period of high employment to 
one of a lower level so far as the operation of this plan is concerned. 
D. Belative Uerits of the Plan 
The writer regards this proposal to support farm income as a logical 
extension of the Norton-Working plan. This latter schttne is static in 
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that it would guarantee firma in agriculture a minimum share of the 
national income based upon some historic distribution pattern. More­
over it apportions transfer payments on the beisis of volume of output 
and value of product; the income supplement of the recipient is tied 
to the productivity of the factors under his control and to the prices 
of the products idiich he produces. The Illinois plan has, however, 
one strong point in that it attempts to supplement income on the basis 
of income criteria, not on product price criteria. 
The negative income tax proposal ties Income payments to the 
human factor rather than to products or resources and yet, like the 
Norton-Working plan, is an approach from the income side. It does not 
interfeire with the best use of resources and it does not make transfer 
payments to farmers irtio are able to earn a satisfactory standard of 
living for thesDSelves and their families without such help. Payments 
would not be regressive and would be anti-cyclical in their effect since 
the recipients would spend a very high proportion of their income pay­
ments. Uoreover it is a type of program vAiich could be extended to 
persons engaged in industries other than agriculture; people in agri­
culture are not anxious to receive discriminatory treatment either fav­
ourable or unfavourable-oespeeially if such discrimination is obvious 
and may not be easily rationalised. The assurance of a minimum level 
of farm income during periods of depression shovild eliminate much of the 
uneertainty iriiich leads to capital rationing. 
Essentially this proposal might be characterised as an approach 
firom the welfare point of view rather than from the stani^oint of the 
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allocation of resouaroes* It attempts, during periods of depression, 
to single out those farm families vhose incomes are inadequate to 
provide them with an adequate standard of living* It represents, in 
this respect, a marked departure from that method of si^)plementlng 
farm income which ties payments to prices or to the quantities of 
productive factors possessed bj the farmer*^ The divorcing of policies 
vhich are intended for welfare purposes flron those designed to improve 
the allocation of aresooroes offers some hope of achieving greater 
progress along each of these lines than would be possible if no such 
distinction were made* The use of a system of payments based upon the 
individual farmer's net income offers a more efficient approach to the 
welfare problem In agriculture. 
Finally, the administration of such a plan should be fairly simple 
since the machinery for handling income tax collections is already well 
established. 
A good example of this latter type of income supplement is the 
payaent made under the Prairie Farm Income scheme which was applied in 
Canada during the crop year 1941'''42. Under this program a payment 
of 75 cents per acre was made to each farmer in Western Canada on one 
of the cultivated acreage of the farm with a maximum payment ts 
any one individual of |150. This scheme has been defended in these 
terms I 
Direct payments were made to the spring iriieat farmers of Western 
Canada in order to provide sufficient income to maintain them on 
the land in the face of low crop yields and low prices. The 
cultivated acreage of each producer was taken as the most equitable 
basis c^ton which a cash addition to Income could be distributed. 
Arank ShefMn and Marjorie &. Cameron. The Wartime Subsidy Program of 
the Dtnainion Department of Agriculture. Economics Division, llarket-
ing Service. Dralnion Department of Agriculture. July 19^6. p. 16. 
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The dl8adrantages of the seheme sugr include opposition on the part 
of conmeroial fanners who contend that all they need and are rightfully 
entitled to is a "fair price" or a price zu>t less than costs of prod­
uction. Such objectors will brand the payments as "relief". However, 
farmers are now accepting family allowances as no more than their just 
desserts and they have no objection to subsidies tied to wheat prices. 
The writer is not convinced that this objection warrants the rejection 
of such a plan. Farm people may also point to such institutional factors 
as the tariff and the lack of competition in the durable goods and 
agricultural processing industries and demand for their own products a 
rigid price at a fairly high level in return. To attempt to achieve 
a solution through this type of approach is simply to hang another mill-
atone to the neck of the price system. 
One of the tasks i^lch the economic system Is called upon to per-
fona is that of moving people out of agriculture and into other industries 
in the interests of raising the marginal value product of the human factor 
in agriculture nlatively to its marginal -value product In other Industries. 
Past experience has shown that during periods of unemployment this move-
m«Qt is checked or the direction of the flow may even be reversed. Kould 
not the provision for the maintenance of a mlnlBum per capita level of 
income for people on farms augment this reverse flow of people back into 
agriculture during periods of depression? The answer will of course 
dmp^nd upon the level of employmMit existing in the non-farm sector of 
the eeonoiqy together with the measures adopted to maintain the level of 
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ineome to persons employed in these other industries* 
Canada nov has a system of unemployment insurance supported by 
contributions from employer, employee and the government vhich applies 
to all workers in most non-primary Industries except those on a contractual 
basis earning more than $2400 a year.^ If such vorkers moved with their 
families to a farm, receipts from this source together with family allow­
ances would be included in their gross ineome thereby reducing the size 
of their claim for a direct payment in respect of their farming operations. 
This factor might tend to offBet, to some extent at least, the tendency 
which urtwn workers might have to move to a farm in oz>der to qualify for 
a government payment, Aiqr system of supporting farm ineome will tend to 
attract peoi>le into agriculture. The only effective way to counteract 
suok a movement is to maintain at least equal opportunities for people 
not living on farms. 
^Details of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1940, are included in the 
Canada lear Book 1941> PP» 6i^-7, 1942, pp» 686-691 and 1943~44> PP« 612-1^. 
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EC. AGRICULTURAL PRICE POLICX IN CAiiAM 
No consistent system of agricultural price policy has been devel* 
oped in Canada; price controls affecting agricultural products, con­
ceived as a rule during an emergency, have been opportunistic in spirit. 
During World War II the various price controls adopted in agriculture 
have been integrated more closely because of the pressing need for 
co*ordination of all economic controls in the interests of the best 
use of resourcee and the avoidance of inflation in time of war. 
We have yet to see how many of these wartime controls in agriculture 
will be carried over into the postwar period. If such controls are to 
be continued, will they prove consistent with the types of price control 
and income supports which we have suggested in the second part of this 
thesis? A detailed, critical analysis of Canadian agricultxiral policy 
has yet to be done; we hope only to sketch in the broad outlines in 
this concluding chapter. 
A. The Development of Agricultural Price Control 
It is not surprising that the origin and development of agricultural 
price control in Canada is centered around wheat, the staple cash crop 
irtiich provides farmers in the Prairie Provinces with cqpwards of two 
thirds of their gross cash income. 
1. Ifefi BESzMM II ESEM 
Controls over the price and marketing of wheat date back to World 
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War 1. In June of 1917 the government undertook supervision over the 
marketing of wheat, suspending trading in the Winnipeg flitures market 
and establishing a fixed prieei This fixed price was not a forward price 
in that it was announced only after the crop had been seeded* The Board 
of Grain Supervisors supervised the marketing of the crops of 1917»18 and 
1918-19 but this grain was handled by the regular marketing agencies.^ 
The continuance of central purchasing in Burope, combined with a shortage 
of shipping space and a small crop In 1919 led to the establishment of 
the first Canadian miheat Board on July 31t 1919 > This Board was given 
complete control over the marketing of the 1919 crop. The first Board 
may be regarded as the prototype of the second Canadian ISheat Board 
established in 1935* The early Board bought all wheat at a fixed price 
and issued a participation certificate providing for the distribution, 
on a pro-rata basis to producers, of any surplus derived from the sale 
of this wheat. The operation of the free market was suspended with the 
closing of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange and both domestic and export 
^he powers of the Board of Grain Supervisors were as follows: 
(a) To ascertain the supplies of available wheat 
(b) To determine the prices and the qxiantities of wheat irtiich 
might be sold for domestic use and for the account of the ^ eat 
Sxecutive which was the central buying agency in the United Kingdom. 
This latter agency, toward the end of the war, came to control the 
allocation of all wheat imports the Allies and neutral countries 
in Europe. 
For an account of the circumstances leading up to the establishment 
of the Board of Grain Supervisors, see M. W. Sharp, Allied SSheat Buying 
in Relationship to Canadian Marketing Policy, 1914-191B. Can. Jour, 
of Eeo9. and Pol. Sol. 6< 381-389. 1940. 
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prleee vere d«t«»ined admlnistrativsly,^ The deterninatloii of the 
price by the seller alone vas made poeaihle by the desperate need of 
the Allied and neutral countries for wheat together with a crop of 
poor quality in 1916. 
The first Wheat Board handled only one crop, that of 1919* and 
with its dissolution trading was resnaed on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. 
Farmers, hamvrer, were never able to forget that with the operation of 
the Board they had received a total price of $2.63 per bushel (less 
marketing charges) for their wheat. The open market price declined £rom 
The details of the controls imposed on wheat during this period 
may be summarised on a chronological basis as follows! 
June 11» 1917 • Board of Grain Supervisors appointed. 
July 20, 1917 - A maximtm price of $2.40 per bushel was placed on 
Ko. 1 Northern Wheat, basis Ft. William, effective August 1. 
August 17, 1917 •> The above laaxlmum price was also made the minimum 
price axtd futures trading was prohibited as £tom September 1« 
Sept«Bber 13, 1917 - A fixed price of $2.21 per bushel, effective 
to July 31, 1918, aas announced. 
August 26, 1918 - The Board of Grain Supervisors set a price of 
$2.24i- basis Bo. 1 Northern in store Fort William. This price was to 
effective until August 31, 1919. 
July 21, 1919 - Trading in wheat futures resuned, but agalr^ suspended 
July 29, 1919. 
August 16, 1919 - August 17, 1920 - Wheat Board paid cash advance 
of |2«15 and additional payments of 30^ July 9, 1920, and 18^ November At 
1920, making a total of $2.63. 
Sale Price to Canadian Hills. 
August 11 to DeeaiBber 27, 1919 > ^ *30 
Oscember 28 to Ifay 8, 1920 - 2.80 
May 9 to August 31» 1920 - 3»50 
5^ bushel carrying charge included. 
August 18, 1920 - ]^tures trading In wheat resumed. 
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|2«7d^ in September 1920 to |1.76^ in April 1921. The contrast vas 
iapressive and the "lesson" never to be forgotten. A wheat board was 
henceforth to be associated in the faxners* minds vith a high price 
and the open market with a low one. Proposals for the establishment 
of another irtieat board were immediately made but these came to naught 
and producers turned their attention to pooling.^ 
No further attempts were made by the Dominion CioTemment to control 
the price of wheat during the decade of the twenties. Between the date 
of its organisation in 1924 and 1928«29 the Central Sales Agency of 
the Fools handled 52 per cent of all wheat delivered by farmers in the 
2 Prairie Frovinees. This Agency established offices in the United King­
dom and on the continent and pursued "an organized selling policy". 
It was not until the collapse of the market in 1929 that the Pools ran 
into financial difficulties through the making of initial payments which 
piroved too high relatively to the price at which they were able to sell. 
Provincial, and finally Dominion, guarantees of the Pools' debt to the 
banks were secured but control of the Central Sales Agency passed into 
the hands of a nominee of the banks, Mr. J, 1. UcFarland. 
Pooling practically ceased after 1930 and "the chief activities 
iriiich the agency carried on between 1931 and 1935, under the direction 
of Mr. McFarland were directed toward stabilising prices." The authors 
of the Boyal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938> summarize the activities 
ICf. H. S. Patton. Grain Growers Co-operation in Western Canada, 
harvard University Press. 1928. For a short summaryt Appendix B. 
Beport of the Boy^ Cograission on Cooperatives. Ottawat King's Printer. 
1945. pp. 134-139. 
^Report of the Royal Causission on Co-operatives, p. 136. 
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of the Central Agency in these tenisi^ 
In speaking of the stabilization measmres, all that may be said is 
that they consisted in holding unusually large quantities of grain 
out of the cash market for long periods of time, and adding to the 
Central Selling Agency^s cash wheat by the btgring of futures* The 
reasons given for this policy were: excessive world supplies, a 
scarcity of bi;iyer8, and unusually low prices. 
It would appear to the writer that the Central Sales Agency of the 
Pools was, albeit under government guarantee, attempting to perform a 
fonction Trtiich is more properly a responsibility of the Dominion govern­
ment itself. By acquiring wheat and wheat futures in the open market 
over the 1930-39 period the Fool agency was in effect attempting to 
bolster the market against a decline in demand. Hie will not attempt to 
evaluate here the extent to which these efforts were successful but it 
nay be worth noting that the average price received by farmers for their 
iriieat was less than 50 cents a bushel for four successive crop years, 
beginning with 1930, and dropped to 35 cents in 1932. ^7 holding some 
irtieat off the market during these years prices were probably maintained 
at a higher level than would have prevailed without this intervention; 
on the other hand, they were lowered when accunulated supplies were fin­
ally sold. Since a large part of these stocks were actually held until 
the drought years of 1936-37 and 1937-38* during which time wheat prices 
were more than twice as high as the 1930-34^ average, this represents a 
cMBBendation rather than a criticism of the program. Unfortunately this 
faapi^ outcome was neither premeditated nor foreseen. One of the prime 
Report of the Soyal Gbrain Inquiry Ccwmission* Ottawa: King's 
Printer. 1938* P* 36. 
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reasons for the establlsbBent :vf the Wheat Board In 1935 was dis-
satlsfaotlon oyer the Inability of the UoFarland agency to dispose of 
aooiimulated stooks. 
Thus these "stabilisation operations'* of the Central Agency mat with 
a svtth greater degree of suocess than did those of its American cotmter-
part, the Farm Board. This latter agency apparently became discouraged 
and dumped its accumulated stocks on the market at the bottom of the 
depression in 1931 and 1932, incurring a loss estimated at from 300 to 
400 million dollars.^ The Canadian "Agency" turned 205 million bushels 
of vheat over to the Wheat Board in 1935 and this irtieat was sold during 
the years 1936 and 1937 when yields vere extremely lov and prices relatively 
high. Finally, although profit in dollars and cents may not be used as 
a filial criterion in assessing the success of an operation of this nature, 
the accounts of the Central Agency were closed out at a net profit of 
about 9 million dollars. 
Althou^ in retrospect this venture of the Central Selling Agency 
of the Pools is apt to appear as an effort to stabilise sc^plies against 
fltictuations in demand such an objective was certainly xiot foreseen at 
the tiae. The program was initiated to prevent the breakdown of the 
pool marketing system and «as maintained, partly, to prevent the break-
dovn of the futures market and, partly, to maintain farm income.^ It 
S. Shepherd. Agricultural Price Control, p. 30. 
^Beport of the Canadian Vheat Board, Winnipeg, 1937*38. p. 2. 
%his is essMxtially the judgment reached by V. C. Foidce. Scwinlon 
Aids to Vheat ISarketing, 1929-39. Can. Jour, of Eeon. and Pol. Sci. 
6i 391. 1940. 
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was a stopHgap answer to the very dlffletilt situation whioh confronted 
Canada as a result of depressed prices and loss of export markets for 
the most Important single product of a large indttstry. Measures adopted 
as a means of stq>porting inoome levels are clearly beyond the function of 
a private or co-operative organisation* 
It is notewortligr that no attempt vas made to control the output of 
farm products during the decade of the thirties. One effoirt was made to 
increase farm income through a subsidy tied to price. A payment of 
5 cents per bushel was paid on each bushel of iriieat marketed during the 
crop year 1931-32. The measure was 8tQ>ported by Hr. Bennett as a means 
of comp^isating farmers for low prices and reducing relief payments. 
The aiticisms were raised that it singled out one product produced in a 
partioular area for special treatment and that it was regressive. Farmers 
participated in the payments to the extent that the^ had idieat for sale. 
The payment had no effect upon the allocation of acreage since the nee-
essaxy legislation was passed Just prior to harvest.^ It probably had 
little effect upon the decision of the farmer to feed more or less wheat 
since all prices were extremely low. 
The second notable eitperinent of the Xtominion govenment in the 
field of agricultural price control began with the establishment of the 
second Canadian Wheat Board in 1935* The function of this Board has 
been described as coxstituting a "buffer between chaotic conditions in 
the international idieat market and farmers on the land in Western Canada". 
^he Act, 21*22, Qeo. V, c 60, was assented to August 3, 1931* 
W. Qrindley. The Canadian nheat Board. Canada Tear Book, 1939. 
p. 569. 
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The Board vas instructed to dispose of the 205 million biishels of wheat 
which it had taken over from the Central Sales Agency.^ The Board fixed 
2 
a oinlmum price which it would pay for all wheat offered to it. Sig* 
nificantly enough these minisnm prices were, prior to the war, invariably 
fixed J\ist before harvest. They did not, then, represent forward prices 
and probably had little Influence upon the allocation of acreage as 
among competing crops. The cash and futures markets were left open. Mo 
effort was made to guide the allocation of resources; wheat prices were 
supported as a means of supporting farm income while the prices of other 
grains competing with wheat for the use of resources were left to find 
their market level* 
The modus operandi of the Board was fairly simple. Vh«i open market 
prices were less than the Board prise, farmers delivered their i&eat to the 
^his policy is expressed in a statement issued the Mii Ister of 
Trade and Cmomerce on December 4» 1935 s 
The concentration of surplus stocks of idieat in Canada during the 
past few years has created an abnonnal situation in the world 
wheat trade. 
Last June this situation was reeogcised by parliament as not being 
in the interests of Canada or her wheat producers, and the Dominion 
govemeotn desires to have our surplus restored to a normal basis. 
To aeoompllsh this the Wheat Board will seek the good will and co­
operation of the grain and milling trades in all importing countries. 
It is not necessary to have and there will not be any *fire sale' cT 
Canadian wheat, but it will be for sale at competitive values and 
will not be held at exorbitant premiums over other wheats. 
Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-36, p. 2. 
^hls minlnum price prior to an amendment in the Act in 1939 was 
fixed by the Board with -Uie approxal of the Govemor-in-Council which 
means the cabinet. 
I 
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Board; when market prices exceeded the Board price, wheat was not del<-
ivered to the Board* Thus with a fixed price of 87^ cents per bushel 
the Board bought the 1935 crop and sold it prior to November of 1936.^ 
The Board received none of the 1936 and 1937 crops since it refused to 
accept deliveries when the market price was higher than 90 cents per 
bushel. During these two years of low yields the 205 million bushels 
held over fjrom the pre*1935 period were sold. 
In August of 1938 Canada had prospects of a slightly lower than 
average yield but the world ontput of wheat promised to set a new record. 
Under these circuBStances the Board reduced the fixed price to 80 cents 
per bushel. The United States was actively subsidizing export sales of 
wheat and wheat flour. Since the 1!heat Board was selling iheat for 
export at a price lower than that paid to farmers, Caneuia too was sub­
sidising exports.^ Only the method differed ftom that adopted in the 
United States; the Intent and the effects were the same. Canadian wheat 
3 prodosers were subsidlBed to the extent of some 61 million dollars. 
^It would be interesting to know how the specific fixed price of 
87^ cents per bushel was determined. The figure is suggestive of a 
compromise between two parties supporting an 85 and $0 cent price 
respectively. So far as is known to the writer no criteria of an econ-
(»dc nature wbb used In fixing this price. It prestosably represents a 
price irtiich is fairly close to the expected equilibrium price but was 
not Intended either to yield any specific level of farm income or to 
induce the production of any particular volta&e of wheat. 
^he price of So. 1 Northern irtieat. Fort William, failed to average 
80 cents per bushel fbr any month during the crop year and averaged 
about 62 cents for the crop year as a whole. 
%eport of the Canadian Vheat Board, 1939-40, p. 23. 
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He hav* perhaps traced the operations of the Board in sufficient 
detail to reveal the fundanental philosopher of the approach which was 
adopted prior to the war. Price control was applied to only one 
coinaodity, wheat, in an effort to sup^«rt farm incosie in Western Canada. 
The open narket was not abandoned although it was doninated Isy the 
operations of the Board during those years in i^oh the latter was 
actiTe. Fixed prices to the farMrs were set at a "reasonable" lerel 
while wheat was sold into dofflestic and foreign channels at market prices 
as sales opportunities presented thoMelTes to the officials of the Board.^ 
This approach to the problem of supporting fam income is open to 
criticism on sereral grounds. In the first place, it subsidises exports 
and thus invites siailar action £ram other major wheat exporting countries. 
Such a policy results in an outri^t gift being made to Importing coiortries. 
Canadiais have tended to be critical of the inerican policy of export sub­
sidies; not moQy have realised that Canada has been following a similar 
policy although in a someirtiat less obrious manner. 
Secondly, it may be asked as to irtgr income supports should be tied 
to wheat alone. The prices of other agricultural products were low; why 
discrlddnate in favow of the i^eat producer? Such diseriaination promotes 
an nneeonomic allocation of resources Cince the relative prices of wheat 
and other grains no longer reflect consuMrs' choice. The continued use 
^"Throughout the year the policy of the Board was to sell idieat at 
every reasonable opportunity, when there was dmsand for it. In reviewing 
the sales day Iqr day, it is clear that the largest sales were made as 
demand becaM apparent." 
Beport of the Canadian Wheat Board, 193S-39> P« 2. 
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of an income support scheme tied to the output of one product vould 
attract too many resources to the production of vheat vhile this wheat 
would be sold for what it would bring on world markets. Production 
control is the next logical step in such a program and we shall see 
that the adoption of this technique was hastened bgr the loss of export 
markets on the Continent which resulted from the German occupation of 
Western Europe* 
Apart firom the shortcomings, Aroa the standpoint of resource allocation, 
of the Canadian approach to farm income stabiliaatlon this program may 
also be criticlMd on the way in iriilch it distributes transfer payments 
to farmex>s* By tying supplementary payments to the price of the product 
the distribution of transfer payments is made regressive. The large 
wheat producers receive large transfer payments; smaller produeeirs re­
ceive smaller payments. The writer is incllDed to believe that there 
is a fairly high degree of correlation between total transfer receipts 
to individual farmers and their net farm incomes. With the price structure 
irtiich existed in 193d it is quite possible that many efficient farmers 
with larger farms and adequate capital equipment at their disposal were 
able to produce wheat at a cost of 50 cents per bushel, which included 
a "nomal" rate of profit to the opentor. The question may legitimately 
be asked as to why income should be transferred from other taxpayers to 
sueh operators. On the other hand farmers producing livestock, or coarse 
grains, may have possessed resources iribilch would permit then to earn at 
least an acceptable standard of living, given the level of prices of 
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farm products vhloh might be expected to aecompany a fairly high level 
of emplojnDent.^ 
If transfer parents to farmers are intended to permit the latter 
to maintain a minimuB acceptable standard of living during a period of 
low prices, tying such payments to the price of the products which they 
ia*o<iuce is neither an equitable nor an efficient method of attaining 
^No stu^ has ever been made in Canada of the incidence of transfer 
payments made by the Viheat Board. Since practically all wheat marketed 
during the crop year 1940 was handled by the Vheat fioard this agency 
would have a record of all payments to individuals. The 1941 census 
would provide a rough estimate of net farm incorae for each farm operator. 
If the two sets of data were combined it would be possible to check on 
the degree of regressiveness of transfer payments which were made upon 
this b^is. Some very rough indication of the distribution of such pay­
ments may be gained firom the following data giving the average seeded 
wheat aoreage, per permit (farm). In the various major soil sones in 
Saskatchewan for the year 1941* These data were compiled from unpub­
lished records of the libeat Board. 
Average Wheat Acreage Per Permit, Saskatchewan, 19iU-
Soil Zone or Type Acres 
Grey»WDoded 39*6 
Black 65.2 
Dark Brown (excluding Regina) 116.5 
Regina heavy clay 207.9 
Brown (e»:luding Sceptre} 154*9 
Sceptre heavy clay 2^.0 
Farmers on the Beglna and Sceptre heavy clay series might be expected 
to benefit most firom this type of payment bMause of the large wheat 
acreage per farm and the relatively high yields on these heavy soils. 
Bad these transfer payments been tied to oat or barley prices farmers 
In the grey wooded and black sones would have been favoured relatively 
to farmers on the open plains because of the relatively greater con­
centration and higher yields of these crops in the former sones. 
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this end* To link such payaents to the price of a single product^ even 
though a high percentage of those faraers nhoa it is desired to subsidise 
produce this product, is still less equitable from the standpoint of 
income allocation and less efficient from the standpoint of the beet 
allocation of resources.^ In order to examine some further probsLems 
Involved in this method of supporting farm income we wish to survey 
briefly the experiences of the Wheat Board during World War II. 
2* The World War II period 
In the face of the second largest crop in Canadian history (the 
final estimate of the 1939 crop was 521 million bushels) the minimum 
price was lowered to 70 cents and a 5000 bushel limit was placed on 
deliveries by ai^ one producer* The imposition of this limit might indicate 
that the government was aware of the regressive effects of subsidies tied 
to prices* Producers wishing to market wheat in excess of this limit might 
either sell on the open market or pool. In which latter case they were 
gxiaranteed a minlBum initial payment of 56 cents per bushel.^ This 
overall limitation on deliveries proved extremely difficult to enforce 
ajsd was abandoned after one crop year* The initial price was now a mini-
ncm, not a fixed, price and if the Board realised any profits, such profits 
would be distributed on a pro rata basis to those selling to the Board. 
Section H of the Wheat Board Act of 1935 made provision for the 
eactension of the provisions of the Ast by the ap]»roval of the Governor-
in-Coonell to oats, barl^, rye and flax. Such an extension was never 
actually made and this section was repealed in the amendment of 1939* 
G. E* Britnell* HoBiinion L^lslation Affecting Western Agriculture, 
1939* Can. Jour* of Scon* and Fiol* Sci* 6t 276* 1940* 
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Each year's aoeount nas now treated separately* Any surplus realised 
on the 1939 account was not to be applied to the deficit incurred on 
the 1938 crop. The Board incurred a deficit of 8«2 million dollars on 
the 1939 crop. 
The program for the crop year 1940*-^ vas announced Just prior to 
harvesting on July 20, 1940, Another 500 million bushel crop was in the 
fields and since minlBum trading levels for futures had been in effect 
on the Grain Exchange during the suner months the elevators were refus­
ing to buy except on Board account since they could not hedge their 
purchases,^ This prevented larger produceors from snarketlng more than 
the 5000 bushels irtilch the Boaard was then prepared to accept. The 
principal changes in Board policy were to remove this limitation, to 
provide storage paj^nts for wheat stored on farms, to regijQ.ate all 
grain deliveries, and finaUy^ to collect a processing levy of 15 cents 
per bushel on wheat utilized for htaum coxisxmption in Canada. The revenue 
from this tax was to become a part of the general revenues of the Board. 
The minister of Trade and Cknmerce eiq^lained this tax in the House 
of Connons by stating that there was no reason why the domestic consumer 
should benefit at the expense of the iriieat producer by low irtieat prices 
caused by the loss of export markets in Europe. This, then, is the first 
step toward a multiple priced market for Canadian wheat. This tax wa9» 
^On May 18, I940, ^e May future was pegged at 70 3/8 the July 
at 71 3/8 and the October at 73 5/8 On June 8 the December future 
wias peiK^ at 74 5/8 This, it will be recalled, was at the time of 
the German break tlirough in the West. 
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however, roBsoved at the end of the il.940**41 orop year. 
The imnedlate cause for the introduction of a delivery quota system 
vas the lack of sufficient elevator space to house the large carryover 
(270 million bushels in Canada) and the new crop (540 million bushels). 
Accordingly each permit holder vas permitted an initial quote of 5 bushels 
per seeded acre for each acre of wheats oats and barley. These quotas 
were increased as elevator space became available. It was not until the 
next year, March 12, 1941* that an overall limitation on deliveries off 
farms was Imposed. From the 1941 crop only 230 million bushels were to 
be accepted by the Board and each farmer's share was to be based on 65 
per cent of the acreage which he seeded to wheat in 1940 multiplied by 
the average yield at his delivery point. This then is the beginning of 
an indirect attempt at production control and, incidentally, a two 
price system for wheat. Any wheat over and above his quota the farmer 
must dispose of as best he can. This two price system did not come into 
effect for the 1941 crop since the open market price remained slightly 
above the Board price of 70 cents per bushel throughout the year. 
The announcanent of the marketing policy for the 1941 crop was, 
for the first time announced prior to seeding. Since it was made on 
March 12, however, it left farmers oraparatively little time in which 
to alter their plans. Sioce the government was using the price of wheat 
as a means of svqpporting farm income, rather than as a means of allocating 
resources, it now had resort to another device to secure a desired shift 
in resourca use. The prices of livestock and livestock products had 
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risen relatively more than those of grains^ while the stocks of idieat 
resulting from favourable weather, a guaranteed minimum price and a 
diaimition of export demand, threatened to swamp storage facilities. 
Accordingljr the Kheat Acreage Reduction policy was instituted to increase 
the output of feed grains and, by decreasing wheat production, to relieve 
some of the pressure on storage facilities. Payments of $4. per acre 
were made for sunmerfallow, and #2 per acre for coarse grains which 
Jiere seeded on acreage which had been devoted to wheat in 1940. These 
psjTBentSy together with the limitation on wheat deliveries, diverted 
soma 6.6 million acres £roni wheat to coarse grains and summerfallow. 
The controls which were introduced to apply during the crop year 1942 
are significant in the evolution of a price program for farm products. 
A general price ceiling had been intx«daoed in Canada in the fall of 
1941* Areezing prices at the average level prevailing dwing the selected 
base period, September 15 to October 11, 1941* A ceiling of 64 3/4 i 
p«r bushel was placed on barley, 51^# on oats and |1.64 on flaxseed. Stocks 
of wheat were at an all time high, storage capaci'ty was still limited and 
efforts were being made to expand the output of livestock products, 
paarticularly bacon. The government was, therefore, anxious not only to 
hold the reduction of wheat acreage liiich had been achieved in 1941 but 
to continue to shift resources firom the production of iriieat to the 
ia«duetion of coarse grains. 
^Itt ISarch 1941 the index of prices received by Saskatchewan faners 
for livestock was 130.2 (1935-39 s 100), for dairy products 133*8, while 
the Index for grains was only 81.3. These data are from an unpublished 
index computed by the writer. The official index released by the OOB> 
inion Bureau of Statistics on September 3t 1946, does mt give a break­
down by prodtiet grot:Q)8. 
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The program for the 1942 crop was announced prior to seeding time 
on Uarch 9* The highpoints of the new program vere the following t 
1. The initial minimum price of wheat was raised from 70 to 90 cents. 
2* The Board would accept delivery of only 280 million bushels 
£rom the new crop. These deliveries were to be allocated among prod-
ucers on the basis of "authorised" acreage* (65% of each producer's 
seeded wheat acreage in 1940» adjusted for inequities.) 
3. The Wheat Acreage Reduction program was continued with $2 per 
acre payable on each acre seeded to wheat in 1940 and tiow seeded to 
grass, coarse grain or summerfallowed. 
4* Floor prices of 45 and 60 cents respectively for oats and barley 
were guaranteed. 
5. A fixed price for flaxseed of $2.25 per bushel was anxu>unced. 
For the second tine forward prices for grains had been announced in 
advaaoe of seeding time but, as in the preceding year, they permitted 
farmers little time in which to alter their plans. Prices were still, 
though, not being used as a means of directing production. Since the 
ostensible purpose of the program was to shift resoTuoes from the prod­
uction of wheat to the production of oats and barley, and the illheat 
Acreage Redaction payments were clearly designed to promote this end, 
why should the initial price of wheat be raised and that of oats and 
barley held down by a celling? A part of the answer may be found in the 
argument that the prices of livestock products were also under ceilings 
and to raise the price of coarse grairs would have necessitated an 
increase in livestock prices if the same livestock-feed ratios were to 
be preserved, from the standpoint of controlling the cost of living such 
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an increase in livestock prices vas not desirable* 
On the other hand If resort bad been had to relative prices eilone 
as a means of securing a shift, forward prices mig^t have been announced 
at expected equilibrium levels. Such a policy would have encouraged a 
greater iise of wheat for feed. This technique was not adopted so another 
bad to be found to take Its place. Since the price of wheat had now been 
increased it was deemed advisable to subsidize its use for livestock feed. 
Meordlngly on September 11, 19^42, a drawback of 8 cents per bushel was 
granted on western wheat used for feed.^ Although this subsidy was 
effective for feeders in Eastern Canada, it meant little to fanners in 
Western Canada who produce more wheat than they feed td livestock or 
poultry. flheat was now overpriced relatively to coarse grains and. In 
P. C. 8175* September 11, 19^42. Payments in respect of western 
iriieat purchased for feed purposes. This drawback was later ijwreased 
to 25 cents per bushel when the initial price of lAieat was raised to 
11.25 per bushel. 
type of subsidy discrimates in favour of the specialized feeder 
and against the feeder who grows his own feed. The opportuxxity cost of 
wheat for feed to the irtieat grower is the price which he can secure for 
hia wheat if he sells it. Thus a farmer in Manitoba feeding part of the 
wheat iriiich he harvested from his 19i42 crop shotald value this wheat at 
the rate of 90 cents per bushel for Mo. 1 Northern basis Fort William, 
plus the expected value of his participation ceirtlflcate. A cattle or 
hog feeder prodneing no wheat himself could secure feed wheat at the rate 
of 90 cents per bushel basis Fort Will law, less 8 cents drawback. The 
price of wheat to the fe«der>grower is thus higher by the sum of the 
drawback and any payment which might be made on the participation certl-
fieate. The average pairtielpatlon payment on the 1942 crop was 11^ per 
bushel. This unhaj^ result secured administratively by requiring 
any permit holder to have entered thereon his purchases as well as sales 
of wheat. No feed drawbeek wus payable until the permit holder had bought 
ii»re wheat than he sold and then only on his net purchases. Similarly 
participation certificates were payable only on net sales. This type of 
diserlmination also applied to the Board's method of handling equal­
isation paymMits on oats and barley. We have seen that this disadvantage 
was inherent in the Schtilts and Norton>Worklng plans. It is both important 
in its effeetB and peculiarly difficult to overcome. 
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order to correct this aaladjustmenty parents were being made on a per 
acre basis for the transfer of resources to the production of coarse 
grain. This appears to be an extremely circuitous path to a desired 
end. It lends support to the argument that if transfer payments to 
people in agriculture are considered desirable they should be tied to 
the human agent rather than to the prices of products or to factors of 
production. 
The details of price control as applied to grains are on the record; 
we have examined then in sufficient detail to point up the methods 
employed. The goyemment had apparently adopted the principle of 
announcing minimum forward prices in advance for wheat but never seemed 
aware that the acreage seeded to wheat depended not only on the price 
of wheat but also on the price of competing crops, ia a result prices 
to the farmer for other crops were often changed after seeding, when 
these changes might have secured a better tise of resources if announced 
earlier. The price program for the 194-3 crops is a case in point. On 
January 29, 1943, the Minister of Trade and CtMBmerce, the Hon. Mr. McKinnon, 
announced an initial payment of 90 cents for wheat. Ceiling prices for 
oats and barley were still effective. However, on April 6 a policy of 
paying equalisation payments on oats and barley was announced in order 
to permit Western farmers to benefit ftron the higher prices sreallzed flrom 
eoqiorts of these two grains to the Unitad States. Notwithstanding this 
substantial increase in the price of coarse grains which was announced 
too late to affect the acreage seeded, the area put into coarse grains 
increased Iqr some 22 per cent. It is not possible, however, to be too 
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critical of minor points. With the changing fortunes of the war the 
outlook was likely to change overnight} to ask any agency to make price 
changes known any considerable in advance under such circuisstances may 
be xxorealistic. 
On Septaaber 27, 194.3, before any large part of the new crop was 
marketed, the Government closed the Winnipeg Grain Exchange, The Wheat 
Board was empowered to take over all commercial wheat and the accounts 
for the 1940, 1941 and 1942 crops were closed out at the open market 
price prevailing when the Exchange was closed ($1.23-^ per bushel for 
No, 1 Northern). A ninimun price to farmers of $1,25 per bushel was 
guaranteed until July 31, 1945* Henceforth the ?!heat Board was to deter­
mine the prices at which it would sell without reference to any competitive 
market in Canada, A multiple price structure for wheat came into effect 
with one price for wheat being sold to the United Kingdom or other Idutual 
Aid countries, a second price to non-mutal aid countries, and a third 
to the domestic market which was in turn subdivided between food and 
feed uses by different "drawbacks",^ 
Perhaps the latest significant development in terns of its effect 
upon price determination and government control over marketing has been 
^he prioa paid to the Wheat Board for wheat for domestic consumption 
is $X*25 per bushel. A drawback of 25 cents is allowed on commercial wheat 
fed to livestock and 4-7 5/S cents on wheat iised for human consumption* 
These payments, however, are made directly from the treasury* It might 
be argued that farmers are still subsidising domestic consumers since 
wheat which the Board sells for $1*25 for domestic use would bring |1*?5 
if sold to the United Kingdom (contract country) or in excess of |2*00 
if sold to non^ontract countries* 
{ 
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the iriieat contract with the United Kingdom.^ Since the goTernxoent has 
undertaken to supply minimum quantities of vheat at fixed or minimum 
prices it is fairly certain that the goremment will remain the sole 
purchasing and selling agent for wheat until at least July 31, 1950* The 
mlnlmtm price to the farmer is to be $1,35 per bushel throughout the 
four year period with ai^ surplus distributed as participation payments 
after the expiration of the agreement. Although the 1!heat Board is 
still supplying the domestic market at a price of $1*25 per bushel, the 
2 Minister of Agriculture has indicated that the price will be raised to •i.ssr 
^his agreeoest covers a period of four crop years during which the 
Canadian Government undertakes to sell and the United Kingdom Government 
to purchase the following minimum quantities of wheat or Its equivalent 
In wheat flour at specified prices or minimum prices t 
(a) 194^6-67 - 160 million bushels at $1*55 per boshel 
b) 1947-48 - 160 mil lion bushels at $1.55 per bushel 
c) 1948-49 - 140 million bushels at not less than $1.25 per bushel 
(d) 1949-^ - million bushels at not less than $1.00 per bushel. 
Should the Canadian government be prepared to offer and the United Kingdom 
to accept any wheat over and above these minimum amounts, any such addition­
al sales are to be governed by the terms of this agreement. The contract 
also specifies that the prices to be paid for the 1948 and 1949 crops 
are to be negotiated prior to December 31» 1947, and Secanber 31, 1948, 
respectively. Purchases of flour are not to be less than 24. million 
bushels, wheat equivalent, during each of the first two years of the 
contract and not less than 18 million bushels dwlng each of the last 
two years of the contract* The actual purchases of flour are to be 
deteznlned by the out-tura of the crop. 
^he Bon. J. G. Gardiner, as quoted by the Winnipeg Free Press, 
October 30, 1946. In the evert the price to non-contract countries 
drops below the price to the iinited Kingdom before the expiration of 
this agre«Dent It will be Interesting to observe idiat price will be 
fixed for the dcmtestlc market. 
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the price to the United Kingdom, as soon as price ceilings are relaxed. 
The price to non-contract countries Is to be in line with those charged 
by the other principal suppliers. 
The Government's plans clearly envisage a resort to marketing 
quotas at such time as these may be deemed advisable. In announcing this 
program for wheat in the House of Commons on July 30, 1946, the Minister 
of Trade and Commerce made the following statement!^ 
Deliveries In the last three years of the pool will depend upon 
conditions of production and of markets. It will be provided 
in the new orders that the deliverable quantities will be deter­
mined by the Governor-in-Council before each new crop year, 
but in any event, the deliverable quantity shall not be less than 
14, bushels per authorised acre. The latter provision should 
safeguard wheat producers against an extreme reduction in deliver­
able amounts, should available markets be smaller than we expect. 
Although we have traced through the price controls which were applied 
to grains during World War II, the prices of all major farm products were 
controlled. In the case of no other product, however, was an exclusive gov­
ernment monopoly created to handle a commodity. Market prices were allowed 
to operate, although restricted by ceiling and floors at the wholesale lev­
el. The domestic price of such export staples as bacon, beef, and cheese 
were largely determined hy the export prices negotiated between the Govern­
ments of Canada and the United Kingdom. Purchases for the account of the 
British Ministry of Food were handled by commodity Boards in Canada such as 
the Meat Board and the Dairy Products Board. Exports to the higher priced 
American market were prevented by export embargoes. Subsidies were paid both 
to encourage an expansion in output and to hold retail food prices at celling 
levels. Practically all subsidies, other than those on hogs, have been re­
moved but, otherwise, government controls remain unimpaired. 
^The Hon. J. A. MacKinnon, Hansard, July 30, 194^, as reprinted in 
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Forward sales contracts with the British ministry of Food have been 
negotiated for bacon, beef and dried milk up to the end of 1948, and for 
eggs to the end of 194-7. These contracts, in effect, provide for mini-
muB forward prices for bogs and offer a fairly high degree of price 
certainty for beef. The degree of price certainty offered for milk and 
eggs is somewhat less because of the smaller sise of the contracts relatively 
to the probable exportable surplus, 
£• The Probable Lapaet of Past Experience Upon Future Price Controls 
The close association between a high level of faxm income and extensive 
government controls during the war period has conditioned most Canadian 
farmears to accept such controls fairly readily. The palatability of 
close regulation in the face of lower prices and under less favotirable 
weather conditions has yet to be observed. Many of the controls which 
we have suggested in Chapters VI to VIII have differed considerably from 
those actually in effect. Bow do the controls which Canada has adopted 
square with the premises upon idiich those suggested in this thesis were 
based) Has Canada devised techniques which will permit of an efficient 
allocation of resources and idiich will, in the event of a depiression, 
permit the maintenance of a taiiilmtim acceptable standard of living for 
farm people without interfering with resource allocation? We propose 
in the concluding pages of this chapter to evaluate Canadian agricultwal 
the Monthly Review of the Wheat Situation. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Ottawa. August, 1946. p. 3* 
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policy according to these two criteria and, where we suggested other 
techniques, to indicate the reasons for so doing. 
The possibilities of maximizing output by achievixig the best possible 
allocation of resources has recelyed less attention in the formulation of 
Canadian agricultural policy than the problem of increasing farm income. 
Nevertheless some progress has been made in using prices as an appropriate 
means of allocating resources. 
1. J2g£ forward prices 
We hove seen how, during the later years of the war, prices for 
wheat were announced in advance of seeding time. Such annotincements 
Increased price certainty but were of little use firom the point of view 
of resource allooatlon since the prices of competing products were not 
announced. The objective seesMid primarily to increase farm Income by 
means of a higher price and then to fall back upon some other device, 
such as an acreage payment, in order to achieve a shift in resource use. 
We have stressed this point in coxmection with efforts to shift resources 
from the production of idieat to coarse grains.^ Nevertheless some 
attention was paid to the expected equilibrium price in fixing the 
mlnlBum price in order to control the sise of the transfer payment to 
wbeaX producers. 
The failiire to make the best use of prices to direct production is 
well evidenced by the manner in which the annual Agricultural Objectives 
^ee above p* 235* 
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Programs have been conceived and carried out.^ Prior to the convening 
of these annual conferences, committees, composed of officials of the 
Dominion Civil Servicei estimated the amounts of the various fam prod­
ucts needed during the coming year. In the case of crops they worked 
out a suggested allocation of available acres in such a way as to come 
as close as possible, assuming average yields, to meeting these projected 
requirements. Similar prelljninary goals were set up for livestock and 
livestock products. And, although cognizance was taken of the necessity 
of keeping objectives consonant with available resources, many comittees 
were never quite sure as to whether they were setting goals or predicting 
production; i.e. were they establishing objectives or doing outlook work? 
At the tine the Coi^erence met, representatives of the Provincial 
2 govemnents in turn gave their estimate of the acreage iriiich might be 
seeded or the output idiich might be expected from their respective 
pmvlnoes. These estimates were presumably based upon the assumption 
that present prices would continue throughout the period during which 
the outpulf then being planned, would be marketed. Price was not used 
as a determinant of output but accepted as a given datum. Provincial 
representatives were not, aoveoifer, infomed of any impending price 
changes. The result was that farmers were frequently urged to produce 
those products irtileh were needed most but the output of irtiich, in the 
^ee Objectives for Canadian Agriculture 1943* Agricultural Siqpplies 
Board, Doaixdon Dapartment of Agriculture. Ottawat King's Printer. 
Also reports for subsequent years. 
%he leadnra of the lawvinclal delegations are either ministers 
or Deputy Ministers of Agriculture. 
1 
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volume reoonoDended, would not maxlnlse their net farm ineome. The 
price structure was also altered during the production period. The bacon 
contract with the United Kingdom, for instance, provided a forward price 
for hogs marketed during 1943 yet the price of coarse grains and wheat 
were raised halfway through the year* The resultant worsening of the 
feei-hog ratio encouraged producers to market their breeding stock. When 
it becamie evident that the desired output of hogs would not be achieved 
a subsidy was placed on hogs. Unfortunately this bonus was not announced 
until January 10, 1943* when the breeding season was practically over. 
2. Discrimination among producers 
We have noted how the system of equalisation payments in effect for 
oats and barley and the drawback subsidies on wheat used for feed have 
diserlainated in favour of the specialised feeder as compered with the 
feeder who grows his own grain.^ This type of subsidy, bgr decreasing the 
"The practice of making equalisation payments on oats and barley 
arose directly from wartime controls. A general price ceiling was Jjic 
posed in Canada while prices were still rising in the United States, 
This difference in price levels would have drained a large part of 
Canada's supplies of grain to the higher priced American market if export 
controls had not been imposed. Since some experts were still permitted 
the pTOblem arose as to irtio sho uld be allowed to export and secure this 
hii^ier price. The most equitable solution was to paro-rate the differential 
realised on exports among all those producers delivering oats and barley. 
A similar problem is now presenting itself with respect to beef cattle. 
The eontreot with the United Kingdua calls for minimum exports of 120 
million pounds of beef in 1947 at prices ranging fircm $24.25 per hundred 
pounds, carcass weight, down. Since this will still permit additional 
exports of perhaps 200 million pounds, the cattle industry is anxious to 
be permitted to again export live cattle or beef to its traditionally 
most important B«rket, the United States. Should such exports be permitted, 
the dlstribotion of the differential receipts among producers will prove 
more difTicult since no government monopoly controls the cattle industry 
as the Wheat Board controls grains. 
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attractiveness of feeding grain as compared to selling :: t, has been 
partly responsible for a very marked reduction in the production of 
hogs in Western Canada. There are two means of overcoming this effect. 
The most obvious would be to raise the ceilings on oats and barley to 
a level equivalent to the present price plus the equalization parent 
and to remove the subsidy on wheat used for feed. This solution would 
Involve raising the ceilings on livestock to preserve the same feed-
livestock iratios. The resultant increase In the price of meat and dairy 
products might not prove acceptable since it would necessitate a break 
in the general price ceilings and hamper the filling of export contracts 
for bacon, beef, cheese and eggs at the present fixed prices. The second 
alternative would be to make parents on grain fed by a grower*feeder. 
This proposal would involve distinguishing the actual grain which was 
to be fed to prevent a duplication of payments. Since, to the writer's 
knowledge, no technical, inexpensive means of marking particular lots of 
grain is available, this second alternative is not feasible. The ultimate 
solution must eventually be, then, to remove the "subsidies" and, if it 
proves impossible to fill the export contracts, either raise the contract 
price or pay a subsidy on products offered for export. So long, however, 
as participation payments are made on wheat this discrinination will 
exist and will tend to discourage wheat producers from feeding wheat. 
3. Production controls 
Since an econoBio comBunlty as a irtiole eaaxuit, over axqr extended 
period of tiate, consume more than it prodiices, restriction of output is 
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not a feasible method of raising the level of real income in Canada. 
Rpom this point of view the provision in the latest wheat program for 
the possible applioation of a limitation of bushels per acre on del­
iveries is an ominous one. The use of improved technological preictioes 
promises to continue to reduce the cost of producing wheat in Western 
Canada. To restrict output in an effort to laaintain price and thus 
prevent such decreases in cost being passed on to the consumer is a 
policy which is not consistent with economic progress. 
4* IM ftflPPtAgP ££ A storage sssSSm 
We have argued that, if the Canadian livestock industry is to be 
stabilized, there must be a more or less constant ratio between the 
prices of feed and livestock and that these ratios mtffit be known in 
advance of breeding time. To even out price variations resulting fjrom 
fluctuations in supply we suggested that a near average-weather crop 
be placed on the market each year. Some such device is essential if 
the degree of price certainty to be gained £^om forward prices for 
livestock and livestock products is not to be offset by unforeseen 
fluctuations in the price of feedstuff^. 
At the present time celling and floor prices are in effect for oats 
and barley (the strong demand relative to 8t;9plies keeps all grades 
ti^t against the flat ceiling). Ceiling prices are, however, of little 
avail in permitting feeders to carry through their livestock prodiMtion 
plans if the feed grains are not available. Forward prices for eqch 
crop together with a storage program which would place a near average-
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weather crop on the market each year would appear more appropriate to 
the reduction of price fluctuations than ceilings and floors which are 
fixed through time without respect to the size of the crop and without 
assurance of supplies being available. 
C. The Present Stabilisation Program for Agriculture 
Despite the low levels of fane income which prevailed in Canada 
during the thirties under the combined impact of crop failure and 
depressed prices, no method cf supplementing farm income, other than 
through direct relief payments and payments tied to the prices of 
products or factors, was ever evolved,^ This latter method of making 
payments has come to be looked upon by farmers as a "fair" means of 
supplementing farm income* Farm Income may be stabilized over time 
through the stabilization of prices, the stabilization of output and 
the provision for direct incoice payments to persons on farms. We have 
suggested that prices be left to the determination of the market but 
that forward prices be used to reduce fluctuations in output result­
ing fjrom producers erring in their anticipation of future prices. 
Since market prices may prove inadequate, owing to unemployment In the 
^Paysents made on this latter basis Includet 
(a) The payment of 5 cents per bushel on wheat delivered during the crop 
year 1931-32. 
(b) Transfer payments nade to wheat producers through purchases by the 
Canadian Wheat Board at minimum prices with any deficit incurred covered 
by the Treasury. 
(c) The Prairie Farm IiKsome payments scheme. In 1941 each farmer In WeQt-
em Canada received a payment of 75^ per acre on one half of his cultivated 
acreage up to a maximum of $150. The purpose of these payments was to pro­
vide the spring wheat farmers of Western Canada with "sxifflclent income to 
maintain them on the land In the face of low crop yields and low prices." 
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noBofarm sector of the econony, to provide farm people with a minimtos 
aooeptahle standard of living ve have suggested a negative income tax 
to faring those fam families with a less than acceptable standard up 
toward the minljatmi. 
1, The stabmsatlon of aggregate farm income 
The trend In recent policy decisions in Canada has been to guarantee 
a ninimum forward price for certain staple farm p]K>duets such as hogs 
and wheat. The methods used, however» differ widely from those which 
we have proposed. Ve have suggested that forward prices, equal to a high 
fixed percentage of the expected equillborlum price be announced prior to 
seeding or breeding time. The establishnent of forward prices has been 
made possible by the conclusion of forward export contracts with the 
GovernBent of the United Kingdini. The British Ministry of Food has 
agreed to take all the bacon Canada is prepared to ship up to the end 
of 1948 at a minimum i^rice of $25 per hundredweight, F. A. S. Canadian 
seaboard, to the end of 194.7 and not less than $22.50 per hundred pounds 
in 1948. The equivalent of this contract price has been made the floor 
price throui^ut Canada with the Ueat Board standing committed to 
purchase sufficient hogs to maintain prices at this level. The con«> 
clnslon of a forward sales contract for the greater part of Canada's 
exportable surplus of irtieat has made possible a long term minimum price 
guarantee for wheat without risking the possibility of any large transfer 
peyments being made to "riieat producers. 
Ihaterer the effect irtiich these contracts and state trading arrange-
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mettts nay have upon International trading relations they are serving to 
provide stable prioes for some of Canada's staple export products for 
periods ranging tip to three years In advance. Farmers are, In effect, 
foregoing higher prices for these products at the present time In return 
for a lover price guaranteed for several years. Provision has, however, 
been made for the support of the prices of farm products irrespective 
of whether or not they are subject to forward export sales contracts. 
These provisions have been embodied in the Agricultural Prices Support 
Act, 
The intent of this legislation can perhaps best be described by the 
following provisions t " In prescribing prices the Board shall endeavovcr 
to ensure adequate and stable returns for agriculture bT* promoting orderly 
adjustment firoa war to peace conditions and shall endeavour to secure 
a fzdr relatlozuihip between the returns f^om agriculture and those ftem 
other occupations Fortunately the authors of this legislation re­
trained f^m a definition of what constitutes "adequate and stable returns 
from agriculture" and "a fair relationship between the returns fl?om agri* 
culture and those AK»B other occupations*" Had they attempted to do so 
the ohanees am exeallent that Canada would have had full blown price or 
income parity legislation upon her statute books. 
Although the criteria iriiich are to be wnployed in detemlning the 
si^qoort level of the prices of farm products are not defined, the Act 
^An Act for the Support of the Prices of Agricultural Products 
during the t]*ansition from Har to Peace, 8 George TI, Chapter 29, 
section 9f subseotion (2). 
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specifies two methods vhieh such prices are to be sxipported. These 
are purchases the Board in the open market and the direct payment to 
producers of the difference between the average prices jreceived for their 
product during a specified period and some prescribed minimum price. 
The first method is that currently employed in maintaining a mini­
mum price for commodities under export contract. The second is the 
technique suggested I9- Schults which we have already examined. The 
use of the technique differs Arom that suggested by Schultz in two 
rather important respects. In the first place» no provision as to when 
conpensatory pajnnents shall be made is provided for in the Prices Stqpport 
Act. Schults would have such payments made only when a specified mini-
mna degree of iinemployment existed and, if this first condition did 
not prevaily no payment would be made Irrespective of the price of the 
particular product. Secondly, the price at which any product price is 
to be stq>ported Is to be determined by the Cabinet or, in the euphemistic 
language of the laiQrers, the Qovwnor-in-Council. 
This latter provision means that the government may elect to support 
the price of any particular product idiose unsupported price they deem 
Insuffieient to provide its suppliers with a "fair return" aa compared 
with that earned by people engaged in other occiqpations.^ This policy 
of selective price oontrd Ixxvoked at the discretion of the goTemment 
\he Agricultural Prices Support Board is, when such supports are 
deened ecxpedlent, to handle price stqsports fbr any "natural product of 
agriculture, aoccept wheat, designated by the GoTemor-in-Council, and 
iMludes processed meat, dairy and poultry products If so designated". 
Agricultural Prices Siq>port Act, section (2), subsection (a). It is 
surprising, in the writer's opiMon, that Jurisdiction over all grains 
was not left to the Kheat Board since this agency has admlnlstared 
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may have two unfortunate effects. It may tend to f^ese resources in 
their present use, irrespective of ci anges in supply and demand. Sec­
ondly, it places a premiun upon the organisation of an inordinately 
strong agricultural pressure group. If the gOTernment can be induced 
to support the price of a product at a level intended to maintain 
"an adequate and stable return" for those people engaged in its prod­
uction, irrespective of the demand for the commodity, the allocative 
function of the price mechanism will have been seriously impaired. 
Unlike the tHheat Board, the Agricultural Prices Support Board is 
not empowered to exercise direct control over production or delivery 
nor to make itself or any other body the sole marketing agency for any 
product* Such powers under the British North America Act reside with 
the provinces* However, the Wheat Board has been given authority under 
the National Bsergency Transitional Powers Act to become the sole market­
ing agency for wheat and to control production* The i^/iinister of Trade 
and Conneree has indicated that when this latter statute expires "the 
government will direct its attention to tlie form and authority under 
irtiich the Board's powers may be further continued".^ There does not 
then appear to be any valid reason iriiy a similar authority could not be 
CKtendcd to the Agricultural Prices St^port Board if the government 
so desired* 
controls over these grains during the war and possesses the necessary 
adainistrative maehlnexy* Ve have already criticised this method of 
stqsporting the price of potatoes. See above p* 212, footnote 1. 
^Hon* J. A. MacKinnon, op. cit*, p. 4-* 
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Apart from Its effects tq>on the allocation of resources, this leg­
islation might be crltiolaed on the grounds that it seeks to attain a 
given objective bgr a roundabout and Inefficient method. By no means all 
fannars producing a given product receive less than a minimum acceptable 
standard of living when the price of that product declines through un­
employment and lack of purchasing power in the hands of the consumers. 
Payments tied to the price of the prodiict will not accomplish the 
objective of placing income in the hands of those families who require 
help to maintain this minimum standard. On the other hand, it will per­
mit farm famlliea iriio are already enjoying a better than minimum standard 
to receive relatively large transfer payments. 
The writer has no illusions regarding the acceptability to farmers 
of his proposal of a negative income tax during periods of depressions. 
Indeed faxa leaders have criticised that clause In the Agricultural 
Prices Support Act which provides for direct compensatory (deficiency) 
payments to farmers. Ur. W. J. Parker, President of the Manitoba Vlheat 
Pool, expressed this point of view very well in discussing a paper on 
the Agricultural Prices Support Act by Ifr. J. G. Taggart, chairman of 
the Prices SiQ)port Board. Parker said in parts^ 
floor prices of the sort suggested by Ifr. Taggart will be of 
little assistance In directing agricultural resources Into uses 
most desired "by the comnunlty. The suggested policy of making 
defieiency payments, determined the difference between the 
average prloes received and some prescribed minimum price, is 
seriously Inadequate on the basis of improving the distribution 
of farm income* Supplemmtary payments made on the volume of 
J. Parker. Discussion on Price Stabilisation. Agricultural 
Institute Bevlew. It27. 19^5* 
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output distort the imome distribution in favour of the large 
fazmer. Supplementary or deficiency payments are distasteful to 
the individu^ farmer, in that having laboured diligently and 
intelligently and having produced a food product, he feels he 
has a right to a fair return, so that a deficiency payment is un­
necessary* If, on the other band, things come to that pass 
where the Government feels that on humanitarian grounds or for 
economic reasons of maintaining an overall income and pvirohasing 
pover, or a combination of both factors, they determine to pay 
so-called "deficiency" parents, they shoiild be for the purpose 
?f improving the standard of living of all farm families. But am afraid that in any form they will be considered direct relief. 
2. The stablligation of Individual farm income 
One of the prime objects of a stabilization program is to reduce 
year to year fluctuations in the incomes of individual producers. 
Policies adopted to prevent fluctuations in the prices of farm products 
awgr actually increase the variability over time of the income of indiv­
idual producers in the face of marked fluctuations in yield. Certain 
technological developments such as mechanisation may serve to reduce 
these variations in yield but in the Great Plains area of Western Canada 
climatic factors are still responsible for wide and, as yet, uncontrollable 
fluctuations in yield. Techniques of an economic nature are required to 
substitute a rather steady volume of annual sales for the present uneven 
volume. This applies particularly to plant products aince the output of 
livestock is not nearly so dependent xipon weather as are crops. 
So far Canada has to all Intends and purposes not advanced beyond 
the stage of Investigating the feasibility of crop insixrance* The Prairie 
Farm Assistanee Act of 1959 is rather an alternative to relief payments 
than a system of crop insarazMe» It is based upon average yield within 
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the tonnahlp rather then on the Individual farm. Pr^iums paid are 
not adjusted for risks on specific farms but are unlfora over the whole 
area of the Prairie Provinces, This has the effect of forcing farmers 
In better areas to subsidize those in poorer areas and also tends to 
permit firms to employ resources in enterprises where their marginal 
value product of such resources is less than the price of the product. 
The plan does not, moreover, stabilise the quantity of wheat which a 
fanner has available for sale Arom year to year but attanpts, rather, 
to relieve severe cases of hardship resulting from crop failure.^ 
The author of the most recent report on the feasibility of crop 
insurance finds grounds for a positive program but also maintains that 
present yields data are not adequate for the establishment of a program 
2 
on an actuarial basis. The advantages of such a program are important 
^The Act provides for a bonus payment of $2.50 per acre on one 
half of a farmer's cultivated acreage, not to exceed 200 acres, when the 
average yield in a minimum specified number of townships is less than 5 
bushels per acre. A second provision applies to any year which the Gov-
emor-lB-Couneil declares to be an emergency year. In such a year faxners 
in townships with an average yield of less than 12 bushels per acre may 
receive a payment on one half their cultivated acreage. This payment 
varies with average yield and, in the event the average yield for the 
township is between 8 and 12 bushels, with the price of wheat, providing 
the price of wheat is less than 80 cents per bushel. The costs of 
administration are borne by the Dcaninlon Ctovemment, together with all 
other deficits. A levy of one per cent is collected on all wheat, oats, 
barley and rye marketed in the Prairie Provinces. Funds raised by this 
levy covered about 30 per cent of payments made to farmers dviring the 
five year period 1939-44. 
2 Andrew Stewart. Crop Insurance in Alberta, 1944. Unpublished 
manuscript, pp. 84<-I02. 
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to any plan for stabilising farm ineoine. No tlaa shoiild be lost in 
eatabliflhing faoilitiee deaigned to seours the necessary yield data. 
Any plan of crop insurance should be regarded as complementary to a 
scheme such as that suggested in Chapter VIII for maintaining minimum 
levels of farm income. The one will not replace the other. 
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